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1
Introduction

Today’s robots are designed for and operated in relatively simple, static, and predictable

environments. Such robots are not able to cope with complex, dynamically changing,

and (partially) unknown situations. The problem is that traditional engineering is

not able to design and optimize robots for such demanding circumstances. An evolu-

tionary robotics approach offers a solution because in principle it enables robots to

develop themselves ‘on the job’. This thesis presents a study in evolutionary robot-

ics, in particular for developing locomotion skills in modular robots with evolvable

morphologies.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 The Evolution of Things

The overall long term vision behind the line of research in this thesis is the Evolution

of Things (EoT) concept [Eiben et al., 2012, Eiben and Smith, 2015a]. This concept

combines the best of evolutionary computing systems and natural evolutionary systems,

as shown in Figure 1.1. Evolutionary computing mimics natural evolution, but there

are significant differences between them regarding the genetic encoding, reproduction

operators, selection mechanisms, and population management. Furthermore, evolution-

ary computing systems are programmable, configurable, and observable, but they are

situated in a virtual space, that is, the evolvable objects are digital and not physical. In

contrast, natural evolutionary systems are definitely physical, but hardly programmable,

configurable, and observable. The key idea behind the Evolution of Things concept is

to have a programmable evolutionary system that works with physical artefacts. For

instance, a population of evolving robots is a tangible implementation of this idea. Such

an evolutionary robot system can be used to ‘breed’ adequate robots for challenging

applications. Moreover, evolving robot systems can be used as hardware models of

natural evolution and help investigate fundamental questions about the evolution of

(embodied) intelligence, the interaction between the body and the brain, and the effect

of the environment on the evolved organisms [Eiben, 2020].
SEAMS ’20, October 7–8, 2020, Seoul, Republic of Korea A.E. Eiben

Evaluation

Reproduction

Selection

Initialisation

Termination

Figure 2: General diagram of Evolutionary Algorithms.

problem naturally determines the phenotypes. For instance, for a
travelling salesman problem phenotypes are possible routes. How-
ever, the user can freely choose the genotypes to represent these.
For the travelling salesman problem, a route can be coded as a list
of city names or by an adjacency matrix. The choice of the geno-
types and the definition of the corresponding genotype-phenotype
mapping (a.k.a. representation) is one of the most important design
decisions when specifying an evolutionary algorithm [21].

Over the last decades, EAs have been developed under different
names including genetic algorithms, genetic programming, evolu-
tion strategies, and they have proven their power on hard problems
without analytical models, non-linear relations among variables
and complex objective functions with multiple local optima [8, 9].

2 THE EVOLUTION OF THINGS
Evolutionary computing mimics natural evolution, but there are
significant differences between them, cf. Table 1 in [9]. Perhaps
the most prominent difference is that evolutionary computing is,
well, . . . computing. That is, it takes place in a virtual space, whereas
natural evolution happens in the real world. The advantage of evo-
lutionary computing systems is that they are programmable, con-
figurable, and observable. Natural evolutionary systems are quite
the opposite. They are certainly real, but hardly programmable,
configurable, and observable. The combination of the two offering
the best of both worlds is the The Evolution of Things as introduced
in [7] and further discussed in [10] and [9], cf. Figure 3.

The key idea behind the Evolution of Things concept is to have a
programmable evolutionary system that works with physical arte-
facts. These artefacts can be passive, e.g., sunglasses or airplane
wings, or active, animate things, robots for short. Robots that are
able to reproduce and evolve in the real world hold great promises
for engineering –these will be discussed in the next section– as
well as for fundamental research. To this end, an evolving robot
system can be perceived as a hardware model of natural evolution
[19] and used as a research instrument to study evolutionary phe-
nomena. Fundamental questions that can be investigated include
the evolution of (embodied) intelligence, the interplay between
the body and the brain, and the impact of the environment on the
evolved organisms. Using real robots instead of simulations is in-
teresting, because this guarantees that the observed effects are real
and not just artefacts of the simulator. Research with robots also

Programmable
evolutionary systems
(evolutionary computing)

Real-world 
evolutionary systems
(biosphere)

Evolution
of Things

Figure 3: Evolution of Things: the best of both worlds.

offers advantages with respect to living organisms, because robots
are easily observable (e.g., internal processes and communication
can be logged) and controllable which allows systematic studies
under strictly regulated conditions and many repetitions for solid
statistics.

3 EVOLUTIONARY ROBOTICS
Evolutionary Robotics (ER) is a research area that applies EAs to
design and optimize the bodies (morphology, hardware), the brains
(controller, software) or both for simulated or real autonomous
robots [4, 20, 23]. Using artificial evolution for robot design has a
strong rationale.

As natural evolution has produced successful life forms for
practically all possible environmental niches on Earth, it is
plausible that artificial evolution can produce specialised
robots for various environments and tasks.

Obviously, designing robots for structured environments with
known and predictable conditions can be done by classic engineer-
ing. However, complex unstructured environments with (partially)
unknown and possibly changing conditions represent a completely
different challenge. Think, for instance, of robots for environmental
monitoring in rain forests, exploration of ocean floors, or terraform-
ing on other planets. In such cases it is hard to determine the optimal
morphologies and the control systems driving them. For example,
should a robot that operates in the jungle have wheels, legs, or
both? What is the optimal arrangement of its sensors? Should that
robot be small to maneuver through narrow openings or should it
be big and heavy to trample down obstacles?

Evolutionary algorithms have been successful in solving various
design problems and obtaining unexpected, ‘original’ solutions that
surprised their users [1, 12, 17]. To illustrate their potential for
designing robots let us consider two motivational examples.

Example 1: Breeding Farm Recall the problem of designing
robots for inspecting forests. An evolutionary approach to this prob-
lem can be implemented on a ‘robot breeding farm’ that consists of a
mock-up forest environment and an evolutionary engine. Reproduc-
tion could be realized by a rapid prototyping facility that constructs

Figure 1.1: Evolution of Things: the best of both worlds.

Figure 1.2 shows the historical context of the development of artificial evolution

[Eiben and Smith, 2015a]. In the 19th century, evolution was proposed to explain

the change in the heritable characteristics of biological populations over successive

4



1.2. The Triangle of Life

generations. The theory of evolution was applied to computer science, e.g., the bio-

inspired algorithms and bio-inspired robots in the 20th century. The envisioned next

step in the 21st century will take the theory of evolution into the real world, i.e., the

Evolution of Things in which the design and production of objects (e.g., robots) are

replaced by selection and reproduction without the involvement of human designers

and human-operated facilities [Eiben et al., 2012].

Figure 1.2: Two major transitions in the history of artificial evolution.

1.2 The Triangle of Life

A generic architecture of robot systems, where both morphologies and controllers

undergo evolution has been introduced recently [Eiben et al., 2013, Eiben, 2014]. The

underlying model, called the Triangle of Life (ToL), describes a robot life cycle that

runs from being conceived to conceiving offspring through three principal stages: Birth,

Infancy, and Mature Life as illustrated in Figure 1.3.

Birth is the first stage in the ToL, specified as the process between the moment

of Conception (activating a newly created genome) and the moment of Delivery (the

robot organism is completed). In this stage, a new robot is created first at genotype

level by mutating and/or recombining parental genotypes. Then this novel genotype is

converted into a corresponding phenotype by constructing the robots body (morphology,

hardware) and its brain (controller, software). Infancy is the second stage, it starts

at the moment of Delivery when a new robot organism is completed and ends when

this robot organism learns the necessary skills and becomes a fertile adult capable of

conceiving a new robot – its offspring. Mature life is the third stage when adult robots

‘live’, work, and possibly reproduce thus starting a new Triangle.

5



Chapter 1. Introduction

M
ORP

HO
GE

NE
SIS INFANCY

2

3MATURE LIFE

Learning 
Loop

Birth process

1
Fertility

Delivery

Survival, mating, learning, 
task execution

  
Conception

Figure 1.3: Generic system architecture represented by the Triangle of Life. The pivotal
moments that span the triangle and separate the three stages are: 1) Conception: A new
genome is activated, construction of a new robot starts. 2) Delivery: Construction of
the new robot is completed. 3) Fertility: The robot becomes an adult, ready to conceive
offspring [Eiben et al., 2013].

1.3 Learning Loop in the Triangle of Life

One of the challenges inherent to evolving robots is rooted in the fact that ‘robot

children’ are random combinations of the bodies and brains of their parents. The

problem is that in general it cannot be assumed that recombining the parents’ controllers

results in a controller that fits the recombined body. Even asexual reproduction, where

offspring are created by mutations, faces the same problem, though perhaps less

severely. Thus, in a morphologically evolving robot system we must cope with the

possible mismatch between the inherited body and the inherited brain of the offspring.

The solution is a learning method that works regardless of the particularities of a given

robot morphology and can efficiently find a good controller that matches that body.

This means that including a learning stage in a generic robot life cycle is not an

arbitrary design choice. Learn-to-control-your-own-body is a crucial task that can be

positioned in the Infancy phase of the Triangle of Life, where a newborn robot acquires

the sensory-motor skills needed to be effective in its environment. In this phase, its

controller can be adjusted, but its morphology will not change. In this thesis, we focus

on the Infancy phase for learning effective locomotion skills on modular robots with

evolvable morphologies.
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1.4. Locomotion in Evolutionary Robotics

1.4 Locomotion in Evolutionary Robotics

Locomotion is one of the most fundamental behaviors in nature [Anderson et al., 2013].

As evolutionary pressure imposes adaptations in the forms and functions of animals,

locomotion is a stepping stone for designing robots that carry out useful tasks in a

variety of environments. Locomotion in evolutionary robotics has been considered from

various perspectives, including on how it evolved [Stoy et al., 2010, Vargas et al., 2014,

Kriegman et al., 2018, Howard et al., 2019], how it is controlled [Ijspeert et al., 2007],

and how it can be rehabilitated following injury or disability [Bongard et al., 2006,

Cully et al., 2015].

The locomotion related tasks in evolutionary robotics include learning a gait without

any direction, directed locomotion towards a given (static) direction, and targeted

locomotion to approach targets. In the task of gait learning, robots learn to move as

fast as possible regardless of the direction. Although gait learning is a popular problem

within evolutionary robotics, in practice, we are typically not interested in a robot that

just walks without purpose. A more meaningful task than gait learning is directed

locomotion where a robot has to move in a given (static) direction, e.g., go North. Most

existing studies in directed locomotion for the robots are about the control of vertebrates

with fixed shapes, such as a biped [Grillner et al., 2008, Matos and Santos, 2014] and

a special snake-like robot with screw-drive units [Chatterjee et al., 2014]. There are

only few studies that investigate directed locomotion of modular robots, and they focus

on fixed morphologies or special structures.

Another task is targeted locomotion, where the target could be static (e.g.,

charging stations) or dynamic (e.g., other robots). In such cases, robots have to

follow targets. The existing studies in learning locomotion on modular robots

can be divided into two categories in terms of the controllers, open-loop and

closed-loop. Following targets in modular robots needs closed-loop controllers.

The studies [Kamimura et al., 2005, Sproewitz et al., 2008a, Bongard et al., 2006,

Samuelsen and Glette, 2015, Thakker et al., 2014] investigated one or multiple real

modular robots. However, none of them run targeted locomotion and closed-loop con-

trollers. Although [Owaki et al., 2013, Owaki and Ishiguro, 2017, Nordmoen et al., 2019]

proposed closed-loop controllers with local sensory feedback, they concerned

7



Chapter 1. Introduction

learning gait on a fixed quadruped robot rather than targeted locomotion with

external sensory feedback. [Ijspeert et al., 2007] presented locomotion with ad-

justable direction on real modular robots. Others investigated learning locomo-

tion patterns on legged robots using closed-loop controllers based on feedback

from sensors [Owaki et al., 2013, Owaki and Ishiguro, 2017, Nordmoen et al., 2019,

Righetti and Ijspeert, 2008, Sartoretti et al., 2018, Shaw et al., 2019, Wu and Ma, 2013,

Steingrube et al., 2010]. However, these studies concern the locomotion on the known

and given robots with fixed morphologies, e.g., hexapod robot, fish robot, or quadruped

robot. In this thesis, we propose a new closed-loop controller that is generic and

applicable to any modular robots.

In gait learning, locomotion speed is the only factor that is used to evaluate the

performance of robots. In contrast, the task of directed locomotion is to move quickly

in a given direction. Thus, the combination of the deviation of the actual direction w.r.t.

the target direction (to be minimised) and speed (to be maximised) are considered when

we evaluate the performance. Tortuous locomotion is unwanted in directed locomotion.

Therefore, locomotion with a longer trajectory than the straight trajectory towards

a given destination will be punished in the evaluation. In targeted locomotion, the

objective is to keep robots move in the direction of the target. To this end, robots

have to adjust their locomotion in a closed-loop control for approaching and following

targets.

Although these three forms of locomotion are definitely different tasks, they also

overlap in some special cases. In general, moving in a straight line is an efficient way

to obtain reasonable gait. Therefore, robots learning a gait may walk in a (near) straight

line in a certain direction. Directed locomotion is not only a stepping stone for targeted

locomotion, but also a special case when targets are stationary.

In summary, the ability to locomote is fundamental and necessary for robots

regardless of the given application. In this thesis, we present approaches for learning

locomotion inside an evolutionary process that produces various morphologies. The

specific tasks we consider are directed locomotion and targeted locomotion. Both

locomotion tasks are good test cases because they are morphology dependent. Robots

with different shapes will walk differently, thus they need different controllers suited to

their specific bodies.

8



1.5. Research Goals

1.5 Research Goals

The overall research goal is to investigate how to learn locomotion skills in modular

robots. First, we study how to learn directed locomotion. Second, we investigate

targeted locomotion. These algorithmic studies are conducted in simulation, but we

also want to experiment with real robots. To this end, the robots need an adequate

vision system to identify and follow the targets. Overall, this thesis covers a wide range

of research driven by the following main research goals:

− Research goal 1: Develop methods to learn directed locomotion in modular

robots with different morphologies.

− Research goal 2: Design methods to obtain targeted locomotion in modular

robots with different morphologies.

− Research goal 3: Develop a real-time robot vision system to recognize objects

that works on low-performance computing hardware installed on real robots.

− Research goal 4: Design a method to learn behavioural strategies for a collective

task, in particular, following and capturing another robot.

1.6 Summary of Topics

In this section, we discuss the five main topics of this thesis in more detail, directed

locomotion, efficient learning, robot vision, targeted locomotion, and multi-robot

intelligence.

Directed locomotion A robot has to move in a given direction, e.g., to move towards

a destination or to systematically explore its environment, rather than just walk without

purpose (gait learning). We investigate learning directed locomotion on evolvable mod-

ular robots. To this end, learning algorithms, HyperNEAT and Bayesian optimization,

are applied to learn the controllers. We propose a fitness function that balances the

distance travelled in a target direction and the deviation between the desired and the

actually travelled directions. We employ these methods on a variety of modular robots

9



Chapter 1. Introduction

with different shapes and sizes to learn the controllers, and observe the trajectories that

the robots performed with the best learned controllers in simulation. Last, we validate

the best learned controllers by constructing three real robots and observe their fitness

and actual trajectories.

Efficient learning Generate-and-test search algorithms generally take a lot compu-

tation time for learning tasks in evolutionary robotics. This topic aims to achieve an

efficient search algorithm that is not only more time-efficient than Bayesian Optimiza-

tion (BO) and Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) separately, but also converges to better

results. BO performs state-of-the-art data efficiency but has a cubic computation time

as the number of evaluations. EAs rely on search heuristics that typically do not lead to

state-of-the-art data efficiency, but can be done in constant time for each evaluation.

We therefore propose a new algorithm, a combination of Bayesian optimization and an

Evolutionary Algorithm, BEA for short, that starts with BO, then transfers knowledge

to an EA, and subsequently runs the EA. We demonstrate the best controllers learned by

BEA on real robots for the three tasks, gait learning, directed locomotion, and rotating.

Targeted locomotion Following targets is fundamental and necessary for perform-

ing other tasks in evolutionary robotics, e.g., evolving predator-prey robots, foraging

(recharging automatically). This topic therefore addresses the problem of how modular

robots follow targets. We propose a novel sensory oscillator to form the CPG-based

controller that works in a closed-loop, in which information about the targets (recog-

nized by the robot vision system) is used as external sensory input of the controller.

The sensory oscillators in the controller are divided into left or right side. The output

of each sensory oscillator for a joint is adjusted depending on the sensory feedback.

Hereby, the robots can follow targets in the real world.

Robot vision Perceiving the environment with vision is crucial for the closed-loop

control. However, performing real-time vision on resource-constrained hardware is a

challenging task. In this topic, we address real-time object recognition on real robots

whose controllers run on a Raspberry Pi. To this end, we propose the Fast Regions

of Interest Search (FROIS) algorithm to quickly find the regions of interest (ROIs)

10
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of the objects on low-performance computing hardware. On the one hand, we use

two typical methods to analyze the ROIs, accelerated Convolutional Neural Network

and linear Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier with optimized Histogram of

Oriented Gradients (HOG). On the other hand, we present an evolutionary approach to

evolve efficient DNNs for real-time object recognition. NeuroEvolution of Augmenting

Topologies (NEAT) is applied to evolve both weights and topology of DNNs for lower

computation time, while maintaining high accuracy. We test the approach on the

well-known benchmark MNIST dataset and a self-defined modular robots dataset,

and implement the best evolved DNN on low-performance computing hardware to

recognize the modular robots real-time in the real world.

Multi-robot intelligence This topic addresses the problem of designing behavioural

strategies for a group of robots with a specific task, capturing another robot. Our

proposed approach is to employ a “smart” prey with a pre-programmed strategy based

on a novel Gaussian model of danger zones and use an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to

optimize the predators’ behavior. The EA is applied in two stages: first in simulation,

and then in hardware on the real robots. Finally, the best evolved robot controllers

are then further inspected and compared by their robustness, i.e., performance under

different conditions.

1.7 List of Papers

This thesis is a collection, in which each chapter is derived from one or more papers

with a few modifications. These modifications generally remove and/or reorganize

repetitive content that is already described in another chapter, and add a few connections

between chapters, e.g., the preamble section in the beginning of each chapter. The

papers involved in this thesis are listed below, along with details of my contributions to

the publications.

This thesis contains several contributions. Firstly, a method for directed locomotion

on modular robots in simulation and the experimental validation in the real world.

Secondly, a time efficient black-box optimizer, the Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm

(BEA), that can learn the adequate settings of robot controllers. The BEA has been

11
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tested on synthetic objective functions and multiple tasks on modular robots in simula-

tion and on real robots. Thirdly, a method for targeted locomotion on modular robots

to approach and follow targets. This approach is based on a combination of two key

ingredients, a new closed-loop controller architecture with sensory feedback and an

internal frame of reference to distinguish left and right in any body shape. Fourthly,

two methods of real-time robot vision running on a Raspberry Pi 3 to recognize objects.

The methods work with a minimum speed of 5 FPS and an accuracy of higher than

95%, which is sufficient for our application. Finally, to generalize the tasks for one

robot to a group of robots, we present an evolutionary approach to develop multi-robot

intelligence by combining simulated and real-world evolution of behavioural strategies.

The method was tested and validated on wheeled robots for the task of capturing

another robot.

Topics 2018 2019 2020

Directed locomotion [1] [6]
Efficient learning [7]
Robot vision [2] [5]
Targeted locomotion [8]
Multi-robot intelligence [3,4]

[1] G. Lan, M. Jelisavcic, D. M. Roijers, E. Haasdijk, and A. E. Eiben (2018). Directed

locomotion for modular robots with evolvable morphologies. In Proceedings of the

Parallel Problem Solving from Nature – PPSN XV, pp. 476–487. vol 11101. Springer,

Cham.

I designed the fitness function for the task of directed locomotion. Furthermore, I

combined the fitness function and the learning algorithm (HyperNEAT) together in the

simulator, and designed the experiments. Finally, I run the experiments and wrote the

paper.

[2] G. Lan, J. Benito-Picazo, D. M. Roijers, E. Domínguez, and A. E. Eiben (2018,

Nov). Real-time robot vision on low-performance computing hard-ware. In
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Proceedings of 15th International Conference on Control, Automation, Robotics and

Vision (ICARCV), pp. 1959–1965. IEEE.

I proposed the Fast Regions of Interest Search (FROIS) algorithm and the combination

of linear Support Vector Machines classifier and optimized Histogram of Oriented

Gradients descriptor. Moreover, I applied the approach in real small robots with

Raspberry Pi embedded 1.2 GHz ARM CPU. Overall, I contributed to this paper

including writing, ideas, coding and experiments.

[3] G. Lan, J. Chen, and A. Eiben (2019). Evolutionary predator-prey robot systems:

from simulation to real world. In Proceedings of the Genetic and Evolutionary

Computation Conference (GECCO), pp. 123–124. ACM.

I supervised and provided advice for this research project. Specifically, I proposed

the fitness function, a part of the experimental setup, and provided the visualization.

Furthermore, I contributed to the writing in this paper.

[4] G. Lan, J. Chen and A. E. Eiben. Simulated and Real-World Evolution of Predator

Robots. In 2019 IEEE Symposium Series on Computational Intelligence (SSCI), pp.

1974-1981. IEEE, 2019.

I proposed the research goals, fitness function, the concise neural network predator

controller, a part of the experimental setup (e.g., three learning algorithms), and the

measurements. Moreover, I contributed to the writing in this paper.

[5] G. Lan, L. de Vries and S. Wang. Evolving Efficient Deep Neural Networks for

Real-time Object Recognition. In 2019 IEEE Symposium Series on Computational

Intelligence (SSCI), pp. 2571-2578. IEEE, 2019.

I proposed the idea to evolve efficient DNNs for real-time robot vision on low-

performance computing hardware by using evolutionary approach. I proposed the

experimental setup, the dataset, and the fitness function. Moreover, I made the compar-

ison of the current methods and wrote the paper.

[6] G. Lan, M. D. Carlo, F. van Diggelen, J. M. Tomczak, D. M. Roijers, and A. E.

Eiben (2020). Learning directed locomotion in modular robots with evolvable

morphologies. Applied Soft Computing, under review.
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In this paper, I designed the experiments, applied and compared two learning algorithms,

Bayesian optimization and HyperNEAT for the task of directed locomotion in simulated

and real modular robots. Furthermore, I run the best learned controllers in real robots

and analysed the reality gap between the simulation and the real world. Finally, I wrote

this paper.

[7] G. Lan, Jakub M. Tomczak, Diederik M. Roijers, and A.E. Eiben (2020). Time

Efficiency in Optimization with a Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm. Applied Soft

Computing, under review.

I proposed to measure the efficiency of generate-and-test search algorithms as the

expected gain in the objective value per unit of computation time spent, and therefore

proposed a new algorithm, a combination of Bayesian optimization and an Evolutionary

Algorithm. I designed the experiments for the benchmark objective functions and the

tasks in evolutionary robotics, and further run the best learned controller on real robots.

Finally, I wrote the paper.

[8] G. Lan, M. van Hooft, M. De Carlo, J. M. Tomczak, and A.E. Eiben (2020).

Learning Locomotion Skills in Bio-inspired Robots. Nature Machine Intelligence,

under review.

I merged the work in [2,5] and [1,6,7] and proposed a new closed-loop controller for

the task of targeted locomotion that modular robots follow targets. I designed and run

the experiments, analyzed the data and produced the figures. Finally, I contributed to

the writing.
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This chapter is based on the following papers:

[1] G. Lan, M. Jelisavcic, D. M. Roijers, E. Haasdijk, and A. E. Eiben (2018). Directed
locomotion for modular robots with evolvable morphologies. In Proceedings of the
Parallel Problem Solving from Nature – PPSN XV, pp. 476–487. vol 11101. Springer,
Cham.
[6] G. Lan, M. D. Carlo, F. van Diggelen, J. M. Tomczak, D. M. Roijers, and A. E. Eiben
(2020). Learning directed locomotion in modular robots with evolvable morphologies.
Applied Soft Computing, under review.
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Chapter 2. Directed Locomotion 1: Simulation

Preamble

The vision behind this chapter looks ahead to evolutionary robot systems where mor-

phologies and controllers are evolved together. We note that such systems suffer from

a potential mismatch between the body and the brain of a ‘newborn’ robot. To mitigate

this problem the robot offspring must undergo a learning process to acquire a brain

that works well in the inherited body. Most existing studies in evolutionary robotics

focus on gait learning. In this chapter, we study the task of directed locomotion, where

modular robots move towards a given direction, rather than the typical undirected gait.

Abstract

Morphologically evolving robot systems need to include a learning period right after

‘birth’ to acquire a controller that fits the newly created body. In this work, we

investigate learning one skill in particular: walking in a given direction, i.e., the task

of directed locomotion. To this end, we apply the HyperNEAT algorithm guided by

a fitness function that balances the distance travelled in a direction and the deviation

between the desired and the actually travelled directions. We validate this method on

a variety of modular robots with different shapes and sizes and observe that the best

controllers produce trajectories that accurately follow the correct direction and reach a

considerable distance in the given test interval.

Keywords: Evolutionary Robotics, Evolvable Morphologies, Modular Robots,

Gait Learning, Directed Locomotion.

2.1 Introduction

While it can already be hard to design robots for known environments, it is considerably

harder for (partially) unknown environments—like the deep sea or Venus. In unknown

environments, robots would have to robustly be able to respond to the circumstances

they encounter. The problem with this however, is that there is no way to predict what

the robots will encounter. Therefore, in such environments, evolving robots would be
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highly useful to have robots that evolve over time, changing their controllers and their

morphologies to better adapt to the environment because the behaviour of a robot is

determined by not only its controller but also its morphology.

The field that is concerned with such evolving robots is Evolutionary Robot-

ics [Bongard, 2013, Doncieux et al., 2015]. To date, the research community has

mainly been focusing on evolving only the controllers in fixed robot bodies. The

evolution of morphologies has received much less attention even though it has been

observed that adequate robot behaviour depends on both the body and the brain

[Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006, Auerbach and Bongard, 2012, Beer, 2008]. To unlock the

full potential of the evolutionary approach, especially for unknown and/or changing

environments, one should apply it to both bodies and brains.

A generic architecture of robot systems, where both morphologies and controllers

evolve and a proof-of-concept has been conducted recently [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a],

as shown in Figure 1.3. In this chapter, we achieve the task of directed locomotion

on evolvable modular robots in simulation, as there are still key obstacles to over-

come for evolving robots in real hardware [Eiben et al., 2012, Eiben and Smith, 2015a,

Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]. The morphologies of evolved robots (‘newborn’ robots) inher-

ited from their parents. It can not be generally assumed that an inherited controller fits

the inherited morphology. It is vital that the learning method is general enough to learn

the robot behaviours for a large variety of morphologies.

Formerly, we have investigated this problem focusing on the most elementary

case: gait learning [Jelisavcic et al., 2016, Weel et al., 2017, Jelisavcic et al., 2017a,

Jelisavcic et al., 2017b]. However, although gait learning is a popular problem within

evolutionary robotics, in practice we are typically not only interested in a robot that

just walks without purpose. For most cases, a robot has to move in a given direction,

e.g., to move towards a destination or to systematically explore its environment.

In this chapter, we therefore focus on the task of directed locomotion, where the

robot must follow a given direction, e.g. “go left”. Our specific research goals are the

following:

1. Provide a method to learn a controller for directed locomotion in different

modular robots.
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2. Evaluate the method on a test suite consisting of robots with different shapes and

sizes.

3. Investigate the working of this method by studying the dynamics of the learning

process.

The main contribution of this work is a method to learn the controllers for directed

locomotion for modular robots with arbitrary morphologies. To this end, we employ an

evolutionary algorithm (EA) that searches through the space of controllers of a given

morphology. This EA implements the learning loop in Figure 1.3 and it should not

be confused with the main evolutionary loop captured by the Triangle of Life as a

whole. To drive this EA we propose a novel fitness function for directed locomotion that

balances the distance travelled in a direction and the angle between the desired direction

and the direction actually travelled in section 2.4. We combine this fitness function

with the HyperNEAT algorithm to train controllers (section 2.3). We test this method

on a test suite of nine modular robots with different shapes and sizes (Figure 2.1)

and five target directions to validate its generality and scalability. The experimental

results (section 2.5) indicate that our method learns good and stable controllers, i.e.,

across all different robots and directions the top three controllers produce trajectories

that accurately follow the correct direction and reach a considerable distance within

60 seconds. Summarizing, this chapter describes a method that can be used to learn

directed locomotion behaviour in a robotic system with evolvable morphologies.

2.2 Related work

The design of locomotion for modular robots is a difficult task. Several approaches

based on various types of controllers and algorithms for locomotion of robots have

been proposed in [Aoi et al., 2017, Sproewitz et al., 2008b]. An early approach is

based on gait control tables that in essence are a simple cyclic finite state ma-

chine [Bongard et al., 2006]. A second major approach is based on neural networks.

For instance, [Jones et al., 2008, Jones et al., 2010, Jones et al., 2011] investigate the

evolution of neural structures in relation to body morphology, where the evolved neural

networks are used to be controllers of fish-inspired robots in simulation. In previous
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work, we have implemented evolutionary controllers for locomotion in modular

robot3 [Haasdijk et al., 2010, Weel et al., 2017] using HyperNEAT. Other studies also

have shown that HyperNEAT can evolve the good controllers for the efficient gaits

of a robot [Clune et al., 2009, Yosinski et al., 2011]. Other successful approaches

that have been extensively investigated for robot locomotion are based on Central

Pattern Generators (CPG) [Ijspeert, 2008]. CPGs are neural networks that can produce

rhythmic patterned outputs without rhythmic sensory or central input [Hooper, 2001].

The CPG-based controller allows one to reduce the dimensionality of the locomotion

control problem while remaining highly flexible to continuously adjust velocity,

direction, and type of gait according to the environmental context [Ijspeert et al., 2007].

This technique has been shown to produce well-performing and stable gaits for modu-

lar robots [Kamimura et al., 2005, Kamimura et al., 2004, Marder and Bucher, 2001].

Last, an alternative approach based on machine learning for adaptive locomotion was

proposed by Cully et al. due to change in the body properties [Cully et al., 2015].

Although there are extensive existing studies on the locomotion of robots, most

of them focus on the controllers in fixed robot bodies for gait learning, and only

the works described in [Kamimura et al., 2005, Sproewitz et al., 2008b] tested on

multiple shapes. Our previous works [Jelisavcic et al., 2016, Jelisavcic et al., 2017a,

Jelisavcic et al., 2017b, Weel et al., 2017] described the gait learning for modular

robots with evolvable morphologies. However, we are typically not only interested in a

robot that just walks without purpose. In most cases, we want to evolve robots that

move towards a destination.

Directed locomotion is a fundamental task. Most existing studies in directed loco-

motion for the robots are about the control of vertebrates with fixed shapes, such as a

biped. The different neural control systems involved in directed vertebrates locomotion

are reviewed in [Grillner et al., 2008]. A CPG-based approach based on phase oscilla-

tors towards directed biped locomotion is presented in [Matos and Santos, 2014]. A

special snake-like robot with screw-drive units is presented in [Chatterjee et al., 2014]

for directed locomotion using a reinforcement learning approach. There are only few

studies on the directed locomotion of the modular robots, and they focus on fixed

morphologies or the special structures. Therefore, in this chapter we describe a method

to evolve the controllers for directed locomotion that works on modular robots with
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evolvable morphologies.

2.3 Experimental Set-up

The controllers of the modular robots are learned / evolved independently for each

robot in simulation. Here we use our own custom simulator Revolve, based on Gazebo
1, that implements the components for running the Triangle of Life experiments

[Hupkes et al., 2018]. It enables us to test the parts of the system as well as to set

an entire environment for the complete evolutionary process. All experiments were

performed using an infinite plane environment to avoid any extra complexity.

2.3.1 Robots

The robots and their genetic representation in Revolve are based on RoboGen frame-

work [Auerbach et al., 2014]. We use a subset of those 3D-printable components: fixed

bricks, a core component, and active hinges. The fixed bricks are cubic components

with slots that can attach other components. The core component holds a controller

board. It also has slots on its four lateral faces to attach other components. The active

hinge is a joint moved by a servo motor. It can attach other components by inserting its

lateral faces into the slots of other components. Each robot’s genotype describes its

layout and consists of a tree structure with the root node representing a core module

from which further components branch out. Component types contain specific features

described by its genotypical encoding dependant on a component’s type. These models

are used in the simulation, but also could be used for 3D printing and construction of

the real robots.

As a test suite we chose nine modular robots in three different shapes and sizes, in

order to examine the generality and scalability of our method. We refer to the three

shapes as spider, gecko, and baby (see Figure 2.1). The ‘baby’ robots were created

through recombination of the ‘spider’s’ and ‘gecko’s’ [Jelisavcic et al., 2016]. Each

shape includes three sizes: small, medium, and large, resulting in the nine different

robots shown in Figure 2.1.

1http://gazebosim.org/
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spider9 spider13 spider17

gecko7 gecko12 gecko17

babyA babyB babyC

Figure 2.1: Images of the simulated modular robots. The top and middle rows exhibit
the basic shapes named spider, gecko in three sizes separately. The bottom row shows
the three ‘baby’ morphologies created through recombining basic shapes. Please note
that the top leg of gecko17 and that of babyC are different; specifically, babyC has one
more active hinge in the top leg, where gecko17 has a brick and an active hinge.

2.3.2 Controllers

We use the CPG-based controllers to drive the modular robots. CPGs are biological neu-

ral circuits that produce rhythmic outputs in the absence of rhythmic input. They gener-

ate tightly-coupled patterns of neural activity that drive rhythmic and stereotyped loco-

motion behaviors like walking, swimming, flying in vertebrate species and they have

been proven to perform well in modular robots as well [Hultborn and Nielsen, 2007,

Ijspeert, 2008, Ijspeert et al., 2007].

In this work, we implement the CPGs whose main components are differential

oscillators. Each robot joint has a differential oscillator that is defined by two neurons,

a xi-neuron, a yi-neuron, and outi-neuron that are recursively connected as shown
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in Figure 2.2. The index i represents the number of a differential oscillator, wxiyi ,

xiyi outi out

wxiyi

wyixi

wxioi

Figure 2.2: A differential oscillator i with output node in a joint of modular robots as
used in the CPG-based controller.

wyixi
, and wxioi denote the weights of the connections between the neurons, and out

is the activation value of outi-neuron that controls the servo in a joint. The xi-neuron

and yi-neuron feed their activation values multiplied by weights wxiyi and wyixi to

the yi-neuron and xi-neuron respectively. At a time step t, the changes of activation

value of xi-neuron (∆xi(t)) and yi-neuron (∆yi(t)) can be calculated according to the

following difference equation:

∆xi(t) = wyixiyi(t−1)

∆yi(t) = wxiyixi(t−1)
(2.1)

where t − 1 represents the last time step. xi-neuron and yi-neuron generate the

activation values xi(t) and yi(t) of oscillatory patterns over time according to the

following expression:

xi(t) = xi(t−1) + ∆xi(t)

yi(t) = yi(t−1) + ∆yi(t)
(2.2)

The xi-neuron feeds its activation value multiplied by the weight wxioi to the

outi-neuron, the outi-neuron applies the activation function and generates the driving

signal to the servo in a joint of the robot. As the differential oscillator in a robot

controller, the activation values of the neurons have to meet two conditions. First, the

activation value of outi-neuron should be bounded due to the limited rotating angle of

the joints. Therefore, we use a variant of the sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent

function (tanh), as the activation function of outi-neurons to bound the output value

in [−1, 1]. At a time step t, the tanh activation value of outi-neuron can be calculated
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as follows:

outi(t) =
exi(t) − e−xi(t)

exi(t) + e−xi(t)
(2.3)

Second, the activation value of outi-neuron should be periodic. The weights with

the same values but different signs, i.e., wxiyi = −wyixi
, achieve periodic activation

values of neurons. We use the predefined initial values (xi(0), yi(0)) = (− 1
2

√
2, 12
√

2),

and (wxiyi , wyixi) = (0.5,−0.5), but they can be randomly initialized except 0. In

such a way, the differential oscillator can generate the oscillatory activation values.

An independent differential oscillator generates only sinusoidal waves. However,

for the modular robot controllers, we implement the CPG-based controllers with the

connections of the neighbouring differential oscillators. For instance, for the specific

morphology of the modular robot spider9, its CPG-based network has connections

between the neighboring differential oscillators, as shown in Figure 2.3. As a result,

Figure 2.3: Schematic view of CPG-based
network generated for the robot spider9. The
squares represent the components of fixed
bricks. The circles with numbers represent
the differential oscillators in the joints (active
hinges).

4 3

2

1

6 5

8

7

the output values are a composition of multiple sinusoidal signals. Combining the

differential oscillator (rf. Figure 2.2) into each joint (the circle with number), the

CPG-based network of the robot spider9 can be specified as shown in Figure 2.4. With

the connections to the neighbouring differential oscillators, the activation values of

each differential oscillator can be calculated as follows:

xi(t) = xi(t−1) + ∆xi(t) +
∑
j∈Ni

xj(t−1)wji

yi(t) = yi(t−1) + ∆yi(t)

(2.4)

where i is the number of the oscillator, Ni is the set of indices of the neighbouring

differential oscillators, wji is the weight between i-th oscillator and j-th oscillator. For

instance, the differential oscillators 1 and 2 have N1 = {2} and N2 = {1, 3, 6, 8},
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Figure 2.4: The specific network of CPG-based controller generated for a specific
morphology of the modular robot spider9.

respectively, for the CPG-based network of the robot spider9. Subsequently, the output

value of each differential oscillator can be calculated by Equation 2.3. To reduce the

number of weights to be learned, we set wxioi = 1.0 in this work, i.e., the input of the

outi-neuron equals the activation value xi(t) of the xi-neuron. Furthermore, we apply

wji = −wij to the CPG-based controllers.

To be able to optimize CPG-based controllers with learning algorithms, e.g., Hyper-

NEAT and Bayesian optimization, we need a unique one-to-one topology mapping for

each weight. In our system, each node of a CPG-based controller has an unique three-

dimensional coordinate that is determined in two steps. First, a differential oscillator in

the CPG-based network is encoded to a two dimensional coordinate that corresponds

to the relative position of the given active hinge. Second, the third coordinate is defined

depending on the nodes: output nodes (outi-neurons) are given a value of 0, while

differential nodes are given the value of 1 for xi the node (xi-neuron) and −1 for the

yi node (yi-neuron).

Moreover, we need to specify source nodes and target nodes for distinguishing

the weights in CPG-based controllers. Therefore, we combine the three dimensional
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coordinates of two nodes as a unique six dimensional information of a connection

weight from a source node to a target node. For instance, if (a, b) is the two dimensional

coordinate of a differential oscillator, then the weight wyixi from the yi-neuron to the

xi-neuron has the six dimensional vector (a, b,−1, a, b, 1). Similarly, (a, b, 1, a, b,−1)

corresponds to the weight wxiyi . The number of the parameters that need to be

optimized for the nine modular robots are shown in Table 2.1. Recall that we apply

Robots Spider9 Spider13 Spider17 Gecko7 Gecko12 Gecko17 BabyA BabyB BabyC

Weights 18 26 34 13 23 33 16 22 32

Table 2.1: Number of parameters in the controllers of the robots in our test suite.

wij = −wji, and wxioi = 1.0 to the CPG-based controllers for reduction of the

number of parameters to be learned and wxiyi = −wyixi for the periodicity of the

activation value of neurons. Optimizing the weights of the CPG-based controllers can

achieve expected behaviours of modular robots with different morphologies. Therefore,

the outstanding optimization algorithms (learners) are crucial to search the optimal

CPG-based controllers by optimizing the weights.

2.3.3 Learning Algorithm

It has been repeatedly demonstrated that HyperNEAT performs well to learn controllers

in modular robots for a given task [Haasdijk et al., 2010, Jelisavcic et al., 2017b,

Lan et al., 2018, Yosinski et al., 2011]. We apply HyperNEAT to learn the weights of

CPG-based controllers on the nine modular robots with different shapes and sizes

for the task of directed locomotion in five different target directions. HyperNEAT

generates Compositional Pattern-Producing Networks (CPPNs) that are a variation of

artificial neural networks (ANNs). CPPN has an architecture whose evolution is guided

by HyperNEAT algorithm [Stanley, 2007], so that the substrate network’s performance

is optimised [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002].

The unique six dimensional information (subsection 2.3.2) of a weight in CPG-

based controllers is the input of the evolved CPPN. The CPPN outputs the values of the

weights that in turn constitute the CPG-based controller that induces the behaviour for
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directed locomotion. The behaviour is evaluated by a fitness function (section 2.4) and

the fitness value is returned to HyperNEAT which in turn generates new CPPNs, closing

the loop (Figure 2.5). CPPNs evolve until a termination condition is triggered; in our
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of CPGs

behavior

fitness

Controller
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Learning/evolving controller

             CPPNs        HyperNEAT

Learners

Figure 2.5: The overall architecture of the learning system. The learning method is
implemented by an evolutionary algorithm (HyperNEAT). It evolves the CPPNs that
define the connection weights of the CPG-based controller whose topology is based on
the morphology of the given robot.

experiments this is reaching a maximum number of generations. The pseudocode of

HyperNEAT for generating CPPNs to optimize the weights of CPG-based controllers

is shown in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: HyperNEAT learns CPG-based controllers.
Init: n initial CPPNs, noted N1,N2, ...,Ni, ...,Nn, the corresponding

CPG-based controllers noted as
−→
W1,
−→
W2, ...,

−→
Wi, ...,

−→
Wn and performed

fitness noted as f1, f2, ..., fi, ..., fn.
1 for k = 1, 2, 3, ... do
2 if k 6= 1 then
3 generate new candidate CPPNs, N((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n) by mutation and

crossover.
4 evaluate CPG-based controllers

−→
W((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n) generated by the

CPPNs N((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n) to obtain the fitness f((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n).
5 select CPPNs from N((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n), update the corresponding

CPG-based controllersW((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n) and their fitness
f((k−1)∗n+1):(k∗n).

6 update CPG-based controllers
−→
W1:(k∗n) and their fitness f1:(k∗n).

7 return data (
−→
W1:(k∗n), f1:(k∗n)).
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2.3.4 Experimental Parameters

An initial population of 20 CPPNs are randomly generated in the first generation. Each

CPPN generates the weights of a CPGs network whose topology is based on a robot’s

morphology. The fitness of the CPG-based controller is evaluated in Revolve for a given

evaluation time. We set this evaluation time to be 60 seconds to balance computing

time and accurately evaluating a complex task as directed locomotion. We found this

60s to be a suitable value empirically. Each EA run is terminated after 300 generations,

that is, 300 ∗ 20 = 6000 fitness evaluations – this amounts to 100 hours of (simulated)

time.

The modular robots used in our experiments include three small size robots (spider9,

gecko7, babyA), three medium size robots (spider13, gecko12, babyB) and three large

size robots (spider17, gecko17, babyC). For each robot we tested the EA on five target

directions (−40◦, −20◦, 0◦, 20◦, and 40◦ relative to the robot) to simulate the robot’s

limited field of view in the real-world. This resulted in 45 test cases. For each test case

the EA runs were repeated five times. All together, we performed 225 experiments (EA

runs) per 100 hours of simulated time each. In practice, it took over 15 days to run these

experiments on five computers with an Intel i7 CPU. The experimental parameters we

used in the experiments are described in Table 2.2.

Parameter Value Description

Population size 20 Number of individuals per generation
Generations 300 Termination condition for each run
Tournament size 4 Number of individuals used in tournament selection
Mutation 0.8 Probability of mutation for individuals

Evaluation time 60 Duration per fitness evaluation in seconds
Robots 9 Number of robot in Revolve (the test suite)
Target directions 5 Number of test directions for each robot
Repetitions 5 Number of repetitions each robot + direction

Table 2.2: Main experimental parameters and setup
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Chapter 2. Directed Locomotion 1: Simulation

2.4 Fitness Function for Directed Locomotion

The fitness function is crucial to the experiments. We propose a fitness function for

directed locomotion and illustrate how the performance of a controller is evaluated for

a given direction. Learning CPG-based controllers for directed locomotion in modular

robots with evolvable morphologies is a black-box optimization problem, we therefore

need to formulate a fitness function to the objective. In our system, fitness function is

not only used to evaluate the performance of controllers but also serves as the guiding

metric of learning controllers. We define a fitness function for directed locomotion that

combines two objectives: minimizing deviation with respect to the target direction and

maximizing speed with minimum length of the trajectory. In this section, we provide a

step-by-step derivation, culminating in the final fitness function stated in Equation 2.9.

Figure 2.6: Illustration of the fitness calcula-
tion. p0(x0, y0) is the starting position of the robot,
p1(x1, y1) is the end position. The red line l0 shows
the target direction, the blue line l1 is the direction
actually travelled between p0 and p1. The angle δ is
the deviation between l0 and l1. The point p(xp, yp) is
the projection of p1 on the line l0. The red lines Tra.1
and Tra.2 show two different trajectories between p0
and p1.

β1β0

𝛿

T0

T1

x

y

p(xp, yp)

l1l0 

p0(x0, y0)

p1(x1, y1)Tra.2

Tra.1

The scenario for an evaluation in our experiments is illustrated in Figure 2.6. We

can collect the following measurements from the Revolve framework:

1. p0(x0, y0) is the coordinate of the core component of the robot at the start of the

simulation, i.e., time T0.

2. p1(x1, y1) is the coordinate of the core component of the robot at the end of the

simulation, i.e., time T1.

3. The orientation of the robot in time T0.

The target direction, β0, is an angle with respect to the initial orientation of the robot at

time T0. In Figure 2.6, we drew lines in the target direction, l0, and the line l1 through

p0 and p1. The angle between l1 and x−axis, β1 = atan2((y1 − y0), (x1 − x0)), is

the actual direction of the robot displacement between time T0 and T1.
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2.4. Fitness Function for Directed Locomotion

The absolute intersection angle between l0 and l1, δ, is the deviation between the

actual direction of the robot locomotion and the target direction. It can be calculated

as:

δ(β0,β1) =

2π − |β1 − β0| (|β1 − β0| > π)

|β1 − β0| (|β1 − β0| ≤ π)
(2.5)

Note that we pick the smallest angle between the two lines. To perform well for

a directed locomotion task, δ(β0,β1) should be as small as possible. However, just

minimizing δ(β0,β1) is not enough to achieve successful directed locomotion.

In addition to moving in the right direction, i.e., minimizing δ(β0,β1), the robot

should move as far as possible in the target direction. Therefore, we calculate distance

travelled by the robot in the target direction by projecting the final position at time T1,

(x1, y1), onto the target direction l0, i.e., the point p(xp, yp); we denote this point as

p = (xp, yp). The distance travelled is then

D(p,p0) = sign |p− p0|, (2.6)

where |p−p0| is the Euclidean distance between p and p0, and sign = 1 if δ(β0,β1) <
π
2

(noting that δ(β0,β1) is an absolute value) and sign = −1 otherwise. TheD(p,p0) is thus

negative when the robot moves in the opposite direction. To further penalize deviating

from the target direction, we calculate the distance between (x1, y1) and (xp, yp) :

P(p,p1) = ω |p1 − p|, (2.7)

where |p1 − p| is the Euclidean distance between p1 and its projection p on the target

direction line l0. ω is a constant scalar penalty factor, further determining the relative

importance of the deviation. In our experiments we use ω = 0.01. A naive version of

the fitness function would be:

F(D,P,δ) =
D(p,p0)

δ(β0,β1) + 1
− P(p,p1), (2.8)

where (δ(β0,β1) + 1) aims to guarantee that the denominator does not equal zero.

Particularly, F(D,P,δ) = D(p,p0) when the final position p of a locomotion is exactly in
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Chapter 2. Directed Locomotion 1: Simulation

the target direction line l0, i.e., δ(β0,β1) = 0 and P(p,p1) = 0.

While F(D,P,δ) is proportional to D(p,p0), and inversely proportional to deviation

δ(β0,β1) and penalty P(p,p1), this does not yet entirely express all desirable features of

a good directed locomotion. Specifically, we not only care about the final position of

the robot, but also about how is the trajectory of the locomotion from starting position

to end position.

To illustrate this, we consider the trajectories marked Tra.1 and Tra.2 in Figure 2.6.

Although the robot has the same starting and end position for both trajectories, Tra.1 is

a more efficient way of moving between the two points. Note that a straight trajectory

as Tra.1 cannot be generally learned in the task of gait learning that only considers

locomotion speed in the evaluation. Therefore, we would expect the controller of Tra.1

to have a higher fitness than that of Tra.2. In general, we aim to evolve controllers

that modular robots move from start to finish as efficiently as possible, i.e., in a straight

line. Putting this all together, we obtain the following fitness function to measure the

performance of controllers for directed locomotion:

F(D,P,δ,L) =

∣∣D(p,p0)

∣∣
L+ ε

(
D(p,p0)

δ(β0,β1) + 1
− P(p,p1)), (2.9)

where ε is an infinitesimal constant, the length of the trajectory L is calculated by

summing the distances between two neighbouring positions in the trajectory that consist

of ten positions during an evaluation. This fitness function is proportional to D(p,p0),

but inversely proportional to L and δ(β0,β1). That is, the fitness function rewards higher

speed in the target direction (as measured through D(p,p0)) and penalizes the length of

trajectory L and the deviation from the target direction δ(β0,β1).

We visualized the fitness function with a heat map to illustrate the performance

(fitness value) of different target direction movements for the case of straight-line

trajectories, shown in Figure 2.7. For example, the fitness (F(D,P,δ,L)) is 3.11 when

the modular robots have a straight-line trajectory movements from the position (0, 0)

to (1, 4). In particular, the movement from (0, 0) to (0, 5) has the maximum fitness

(F(D,P,δ,L)), because it has the perfect movement direction (δ = 0) and the longest

effective movement distance (D(p,p0) = 5) in the target direction. For the other

trajectories, the fitness is less than the values shown in the heat map because they have
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Figure 2.7: The heat map of the fitness value with the Equation 2.9 for the case of
straight-line trajectories. The target direction is the direction from point (0, 0) to (0, 5).
The values are the fitness (F(D,P,δ,L)) for the different movements of the robot starts
from point (0, 0). The light and dark colours represent high and low values. The
vertical and horizontal axis represent the coordinate system in the simulator Revolve.

2.5 Experimental Results

We aim to obtain high-performance controllers for directed locomotion for modular

robots with evolvable morphologies. In this section, we therefore tested the performance

of the evolved controllers in terms of the fitness function and δ in Equation 2.9. In

addition we visually inspected typical examples of trajectories.

To test the performance of our controllers we ran HyperNEAT with a population

size of 20 for 300 generations, i.e., 6000 fitness evaluations, for each robot type. Per

robot type, we plotted the average fitness across the whole population (solid lines)

as well as the average of the three best controllers in the population (dashed lines)

as a function of the generation number in Figure 2.8. Each sub-figure shows the

average fitness and average best three fitness for a robot type for five target directions
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Chapter 2. Directed Locomotion 1: Simulation

(represented by a colour), averaged over five repetitions.

We observe that the controllers for each of the nine modular robots (three shapes

and three sizes) evolve to the high fitness in Figure 2.8. The average fitness shows the

gradual and steady growth, indicating that our method learns well. The average of the

best three fitness (dashed lines) show a steady increase, similar to the solid lines, but

with significantly higher value. We thus conclude that the average fitness improves

steadily for each modular robot.

We further observe that the controllers of small size robots (spider9, gecko7,

babyA) have the highest average fitness. The controllers of medium size robots

(spider13, gecko12, babyB) and large size robots (spider17, gecko17, babyC) reach

significantly smaller values fitness. This confirms the results obtained in our previous

work [Jelisavcic et al., 2016] for gait learning of modular robots with reinforcement

learning (original RL PoWER). We thus hypothesize that the parameter settings for the

larger robots are just more difficult to train, irrespective of the training algorithm (such

as HyperNEAT or RL PoWER).

As directed locomotion is an important subtask for many more complex tasks, it is

highly important that the robot actually moves in the target direction. Therefore, the

deviation from the target direction, δ is a highly important measure.

We zoom in on the achieved δ during learning for the nine robots in Figure 2.9.

Each sub-figure shows the average δ for the 20 controllers in a population over five

repetitions in five target directions. The δ of the five target directions is corresponding

shown in five colours.

We observe that for all robots and all directions, δ gradually decreases. Interestingly,

the δ of small size robots is higher than for the larger robots. This means that small

size robots are easier to evolve for speed (as they have higher fitness), but do worse in

terms of deviation. Similar results about the speed of modular robots were shown in

our previous work [Jelisavcic et al., 2016]. We hypothesize that this is because larger

robots have more joints, they have more flexibility, and can control their direction more

precisely.

Ultimately, the users of the robots will not be interested in average performance

across populations or even the best controller from the last generation; a user would

like to use the best controller for a robot ever found during the entire evolutionary
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Figure 2.8: Fitness as a function of generation number. The x axis represents the
number of generations, the y axis represents performance measured by the fitness
function. The solid lines show the average fitness of 20 individuals averaged over
five repetitions. The dashed lines correspond to the average fitness of the best three
controllers in each generation averaged over five repetition. Each colour represents
a different target direction, i.e., red, green, black, blue and purple correspond to
40◦, 20◦, 0◦,−20◦, and −40◦ relative to the robot.
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Figure 2.9: Deviation (δ) from the target direction during the learning process. The
x axis represents time measured by the number of generations. The y axis represents
value of δ (Delta) in radians. The sub-figures in the top, middle, bottom rows belong to
the spiders, geckos, and babies. The five colors belong to the five target directions.
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process. Therefore, we select the best controllers from the 30000 controllers (6000

evaluations each run, 5 repetitions) as the final controllers of the robot in each target

direction, and more closely inspect the trajectories these controllers induce. The best

three trajectories of each of the nine robots for the five different directions are shown

in Figure 2.10. The trajectories for the best three controllers for a target direction are

shown in lines of the same colour. The black arrows in the different directions show

the five target directions −40◦, −20◦, 0◦, 20◦, 40◦.

Although the robots have a variety of trajectories for the different controllers, all

of them have well-directed locomotions in the target directions. Take the trajectories

of spider9 for example; the trajectories are almost exactly on the lines of the target

directions. Furthermore, the trajectories display faster speed than other robots in the

target directions. Because maximizing the distance in the target directions, D(p,p0),

is rewarded in the fitness function, as well as minimizing the deviation from the

target directions, evolution can lead to different trade-offs between these two desirable

properties. For example, one of the trajectories (purple point-line) for−40◦ of spider13

deviates quite far from the target direction (−40◦), but it does have the top fitness, while

the other trajectories for this robot and direction get less far but stick more closely to the

target direction. In addition, although the trajectories (black point-line) for 0◦ of babyA

have high values for the length of the trajectory, L, and thus receive a punishment in

the fitness function for the deviation from the straight line in the target direction of

0◦, they have top fitness because of the high speed (D(p,p0)) and good final deviation

(low δ). The sub-figures of small size robots have the better trajectories, especially in

terms of speed in the target direction. The medium size robots have the second-best

trajectories. The large size robots also have good trajectories but not as good as the

small and medium size robots, especially in terms of speed.

In summary, we conclude that using our method, successful controllers can be

evolved for directed locomotion for modular robots with evolvable morphologies. Fur-

thermore, the small-sized robots have the better performance for directed locomotion,

especially in terms of speed in the target direction.
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Figure 2.10: The best three trajectories for each robot and each direction. Five arrows
in the sub-figures show the five target directions. The best 3 trajectories are shown in
five colours. To be concise, we do not show the fitness of the best trajectories.
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2.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we address the problem of learning sensory-motor skills in morpho-

logically evolvable robot systems where the body of newborn robots is a random

combination of the bodies of the parents. In particular, we go beyond the conventional

gait learning task and present a method to learn good robot controllers for directed

locomotion. Our learning method is based on HyperNEAT and a new fitness function

that balances the distance travelled in a desired direction and the angle between the

desired direction and the direction actually travelled. We examine the generality and

scalability of this method by testing it on nine modular robots for five different target

directions. The results indicate that the method learns good controllers across all of

these morphologies and target directions. From the resulting trajectories it is apparent

that our fitness function provides effective guidance for the evolution of controllers and

adequately balances the speed and direction of the robots.

The experiments conducted for this research were, while well-performing, not

very computationally efficient, as the task of directed locomotion is complex and the

learning speed of HyperNEAT is not very high. Recall from subsection 2.3.4 that

the learning process took 100 hours of simulated time. Therefore, in future work we

aim to compare HyperNEAT to other methods for training the controllers, such as

reinforcement learning methods [Kohl and Stone, 2004] and Bayesian optimisation

[Paul et al., 2018]. Furthermore, we aim to investigate which other trade-offs between

deviation from the target direction and the speed exist by using a vector-valued, i.e.,

multi-objective, rather than a scalar fitness function [Roijers and Whiteson, 2017].

Finally, we aim to validate our results by replicating the experiments in real hardware

and extend our methods to more scenarios and other skills.
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This chapter is based on the following paper:

[6] G. Lan, M. D. Carlo, F. van Diggelen, J. M. Tomczak, D. M. Roijers, and A. E. Eiben
(2020). Learning directed locomotion in modular robots with evolvable morphologies.
Applied Soft Computing, under review.
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Preamble

The investigation of directed locomotion in chapter 2 left a couple of open issues:

− The learning algorithm, HyperNEAT, is not efficient that takes a lot of computa-

tion time to learn considerable controllers with a large number of evaluations.

− All experiments are run in simulation, particularly, the learned controllers have

not been validated on real robots.

In this chapter, we present learning directed locomotion with a state-of-the-art data

efficient learning algorithm, Bayesian optimization, and the validation of the best

learned controllers on real robots. To be consistent and comparable, we use the same

modular robots and the same CPG-based controllers as shown in section 2.3, the same

fitness function and its notations as shown in section 2.4.

Abstract

In this chapter, we further investigate this issue in evolvable modular robots for the

tasks of directed locomotion rather than an undirected gait. We aim to achieve an

efficient learning process and validate the best learned controllers in the real world. We

apply Bayesian optimization for the task of directed locomotion on modular robots and

compare it with HyperNEAT (see chapter 2). The experimental results in simulation

show that both methods successfully learn good controllers, but Bayesian optimization

is more effective and efficient. We validate the best learned controllers by constructing

three robots from the test suite in the real world and observe their fitness and actual

trajectories. The obtained results indicate a reality gap that depends on the controllers

and the shape of the robots, but overall the trajectories are adequate and follow the

target directions successfully.

Keywords: Evolutionary Robotics, Evolvable Morphologies, Modular Robots,

Bayesian optimization, Directed Locomotion, Real World.
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3.1 Introduction

Developing robots for known and structured environments is a challenging task, but

it is even harder to design robots for (partially) unknown and complex environments,

like deep seas, rain forests or other planets. The challenge here is twofold: the

unpredictability and the complexity of the environment. Designing appropriate robot

morphologies and corresponding controllers for such environments is a daunting task

where classic engineering approaches seem to fall short. A very promising approach

here is to take a bio-inspired angle. Considering that natural evolution successfully

populated very diverse environmental niches with adequate life forms, it is fair to

assume that artificial evolution could produce robot designs for various environments

and tasks, i.e., Evolutionary Robotics (ER) [Bongard, 2013, Doncieux et al., 2015,

Nolfi and Floreano, 2000].

A general definition of ER states that it “aims to apply evolutionary computation

techniques to evolve the overall design or controllers, or both, for real and simu-

lated autonomous robots” [Vargas et al., 2014]. However, Evolutionary Robotics to-

day is mainly limited to evolving the controllers of simulated robots. ER systems

where morphologies and controllers of robots evolve simultaneously are rare, even

though it has been observed that adequate robot behaviour depends on both the body

(morphology) and the brain (controller) [Auerbach and Bongard, 2012, Beer, 2008,

Pfeifer and Bongard, 2006]. Furthermore, forced by technological limitations, the ma-

jority of ER systems only work in simulation. Occasionally, the result of evolution,

that is, a good robot, is constructed in the real world, but the evolutionary process is

simulated, see for example [Lipson and Pollack, 2000]. This approach inevitably runs

into the infamous reality gap problem [Jakobi et al., 1995].

The long-term vision behind the topic in this chapter is that to unlock the

full potential of the evolutionary approach to robot design it should be applied

in systems where morphologies and controllers are evolved together in the real-

world, [Howard et al., 2019]. With the development of 3D-printing and rapid pro-

totyping technology, this is now becoming a viable option [Brodbeck et al., 2015,

Jelisavcic et al., 2017a, Hale et al., 2019]. Additionally, researchers have recently

demonstrated that it is possible to use wet materials to construct a physical incarnation
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of an organism evolved in simulation [Kriegman et al., 2020]. We expect that in a few

years the technology needed for real robot evolution will become available. Thus, it is

now timely to work on the algorithmic and systemic challenges so that the solutions

are ready when this indeed happens.

One generic challenge inherent to evolving robot morphologies – be it simulated or

real – is rooted in the fact that ‘robot children’ are random combinations of the bodies

and brains of their parents. Hence, in general it cannot be assumed that recombining the

parents’ controllers results in a controller that fits the recombined body. In other words,

morphological evolution implies the potential of a mismatch between the body and

the brain of a ‘newborn’ robot. To mitigate this and to acquire a brain that works well

in the inherited body a ‘robot child’ must undergo a learning process. This learning

process starts from the inherited brain and improves it until a required performance

level is reached or a predefined learning budget is exhausted. It is vital that the learning

method is general enough to work for a large variety of morphologies, and fast enough

to work within practical time intervals.

We generalize the well-studied problem of gait learning in modular robots in two

dimensions. Firstly, we address locomotion in a given target direction that goes beyond

learning a typical undirected gait, i.e., directed locomotion. Secondly, rather than

studying one fixed robot morphology we consider a test suite of different modular

robots. This study is based on our interest in evolutionary robot systems where

both morphologies and controllers evolve. In such a system, newborn robots have

to learn to control their own body that is a random combination of the bodies of the

parents. In chapter 2, although HyperNEAT learned controllers successfully for directed

locomotion on modular robots in simulation, it took a lot of time and evaluations due

to its low data efficiency. The tasks in evolutionary robotics require as effective and

efficient as possible learning methods.

In this chapter, we apply the state-of-the-art data efficiency search algorithm,

Bayesian optimization, to learn more effective controllers with higher fitness with

a fewer evaluation number than HyperNEAT in simulation for acquiring directed

locomotion skills, where the robot must follow a given direction, e.g. “go North” or

“go forward”. To validate our results, we test the best controllers on real robots as well.

The corresponding general problem statement in this chapter is as follows:
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How to learn controllers efficiently for directed locomotion in a variety of

modular robots with different morphologies?

This chapter addresses the problem by three specific research goals:

1. Describe possible candidates, i.e., algorithms to learn controllers for directed

locomotion in modular robots.

2. Evaluate these algorithms on a test suite of modular robots with different shapes

and sizes by comparing their efficacy and efficiency in simulation.

3. Demonstrate the learned directed locomotion behavior on real robots and reflect

on the reality gap in this application.

3.2 Related work

Evolutionary robotics aims to design adaptive robots automatically that can evolve to ac-

complish a specific task while adapting to environmental changes [Alattas et al., 2019].

A number of studies have demonstrated the feasibility of evolutionary methods for

generating robotic control and/or morphology [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]. Bayesian opti-

mization have been proven to perform the state-of-the-art data-efficient learning of con-

trollers for robots [Cully et al., 2015]. [Calandra et al., 2016, Calandra et al., 2014]

present efficient gait learning on a physical bipedal robot within limited trials

by Bayesian optimization. In recent studies [Liao et al., 2019, Yang et al., 2018],

Bayesian optimization achieves data-efficient learning of locomotion on a 6-legged

microrobot.

Most studies on the locomotion of robots focus on the controllers in fixed robot

bodies for gait learning. For instance, Voxel soft and modular robots are studied

with evolvable morphologies in simulation for gait learning in [Cheney et al., 2018,

Veenstra et al., 2017] respectively. Dylan et al. [Banarse et al., 2019] present the

jointly evolution of both controllers and bodies, while it studies on the loco-

motion task in simulation with simple ant robots. Ahmadzadeh and Masehian

[Ahmadzadeh and Masehian, 2015] reviewed many fixed special modular robots for

the tasks of gait learning, self-reconfiguration, self-assembly, self-disassembly, self-

adaptation, and grasping in simulation or/and real-world. However, none of them
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achieve directed locomotion in modular robots with multiple morpholoiges, particularly

evolvable morpholoiges. We aim to evolve modular robots that can move towards

target directions.

Although there are a few studies on directed locomotion for robots, most

of them study on the control of vertebrates with fixed shapes, such as a biped

[Grillner et al., 2008]. There were many neural-based control systems for directed

vertebrates locomotion proposed. For instance, a CPG-based approach based on phase

oscillators towards directed biped locomotion is outlined in [Matos and Santos, 2014].

In [Chatterjee et al., 2014], a reinforcement learning is used to learn directed locomo-

tion for a special snake-like robot with screw-drive units. However, there are only few

studies that investigate directed locomotion of modular robots, and they focus on fixed

morphologies or special structures.

Even though evolutionary robotics is not new, rarely it has been used to generate

a physical demonstration of evolved robots, due to the wear and tear of hardware,

the infamous reality gap, etc. In [Radhakrishna Prabhu et al., 2018], it is estimated

that more than 95% of the literature is focused on the evolution of robot controllers

in simulation, and less than 1% of reported works physically tested the generated

morphologies and controllers in the remaining 5%. Among them, Sproewitz et al.

[Sproewitz et al., 2008b] implemented three modular robots with fixed morphology

for gait learning with CPG-based controller in a simulated environment and real-

world. In other studies, a gait learning task in the real world are performed on a

quadruped robot [Ijspeert et al., 2007], salamander robot [Thakker et al., 2014], and

modular robot [Yosinski et al., 2011]. Although [Bongard et al., 2006] studied the

directed locomotion in simulation and real-world, they only focused on the task in a

quadruped robot without multiple and evolvable morphologies.

[Matos and Santos, 2014] studied on a fixed biped robot in simulation and real

world for directed locomotion. Even though [Kamimura et al., 2005, Kamimura et al., 2004]

investigated the modular robots with multiple morphologies in both simulation and

real-world, they mainly focused on gait learning. In this chapter, we are concerned

with learning controllers for directed locomotion on modular robots with evolvable

morphologies in simulation and demonstrate the best controllers in real-world. We

show an overview of the related work (including the related work in chapter 2) and the
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Articles Robots Morphology Environments Tasks

[Kamimura et al., 2004]
[Kamimura et al., 2005] Modular robots Multiple fixed SIM & RW GL

[Bongard et al., 2006] Quadruped robot One fixed SIM & RW DL
[Ijspeert et al., 2007] Salamander robot One fixed RW DL
[Sproewitz et al., 2008b] Modular robots Three fixed SIM & RW GL
[Clune et al., 2009] Quadruped robot One fixed SIM GL
[Haasdijk et al., 2010] Modular robots One fixed SIM GL
[Yosinski et al., 2011] Quadruped robot One fixed RW GL
[Matos and Santos, 2014] Biped robot One fixed SIM & RW DL
[Thakker et al., 2014] Modular robot One fixed RW GL
[Bonardi et al., 2014] Modular robots Evolvable SIM GL, others
[Jelisavcic et al., 2016]
[Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]
[Veenstra et al., 2017]
[Weel et al., 2017]

Modular robots Evolvable SIM GL

[Ahmadzadeh and Masehian, 2015] Modular robots Multiple fixed SIM & RW GL, others
[Cheney et al., 2018] Voxel soft robots Evolvable SIM GL
[Banarse et al., 2019] Modular ant robots Evolvable SIM GL
Our work Modular robots Evolvable SIM & RW DL

Table 3.1: Overview of related work and the position of our work. SIM: simulation;
RW: real-world; GL: gait learning; DL: directed locomotion.

position of our work in Table 3.1.

3.3 Experimental Setup

In this chapter, we use the same simulated robots as the test suite as shown in Figure 2.1

of chapter 2, the same fitness function and its notations as shown in section 2.4.

3.3.1 Simulation

This work uses the same our custom framework, Revolve 1 [Hupkes et al., 2018], that

implements the components for running the Triangle of Life experiments. It enables

us to test the parts of the system as well as to set an entire environment for the

complete evolutionary process. All experiments were performed using an infinite plane

environment to avoid any extra complexity.

To learn the controllers for directed locomotion, we run Bayesian optimization with

1500 fitness evaluations using a 60 seconds test period per evaluation for each robot

1https://github.com/ci-group/revolve
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and each target direction in simulation. We repeat each learning run 10 times with

different random seeds to compensate for the stochastic nature of the learning methods

and aggregate the results over these 10 runs. All together this means 2 learners × 9

robots × 5 target directions × 10 repetitions that took about eight weeks time on a

Linux computer with a 32 cores, 3.8GHz CPU and 64GB RAM. Note that we take

the performance of HyperNEAT in first 1500 evaluations to compare with Bayesian

optimization for the fair comparison in this chapter 2.

3.3.2 Real-world

We construct three representative robots with different shapes from the test suite

(Figure 2.1), Spider9, Gecko7, and BabyA, as shown in Figure 3.1. The components

spider9 gecko7 babyA

Figure 3.1: The prototypes of the three physical modular robots, Spider9, Gecko7,
BabyA. The 3D printed components include bricks, core, active hinges. The electronic
hardware inside of the core components includes Raspberry Pi with hat board design
on top and battery mounted below. The combinations of the colorful papers on the top
of robot heads are identification tags.

bricks, core, active hinges are printed in a 3D printer, and then assembled by hand

with the electrical components including servos, Raspberry Pi microcomputer (with

hat board), cables, and a battery. The combination of the colorful papers on the top of

the robots’ heads are the identification tags used to recognize the position of the robots

by the overhead camera localization system.

2 chapter 4 will present the computation time problem.
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In the real world experiments, we do not replicate the learning processes. Instead,

we validate the outcomes of learning: we run the best learned controllers on the robots

and compare the real world performance with the simulated one. For this purpose, we

test the best three controllers for each robot and each target direction and have the

controller run for a period of 60 seconds in an arena of 4m×3m. The performance

of the best learned controllers on real robots are evaluated with an overhead camera

system above the arena that can recognize the positions of the robots on the performed

locomotion trajectories. These positions are recorded over a 60 seconds test period

and fed into the same fitness function as used in simulation. To cope with random

effects we repeat each experiment three times. This implies 3 robots × 3 controllers

× 5 directions × 3 repetitions: 135 real world experiments in total. All experiments

in the real world took about two weeks time to perform because of the practicalities

(assembly, servo breakdowns, system calibration, software errors).

3.3.3 Learning Algorithms

We apply the algorithms, e.g., Bayesian optimization and HyperNEAT (see chapter 2),

to learn the weights of CPG-based controllers for the robots in our test suite. The

CPG-based controller is automatically generated for each robot according to its shape.

For each robot we test the learning algorithms on five target directions (40◦, 20◦, 0◦,

−20◦, and −40◦ relative to the robot) to simulate the robot’s limited field of view

in the real-world. The learning run is repeated ten times for each robot and each

target direction. The overall architecture of the learning system is shown in Figure 3.2,

including three stages:

1. Generating topologies of CPG-based controllers automatically according to the

genotypical encoding of different modular robots. That is shown as the blue

blocks on the left of the figure. For any certain robot, the topology of CPG-based

controller is fixed as it is fully determined by the given morphology.

2. Learning weights of CPG-based controllers by learning algorithms. The al-

gorithms learn the weights of CPG-based controllers that their topologies are

generated in the first stage. We apply the learning algorithms, e.g., Bayesian

optimization and HyperNEAT, to be the learners, as shown in the two red blocks.
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The algorithms take the information of CPG-based topologies and output the

learned value of the corresponding weights.

3. Evaluating the behaviours of modular robots with the learned controllers by the

fitness function. The CPG-based controllers with the same topology but different

value of the weights drive the modular robot to perform different behaviors, that

in turn obtains different fitnesses.

             CPPNs     
HyperNEAT

Evolving body

R
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s

(M
or

ph
ol
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s)

Evaluation
(Fitness Function)

Topology 
of CPGs

behavior

fitness

Controller

Weights 
of CPGs

Termination

Initialization

Learning/evolving controller

Bayesian Optimization

             CPPNs        HyperNEAT

Learners

Figure 3.2: The overall architecture of the learning system. The learners optimize the
weights of the CPG-based controllers whose topologies are generated automatically
according to the (evolved) morphologies of modular robots.

In the grand scheme of the Triangle of Life, in the context of infancy, the learning

loop is the combination of the second and the third stage. A CPG-based topology of a

modular robot is generated in the first stage, subsequently the learning loop consisting

of the second and third stage are executed for learning the optimal weights of the

CPG-based controller until a termination condition is triggered, i.e., 1500 evaluations.

That is, for the first stage, there are 1500 combinations of the second and third stage

executed and 10 repetitions. The fitness reflects the quality of the learned weights that

the learners aim to maximize.

3.3.3.1 Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian optimization is a state-of-the-art machine learning framework for optimiz-

ing stochastic functions, and has been successfully applied in engineering, machine

learning, and design [Snoek et al., 2012]. It aims to find an optimal solution in a small

number of function evaluations that is especially advantageous in situations where

evaluations are costly [Brochu et al., 2010]. This can be achieved by constructing
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the surrogate model using a Gaussian Process (GP) approximation of the objective

function of a task, and selecting a new controller with the weights
−→
Wk(w1, w2, ..., wj)

to evaluate on the basis of an acquisition function that balances exploration and ex-

ploitation. The surrogate model is updated with the evaluation of a new controller.

Then, the learning system selects the next new controller and repeats the learning

process until it reaches the termination criterion. The performance of a CPG-based

controller is evaluated in a given evaluation time by the fitness function defined below.

We empirically set the evaluation time to be 60 seconds to balance computing time

and accurately evaluating a complex task as directed locomotion. The pseudocode of

Bayesian optimization for optimizing the weights of CPG-based controllers is shown

in algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Bayesian optimization learns CPG-based controllers.

Init: n initial controllers
−→
W1,
−→
W2, ...,

−→
Wi, ...,

−→
Wn; n = 50 in this work,

−→
Wi is

a j dimensional vector
−→
Wi(w1, w2, ..., wj), j can be different for

different modular robots.
Evaluate: to obtain fitness f1, f2, ..., fi, ..., fn for initial controllers by the

fitness function.
Create: initial GP: µ(

−→
W1:n),σ2(

−→
W1:n).

1 for k = n+ 1, n+ 2, ... do
2 select a new controller

−→
Wk by optimizing acquisition function u(

−→
Wk):

−→
Wk = arg max−→

Wk

u(
−→
Wk|
−→
W1:k−1)

3 evaluate the new controller
−→
Wk to obtain the fitness fk.

4 augment data (
−→
W1:k, f1:k) = {

−→
W1:(k−1), (

−→
Wk, fk)}.

5 update GP: µk(
−→
W1:k), σ2

k(
−→
W1:k).

6 return data (
−→
W1:k, f1:k).

In this chapter, we use the upper confidence bound (UCB) as the acquisition function

and Matérn 5/2 kernel as the kernel function. Particularly, we use Latin Hypercube

Sampling (LHS) to generate 50 initial samples of the weights instead of random

sampling that Bayesian optimization typically uses. In our preliminary experiments,

Bayesian optimization with LHS performs better than with random sampling for all
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nine modular robots. The main parameters of Bayesian optimization and the tuned

values that we used for our experiments, are shown in Table 3.2.

Parameters Value Description

Initial samples 50 Number of initial samples.
Learning iterations 1450 Number of evaluations, excluding initial samples.
Kernel variance 1.0 Kernel variance in Matérn 5/2 kernel.
Kernel length 0.2 Characteristic length-scale in Matérn 5/2 kernel.
UCB alpha 3.0 The weight in the acquisition function.
Initial sampling LHS Method used to generate initial sampling.

Table 3.2: Main experimental parameters of Bayesian optimization.

3.4 Experimental Results

Experimental work is carried out in simulation as well as on real hardware. The

underlying logic is to execute the learning algorithms in simulation and to test the best

learned controllers on physical robots afterwards.

3.4.1 Results with Simulated Robots

In this section, we present the experimental results from different perspectives. We

show the development of the fitness over evaluation for the task of directed locomotion

during the learning process. The fitness values are calculated by the same fitness

function in Equation 2.9. Naturally, this chapter uses the same math notations as shown

in section 2.4. Note that the numerical values have no interpretable meaning. Therefore

we also display the curves that show the deviation and locomotion speed and we plot

the trajectories of robots using the best controllers to exhibit the learning process.

The plots that show how fitness values change over evaluation during the learning

process are shown in Figure 3.3. Each sub-figure shows the average best fitness for a

robot in five target directions, averaged over ten repetitions. The solid lines and dashed

lines show the results for Bayesian optimization and HyperNEAT, respectively. These

curves show a clear difference between the two learners. Bayesian optimization obtains
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Figure 3.3: The best fitness for Bayesian optimization (solid lines) and HyperNEAT
(dashed lines) averaged over 10 runs. Colours represent target directions, red, green,
black, blue and purple correspond to 40◦, 20◦, 0◦,−20◦, and −40◦, respectively. To
keep figures uncluttered, we do not show the standard deviations.

higher fitness by the end of the learning period and learns much faster than HyperNEAT

in the first hundreds of evaluations. It flattens out after about 500 evaluations and keeps

growing at a slow pace. HyperNEAT performs a different learning processes at a more

or less constant rate. Under the conditions of our experiments (1500 evaluations) it

is inferior to Bayesian optimization considering the achieved fitness values at the end

of the learning period. Specifically, we are concerned with morphologically evolving

robot systems, where a newborn robot must acquire some basic behaviours after birth
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quickly. This implies that we are interested in the first part of the learning curves and

not in the potential results after long times.
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Figure 3.4: Locomotion speed of the best controller for Bayesian optimization (solid
lines) and HyperNEAT (dashed lines) averaged over 10 runs. Colours represent target
directions, red, green, black, blue and purple correspond to 40◦, 20◦, 0◦,−20◦, and
−40◦, respectively. To keep figures uncluttered, we do not show the standard deviations.

As noted above, the fitness values calculated by Equation 2.9 have no interpretable

meaning. Therefore we further present the curves that show locomotion speed in

Figure 3.4. These figures exhibit the same overall trends as Figure 3.3, but now with

specific information about speeds. Bayesian optimization is faster in the beginning

and for most robots it achieves higher speeds by the end as well. Regarding speed, our
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robots perfrom locomotion at 1 to 2 meters per minute, depending on the shape and

the size. The fastest robot is gecko12 with speeds close to 2 meters/minute, while its

smaller / larger versions (gecko7 / gecko17) only achieve about 1.3 meters/minute.
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Figure 3.5: Deviation from the target direction with the best controller for Bayesian
optimization (solid lines) and HyperNEAT (dashed lines) averaged over 10 runs.
Colours represent target directions, red, green, black, blue and purple correspond
to 40◦, 20◦, 0◦,−20◦, and −40◦, respectively. To keep figures uncluttered, we do not
show the standard deviations.

Next, we show the deviation δ(β0,β1) of the locomotion with the best controllers

in Figure 3.5. Considering that we are concerned with the task of directed locomo-

tion, this is a a highly meaningful measure. We observe that for all robots and all
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directions, δ(β0,β1) gradually decreases to low values close to zero. This indicates

correctly directed locomotion towards the target directions. Just as before, we notice

that Bayesian optimization performs better than HyperNEAT, although the differences

are less prominent. The most apparent difference between the two learners is the con-

sistency. Bayesian optimization quickly reaches and keeps low deviation values, while

HyperNEAT experiences periods of deteriorating performance, where the deviations

(temporarily) grow.

Last but not least we inspect the trajectories of the robots with the best controllers.

For each robot, each target direction, and both learners we select the top three controllers

(with the highest fitness) from the 15000 controllers (1500 evaluations per run, 10

repetitions) that have been generated and tested by the given learner. Then we average

out these three trajectories such that we obtain just one trajectory per robot, target

direction, and learner, as shown in Figure 3.6.

These trajectories support the observations based on the previous figures, the robots

show adequate behaviour following the target directions. Overall, the solid lines tend

to be longer and more accurate than the dashed ones. This confirms that Bayesian

optimization is better than HyperNEAT. However, there are differences between the

robots’ behaviours. Maximizing the distance in the target direction,D(p,p0), is rewarded

in the fitness function, as well as minimizing the deviation from the target directions

and evolution can lead to different trade-offs between these two desirable properties.

The trajectories of spider9 are almost exactly on the lines of the target directions. On

the other hand, the solid red line of spider13 deviates far from the target direction, but

scores a high fitness value because of the long distance it covers. The solid purple line

of gecko12 shows a similar effect.

In summary, the experiments in simulation show that successful controllers can be

learned for directed locomotion on modular robots within a few hundreds of evaluations

(learning trials) using Bayesian optimization as learning method. Figure 3.3 and

Figure 3.4 indicate that 300 evaluations (learning trials) can already deliver decent

performance. Spending a minute per learning trial this would cost about four hours.

Whether or not this is fast enough depends on the specific circumstances, but in general,

four hours to learn some desired behaviour on a ‘newborn’ robot does sound practicable.
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Figure 3.6: Trajectories of the top three controllers averaged for each robot and each
direction. for Bayesian optimization (solid lines) and HyperNEAT (dashed lines)
averaged over 10 runs. Colours represent target directions, red, green, black, blue and
purple correspond to 40◦, 20◦, 0◦,−20◦, and −40◦ relative to the robot, respectively.
The grey arrows show target directions.
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3.4.2 Results with Real Robots

According to [Radhakrishna Prabhu et al., 2018], less than 1% of evolutionary robotics

studies tested the generated behaviours on real robots. However, due to the wear and

tear of hardware and the infamous reality gap, the results obtained in simulations can

be far off those observed on the actual hardware. Therefore, we perform additional

experiments on three physical robots to see how the simulated behaviours hold up in

the real world. For each real robot, the best three learned CPG-based controllers are

evaluated with an overhead camera localization system. The resulting three fitness

values for each real robot in each target direction are presented and compared with the

simulated results in Figure 3.7. Each green bar shows the fitness of a top controller in

simulation. Each orange bar shows the average fitness of three repetitions that a robot

with the same top controller performed in the real-world. The three blue points in the

column of an orange bar show the fitnesses of this controller for three repetitions in the

real-world environment. Since we tested top three controllers for each target direction,

Figure 3.7 therefore shows three green and orange bars for each target direction. The

combination of a green bar, a orange bar and three blue points are the performance

from the same controller in a target direction. As we can notice, most of the fitness

values of the best controllers in simulation are higher than their fitness in the real-world

scenario. That is, in our experiments we encounter the infamous reality gap for the

directed locomotion of modular robots. Interestingly, three controllers obtained higher

average fitness in real-world than the simulation, namely, the third controller of gecko7

in the target direction 0◦ and −20◦, and the third controller of babyA in the target

direction −20◦, as shown in Figure 3.7. There are many factors that can lead to the

locomotion of physical modular robots with higher fitness. We discuss one of the most

likely factors in section 3.5.

The trajectories of the physical robots demonstrate how the best controllers perform

in the real world. We take the average position of the locomotion over top three

controllers with three repetitions as the trajectories that the best controllers performed

on the physical modular robots in the target directions, as shown in Figure 3.8. The

average trajectories of the locomotion with top three controllers for three repetitions that

the best controllers performed on the physical modular robots in the target directions,
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Figure 3.7: The fitness comparison of the top three controllers in simulation and real
world for the three robots (spider9, gecko7, and babyA) and each target direction. Each
green bar shows the fitness of a top controller in simulation and its average fitness of
three repetitions on the real robot is shown by the its right orange bar. The blue points
in the column of an orange bar show the fitness values of a top controller for three
repetitions in the real world. Note that some of the blue points coincide briefly because
of their subequal fitness value.

are shown in Figure 3.8.

The physical modular robots with the best controllers basically carry out well-

directed locomotions in the target directions. For instance, let us consider the trajecto-

ries of spider9 that are almost on the lines of the target directions. While the second

half of the average trajectory of spider9 in 40◦ is slightly deviated from the correct

direction, the entire trajectory basically follows the direction in 40◦. Comparing the

average trajectories (solid lines) of top three controllers in Figure 3.6, it is apparent that

directed locomotion is harder to be implemented in physical modular robots than in

simulated robots. Particularly, the average trajectories of gecko7 in the target directions
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Figure 3.8: The average trajectories of the top 3 controllers (with the highest fitness) for
each robot and each direction in the real world. Each controller is run three repetitions
and take the average trajectories. Five arrows in the sub-figures represent the five target
directions. The trajectories are shown in five colours.

−20◦ and −40◦, and babyA in the target directions −20◦ and −40◦ show the long

locomotion distance and good directions (low δ(β0,β1)). Thus, they achieve high fitness

that is close to the fitness in the simulation as shown in Figure 3.7. We conclude

that the learned best controllers work well in the physical modular robots for directed

locomotion. The video 3 of the physical modular robots shows the directed locomotion

with the best learned controllers.

3.5 Discussion

3.5.1 Real World Behaviour

In the experiments with physical robots, we observed interesting behaviours that

resemble animals in nature. The robot spider9 performs the well-directed locomotion

directly in the five directions without rotating. This is different from the trajectories

of gecko7 and babyA that perform curvilinear movement in target directions except

the direction 0◦ rather than exactly follow the line in the target direction directly.
3https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dhg1e8fqBgU
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3.5. Discussion

Interestingly, animals like spiders and crabs also can go multi directions without

rotating. The robot spider9 performs biomimetic-like gait like zigzag for directed

locomotion, as shown in Figure 3.8. Although the trajectories are averaged, the zigzag

patterns are clear. We hypothesize that this is a gait characteristic for a spider topology.

For the robot gecko7, we observed that it achieves directed locomotion with curvi-

linear trajectories, as shown in the middle figure of Figure 3.8. That is, gecko7 has to

rotate for the locomotion in multiple directions except forward that results in a similar

behavior to animals with similar morphologies, e.g., geckos and rabbits. Furthermore,

we notice that the robot gecko7 moves towards the target directions by pushing mainly

from the combination of back legs and a waist. The front legs are mainly used to

control the direction. Interestingly, animals like geckos and rabbits mainly use the back

legs to drive the movement and control the direction. Nevertheless, they basically use

their front limbs to control the locomotion direction rather than support the power to

drive the locomotion.

The robot babyA is generated by recombination from spider9 and gecko7. As we

can see in Figure 3.1, its topology is more similar to gecko7 than to spider9. As a

result, babyA performs quite similarly to gecko7 in terms of trajectories, as shown in

Figure 3.8. Moreover, the real babyA achieves directed locomotion with curvilinear

trajectories that are similar to the trajectories of gecko7, but quite different from the

trajectories of spider9. In addition, babyA has not performed the zigzag locomotion as

the robot spider9.

The robustness of learned controllers in the real world is always an important issue.

We therefore test this by answering the following question:

How does a controller, learned for target direction A1, perform in another

target direction A2 that it was not previously learned for?

We take the trajectories of a controller, originally obtained for target direction A1,

and calculate the fitnesses of these trajectories using target direction A2. By this way,

we evaluate the robustness of the controllers using other four target directions. The

resulting robustness are shown in Table 3.3. The fitnesses in the diagonals of three

robots represent the performance of the controllers in the original target directions.

As we can see, although the controllers perform the best fitness in the original target
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directions (diagonals), they generally work well for the close target directions. For

instance, the controller of babyA in a target direction 0◦ with a fitness of 0.88 achieves

the fitnesses of 0.58 and 0.74 in the close target directions 20◦ and −20◦, respectively.

While the fitness values of a controller in other target directions are lower than it

in original direction, it still obtains good fitness values in the close target directions.

Therefore, we include that the CPG-based controllers are robust for the nearby target

directions.

testing in→ 40◦ 20◦ 0◦ −20◦ −40◦

40◦ 0.52 0.44 0.27 0.10 -0.01
20◦ 0.47 0.49 0.35 0.19 0.07

spider9 0◦ 0.25 0.47 0.63 0.46 0.24
−20◦ 0.05 0.17 0.35 0.55 0.54
−40◦ 0.0 0.05 0.21 0.47 0.77

40◦ 0.75 0.69 0.40 0.17 0.04
20◦ 0.72 0.82 0.59 0.30 0.10

gecko7 0◦ 0.31 0.65 1.06 0.96 0.56
−20◦ 0.16 0.45 0.86 1.18 0.98
−40◦ 0.03 0.15 0.40 0.74 0.96

40◦ 1.09 0.75 0.39 0.14 0.02
20◦ 0.54 0.55 0.33 0.15 0.04

babyA 0◦ 0.29 0.58 0.88 0.74 0.42
−20◦ 0.18 0.47 0.85 1.09 0.71
−40◦ 0.02 0.11 0.33 0.65 0.91

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2

Table 3.3: Robustness of the top learned controllers for different directions in the real
world. The data shows the fitness that the top controllers of three robots in 5 directions
(the second column) perform in another directions (the first row). The fitness value in a
cell is averaged over three controller and three repetitions for each controller. The dark
and light color represent the high and low fitness value respectively.

3.5.2 Reality Gap

The mismatch between simulation studies and experiments in real environments is

always an important aspect of any research. As we highlighted in the experiments, in

this work we notice the reality gap too. As exhibited in Figure 3.7, most of the fitness

values for the physical modular robots are lower than the fitness in simulation. There
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are multiple possible causes of the reality gap, these are discussed in the following.

Inconsistent friction: It is demanding to design the same friction for the experi-

ments in simulation and real-world because the friction in real world is difficult to be

measured. Moreover, the friction between the physical robots and floor is dynamic

when the robots is moving. In the physical experiments, we notice that the locomotion

with the same controller becomes different when the components of the physical robots

slide or get stuck on the floor. This is one of the main factors that lead to the reality

gap, and is difficult to be solved.

Assembly errors: The modular robots from simulation to real-world need to be

assembled by hand. Thus, it is inevitable that the manual assembling leads to some

errors. There are three main issues that are associated with manual assembling. First,

the physical gap in the joints of the modular robots cause the different actuation. In this

case, the physical modular robot perform a different locomotion from the robot with

the same controller in the simulation. Second, the manual assembling is difficult to

implement the physical modular robots with the exactly same size as in simulation. In

particular, the position errors of the components in vertical usually cause the fatal errors.

For instance, a “leg” of the physical robots is 0.1 cm off the floor since the assembly

errors, which probably causes the “leg” to slide and further changes the locomotion.

Third, the assembly gaps causes the physical robots have the model mismatch from the

simulated modular robots. Although the model mismatch is in practice not too large

and the learned CPG-based controller performs good robustness, a slight discrepancy

may lead to a serious error, particularly in the task of directed locomotion. These errors

can be accumulated and have a big impact on the behavior of directed locomotion.

Physical weights: The physical modular robots consist of many hardware including

3D printed components, servos, cables, microcomputer, and a battery. Correctly

modeling these physical components is difficult. Therefore, the modular robots in

simulation and real-world inevitably have different weights. The different weights

impact the locomotion pattern, particularly the robots gecko7 and babyA. Moreover,

the different weight is a factor that cause the inconsistent friction.

Initial directions: At the start of each test, we position the physical robots in the

correct direction 0◦ manually. Because of this, the deviations of the actual positioned

direction from the direction 0◦ are inevitable. This usually causes that the same
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controller performs the locomotions with the different actual directions. Unlike most

factors that cause a reality gap with a decreased fitness value, the initial direction errors

probably decrease or increase the fitness value. For instance, the locomotion with the

best controller deviates the target direction a little in the simulation, the initialization

errors may cause the physical robot with the same controller performing a smaller or

bigger deviation.

Battery power: The battery power decreases over time. We notice that the physical

modular robots move faster with the fully charged battery than in the low battery mode.

Therefore, the physical modular robots driven by the same controller generally have

better performance (higher fitness) with fully charged battery than the low battery.

Although this is not so remarkable as the issues above, it can still be a cause of the

reality gap.

Camera localization: The camera localization system on the top of the arena is

developed to recognize the position of the physical robot during the locomotion. Thus,

the deviations of the localization also cause the different fitness for the locomotions

with the same controllers.

Servo quality: Even though we use the same servos, the different servos quality

cause that the same controller leads to a different locomotion.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we address the problem of learning sensory-motor skills in morpho-

logically evolvable robot systems where the body of newborn robots is a random

combination of the bodies of the parents. In particular, we consider a vital task, directed

locomotion. We compare the popular HyperNEAT algorithm with Bayesian optimiza-

tion using a fitness function that balances the distance travelled in a desired direction

and the deviation angle between the actually travelled and the desired directions. We

test the generality and scalability of the methods on a test suite of nine robots with

different shapes and sizes for five different target directions. The results indicate that

both methods learn good controllers across all of these morphologies and target direc-

tions, but Bayesian optimization outperforms HyperNEAT in terms of higher fitness

values and faster learning speed. We noted a sweat spot around 300 learning trials
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that seem to be sufficient to learn good values for 20-30 parameters of the controller

and deliver good performance in most cases. This is a large improvement over earlier

results and even feasible to do on real robots. Analyzing the results of the locomotion

speeds and the deviation angles, we could establish that our fitness function provides

effective guidance for the learning algorithm by adequately balancing the locomotion

speed and the direction of movement. Inspecting the trajectories obtained by using the

best learned controllers demonstrated that the robots performed directed locomotion

successfully. Nevertheless, a comparison of the results in the simulated and real robots

shows that our system suffers from the infamous reality gap.

Ongoing work is aiming at a threefold extension of this study. The first direction

concerns the improvement of the learning algorithm. While Bayesian optimization is

very data-efficient, it is not time-efficient since its computation time increases cubically

over evaluations. In addition, the performance of Bayesian optimization grows slowly

after the initial stage. Therefore, we are working on a combination of evolutionary

algorithms with Bayesian optimization to achieve lower computation times and higher

accuracy.

The second line of research is to change the currently used open loop robot con-

troller that works without feedback from perception. The enhanced system will employ

a closed loop controller with feedback on the actual orientation of the robot. This

will extend the applicability beyond a lab setup and hopefully reduce the reality gap

by correcting locomotion towards the target direction. Moreover, the robustness (see

Table 3.3) of the controllers can be improved by the closed loop directed locomotion.

In a closed loop system, the deviation of actual traveling direction can be corrected real

time.

Finally, we are integrating infant learning (as investigated here) in the grand evolu-

tionary loop of the Triangle of Life. The resulting system features a morphologically

evolving robot population, where reproduction among two parents delivers a new robot

that performs learning right after ‘birth’ so as to maximize the potential of its morphol-

ogy. This represents a novel combination of evolution and learning with unprecedented

opportunities for researching evolution in robots and investigating hypotheses about

natural evolution as well.
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4
Efficient Learning

This chapter is based on the following paper:

[7] G. Lan, Jakub M. Tomczak, Diederik M. Roijers, and A.E. Eiben (2020). Time
Efficiency in Optimization with a Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm. Applied Soft
Computing, under review.
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Preamble

We presented the investigation of learning controllers for directed locomotion on

modular robots in chapter 2 and chapter 3. However, the learning algorithms whether

evolutionary algorithms (e.g., HyperNEAT) or Bayesian optimization still have issues:

− Evolutionary algorithms are generally not efficient, but with a constant level

computation time per evaluation.

− While Bayesian optimization is the well-known state-of-the-art data efficiency

learning algorithm, it has a significantly increasing computation time per evalua-

tion.

Therefore, in this chapter we present a new learning algorithm that (partially) inherits

the constant level computation time of the EA and data efficiency of BO. We show that

the combination is not only more time efficient than BO and EA separately, but also

more effective, as it converges to better results.

Abstract

Not all generate-and-test search algorithms are created equal. Bayesian Optimization

(BO) invests a lot of computation time to generate the candidate solution that best

balances the predicted value and the uncertainty given all previous data, taking in-

creasingly more time as the number of evaluations performed grows. Evolutionary

Algorithms (EA) on the other hand rely on search heuristics that typically do not depend

on all previous data and can be done in constant time. Both the BO and EA community

typically assess their performance as a function of the number of evaluations. However,

this is unfair once we start to compare the efficiency of these classes of algorithms,

as the overhead times to generate candidate solutions are significantly different. We

suggest to measure the efficiency of generate-and-test search algorithms as the expected

gain in the objective value per unit of computation time spent. We observe that the

preference of an algorithm to be used can change after a number of function evaluations.

We therefore propose a new algorithm, a combination of Bayesian optimization and an

Evolutionary Algorithm, BEA for short, that starts with BO, then transfers knowledge
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to an EA, and subsequently runs the EA. We compare the BEA with BO and the

EA. The results show that the BEA outperforms both BO and the EA in terms of

time efficiency, and ultimately leads to better performance on well-known benchmark

objective functions with many local optima. Moreover, we test the three algorithms

on nine test cases of robot learning problems and here again we find that the BEA

outperforms the other algorithms.

Keywords: Optimization Problem, Time Efficiency, Bayesian Optimization, Evo-

lutionary Algorithm, Gaussian Process, Gaussian Mutation, Computation Time, Evolu-

tionary Robotics.

4.1 Introduction

When studying and comparing generate-and-test style search algorithms, algorithm

efficiency is one of the main factors to consider. To this end, measuring computational

effort is essential. In most existing works, computational effort is measured by the

number of iterations or function evaluations, rather than CPU times or wall-clock

times. Clearly, this is meant to eliminate effects of particular implementations, soft-

ware, and hardware, thus making comparisons independent from such practical details

[Eiben and Jelasity, 2002]. However, this can be very misleading, because the compu-

tation time per iteration can differ vastly between different algorithms. This means

that comparisons by sample efficiency (measured by the number of iterations) and

time efficiency (measured by the computation time) can deliver completely different

outcomes.

It is well-known that Bayesian optimization is the state-of-the-art machine learning

framework for optimization tasks in terms of data efficiency, and has been successfully

applied in engineering, machine learning, and design [Snoek et al., 2012]. However,

data efficiency is not the only desirable property of such a generate-and-test search

algorithm. Particularly, the amount of computation for generating candidate solutions

can be prohibitive. This is because the computational complexity of BO is O(n3)

where n is the number of evaluations of candidate solutions, due to the inversion of

the co-variance matrix [Shahriari et al., 2016]. Although methods have been devel-
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oped to reduce the computation time [Roy et al., 2013, Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2010,

Ru et al., 2018, Snelson and Ghahramani, 2005] (see section 4.2), it still grows sub-

stantially with the number of evaluations, limiting its feasibility for longer optimization

runs. Alternatively, Evolutionary Algorithms use search heuristics that take con-

stant time for generating candidate solutions, which makes their overhead much less

computation-intensive than that of BO, at the expense of data efficiency. As such, a

rule of thumb is that EAs are better for problems where it takes little time to evaluate

candidate solutions, and BO is better for the expensive problems, e.g., hyper-parameter

tuning.

However, this is not the full story; there is a sizable class of real-world optimization

problems that have a moderate evaluation costs [Acerbi and Ji, 2017]. It is not clear

which algorithms should be chosen then. The key insight behind this topic is that

time efficiency and data efficiency should be distinguished and the preference for an

algorithm can be based on time efficiency. Taking this perspective, we provide a formal

notion of time efficiency by the expected gain in the objective (i.e., fitness) per unit of

computation time (section 4.3) and propose to switch from BO to an EA when the time

efficiency of BO drops below that of the EA. This results in a new algorithm that 1)

runs BO until it becomes ‘too slow’, then 2) selects information obtained by BO and

transfers this to an EA by means of a well-balanced initial population, and 3) continues

with a special EA that continually monitors the expected gain and uses this information

to adjust mutation step-sizes (section 4.5). We refer to this as Bayesian-Evolutionary

Algorithm, BEA for short. We compare the performance of BO, the EA, and BEA

on a set of well-known objective functions with many local optima (section 4.6). The

experimental results indicate that BEA is not only more time-efficient than BO and EA

separately, but also converges to better results.

Moreover, we compare the three algorithms on nine test cases in (evolutionary)

robotics. To this end, we consider three modular robots with different morphologies,

three different tasks, and employ BO, the EA, and the BEA to learn well-performing

controllers for each combination.1 The experimental results in simulation show that the

BEA obtains controllers with higher fitness than BO and the EA, while computation

1From the robots’ perspective BO, the EA, and the BEA are learning algorithms that search through the
space of controllers. ‘Under the hood’, two of these learning methods, the EA and the BEA, are evolutionary.
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times are similar to the EA and much shorter than for BO. Results in simulation are

further validated on the physical robots. The experimental results show that the real

robots equipped with the best controllers learned by the BEA outperform those obtained

by BO.

In summary, the main contributions of the study in this chapter are the following.

Firstly, the concept to use time efficiency further to traditional data efficiency to evaluate

generate-and-test style optimization algorithms and a precise way to measure time

efficiency by gain per time unit. Secondly, the Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm that

combines time efficiency and data efficiency by combining Bayesian and evolutionary

optimization, and a method to select and transfer knowledge from the Bayesian to

the evolutionary component. Thirdly, a demonstration of merit of the BEA as a

learning method in evolutionary robotics. This includes an analysis of system behavior

regarding fitness, computation time, and gain per time unit and a demonstration of the

best controllers learned by the BEA on real robots.

4.2 Related work

Evolutionary algorithms are stochastic population-based optimization methods that

work by repeatedly applying selection and reproduction operators to a population of

candidate solutions [Eiben and Smith, 2015b]. In general, evolutionary algorithms

scale linearly with respect to the problem size and the population size that makes them

rather fast optimization algorithms. However, the size of the population plays a crucial

role in obtaining good performance. In other words, EAs can suffer from premature

convergence. In order to prevent this issue, there were many different techniques pro-

posed, including optimizing EA [Golovin et al., 2017]. Here, we propose to initialize

the population of the EA by transferring knowledge from a strong optimizer, and also

to modify a mutation operator to better adapt to varying improvements and prevent

from being stuck in local optima.

Currently Bayesian optimization is the state-of-the-art in generate-and-test search al-

gorithms in terms of sample-efficiency [Acerbi and Ji, 2017, Jones et al., 1998]. How-

ever, since the computation time is cubic in the total number of function evaluations,

Bayesian optimization can become unfeasible for large numbers of evaluations that
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greatly limits its applicability. In [Pourchot and Sigaud, 2018], Pourchot and Sigaud

proposed a combination scheme using the simple cross-entropy method (CEM) and

Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic (TD3) policy gradient for evolutionary algorithms

to balance the robustness and data efficiency. The former (CEM) has the low time

efficiency and data efficiency for a large numbers of evaluations, the latter (TD3)

also has the low data efficiency and significantly increase the computational com-

plexity. Although the combination, mainly an evolutionary method, is competitive to

TD3 when considering sample efficiency, its time efficiency has not been considered.

Many studies proposed approaches to reduce the computational complexity using

an information-theoretic approach. A recent paper [Ru et al., 2018] developed a fast

information-theoretic Bayesian Optimization method, FITBO, that avoids the need

for sampling the global minimiser, thus reducing computational complexity. McLeod

et al. [McLeod et al., 2017] adapted Predictive Entropy Search and proposed a novel

method of selecting sample points to reduce overheads. The other entropy-based meth-

ods such as Output-space Predictive Entropy Search [Hoffman and Ghahramani, 2015]

and Max-value Entropy Search [Wang and Jegelka, 2017] improve on Predictive En-

tropy Search by focusing on the information content in output space. Bai et al.

[Bai et al., 2016] proposed a method that provides computational efficiency via rapid

MAP entropy reduction. Other methods aim at reducing the computational effort via

sparsification techniques. In [Shahriari et al., 2016] two sparsification techniques for

Gaussian processes were reviewed, namely, sparse pseudo-input Gaussian processes

[Snelson and Ghahramani, 2005, Seeger et al., 2003] and sparse spectrum Gaussian

process [Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2010]. However, all these methods still yield a com-

putation time that grows substantially with the number of evaluations of candidate

solutions. Our aim is different: we aim to determine when the invested overhead time

can no longer be justified by the expected gain, and switch to a method with a much

lower computational overhead. In other words, in each iteration we aim to run the most

time-efficient alternative from a set of algorithms.
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4.3 Time Efficiency in Optimization tasks

A optimization problem is about finding an optimal solution s ∈ S of an objective

function f : S → R, that is:

s∗ = max
s∈S

f(s), (4.1)

where the analytical form of the objective function is usually (but not necessarily) un-

known, i.e., black-box optimization. As a result, calculating gradients is impossible and,

thus, a gradient-based optimization algorithm cannot be applied [Jones et al., 1998].

When studying and comparing black-box optimization algorithms, comparisons by

data efficiency (measured by the number of iterations) and time efficiency (measured

by computation time) could lead to completely different conclusions. In this section,

we describe a formal framework and the corresponding nomenclature for a discussion

of these issues.

Let us consider an iterative optimization algorithm for solving an optimization

problem defined by the objective function f . Without loss of generality, we can

assume that f is to be maximized. Let us assume that the algorithm runs for N
evaluations (iterations), generating N candidate solutions and recording the time when

the candidate solutions are created. Then we use the following notation:

− si is the ith candidate solution, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ;

− ti is the ith time stamp, 0 ≤ i ≤ N , where t0 = 0 by definition;

− fi = f(si) ∈ R is the ith objective function value, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ;

− f ′i = max{f1, f2, ..., fi} is the best objective function value until the ith evalua-

tion, 1 ≤ i ≤ N .

Then, we can define gains (in terms of objective function values), costs (in terms of

computation time) and time efficiency (defined as gain per time unit) as follows:

− δi = f ′i − f ′i−1 is the gain in the ith iteration, 2 ≤ i ≤ N ;

− ci = ti − ti−1 is the computation time of the ith iteration, 1 ≤ i ≤ N ;

− Gi = δi/ci is the time efficiency of the ith iteration, 2 ≤ i ≤ N .

These definitions can be naturally extended for periods of multiple iterations, e.g., 10

iterations, since gain is usually observable for multiple iterations (evaluations). In
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particular, EAs are evaluated each generation with multiple evaluations. Therefore, we

usually set the periods of iterations as multiple of population size. Let 2 ≤ i ≤ N and

0 < k < i, k + 10 = i in this chapter. Then

− δ(k,i) = f ′i − f ′k is the gain between iteration k and i;

− c(k,i) = ci − ck is the computation time between iteration k and i;

− G(k,i) = δ(k,i)/c(k,i) is the time efficiency between iteration k and i.

For generate-and-test style algorithms like BO and EAs, the computation time of

one iteration can be naturally divided into the time needed for the generate step and

the time needed for the test step. For instance, in the EA, the generate step amounts to

performing selection and variation operators to produce a new individual (a candidate

solution) and the test step amounts to performing a fitness evaluation. Similarly, for

BO, an optimization of an acquisition function generates a new candidate that is further

tested (evaluated). In general, we can divide the computation time per iteration as well

as for a complete run as follows:

computation time = evaluation time+ overhead time

For a formal discussion, we use the following notions.

− tei is the evaluation time in iteration i,

− toi is the overhead time in iteration i,

− tci is the computation time in iteration i,

where tci = tei + toi . Note that tci = ci as they both describe the time needed for one

iteration, where tci is a general notation and ci = ti− ti−1 is defined if we have specific

experimental data with time stamps ti.

4.4 Optimization Algorithms

Bayesian optimization and evolutionary algorithms are two types of popular opti-

mization algorithms. In this section, we concisely introduce the settings of Bayesian

optimization and its cubic computation time, and evolutionary algorithms that the EA

in BEA is proposed based on it.
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4.4.1 Bayesian Optimization

Bayesian Optimization is a well-known data efficient black-box optimizer which,

typically, builds a Gaussian process (GP) approximation of the objective function f of

a task. It selects candidate solutions to evaluate on the basis of an acquisition function

that balances exploration and exploitation. We present the settings for the GP that we

use in this work and why BO takes a cubic increment of computation time.

4.4.1.1 Gaussian processes

A GP is an extension of the multivariate Gaussian distribution to an infinite dimension

stochastic process, i.e., for any finite set of candidate solutions, s ∈ Rd, the joint

distribution over their objective value, f(s) ∈ R, is a multi-variate Gaussian distribu-

tion [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005]. Unlike a Gaussian distribution over a random

variable, a GP is a distribution over functions, specified by its mean function m(s)

and covariance function k(si, sj) (also called as kernel function). This is denoted by

f(x) ∼ GP(m(s), k(si, sj)). The GP returns the mean and variance of a Gaussian dis-

tribution over the possible values of f at s. A typical choice for the prior mean function

is m(s) = 0. The choice of the kernel, k(s, s′), for the GP is crucial, as it determines

the shape of the functions that the GP can fit [Brochu et al., 2010]. The squared expo-

nential function kernel and Matérn function kernel are popular choices. In this work,

we use the latter. Matérn kernels are parameterized by a smoothness parameter ν > 0.

Matérn kernels are a very flexible class of kernels and are commonly used in Bayesian

optimization [Snoek et al., 2012, Shahriari et al., 2016, McLeod et al., 2017]. We use

the Matérn 5/2 kernel. This kernel has a hyperparameter θ, the characteristic length-

scale, which controls the width of the kernel:

kν=5/2(s, s′) =
(

1 +

√
5r

θ
+

5r2

3θ2

)
exp

(
−
√

5r

θ

)
(4.2)

where r2 = (s− s′)TΛ(s− s′), Λ is a diagonal matrix of size d with the characteristic

length-scale θ as values on the diagonal.

At iteration t+1 of a generate-and-test search algorithm (like BO), we have a dataset,

D, containing s1, ..., st previously evaluated solutions, and corresponding values of
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the objective function f1, ..., ft for those solutions (where fi = f(si)). The posterior

distribution of the objective value for a new – not yet evaluated – candidate solution

f(st+1), given D, is normally distributed: P(f(st+1)|D) = N (µ(st+1), σ2(st+1)),

with

µ(st+1|D) = kTK−1f, (4.3)

σ2(st+1|D) = k(st+1, st+1)− kTK−1k, (4.4)

where k =
[
k(st+1, s1), k(st+1, s2), . . . k(st+1, st)

]
, f =

[
f1, f2, . . . ft

]
,

and

K =


k(s1, s1) . . . k(s1, st)

...
. . .

...

k(st, s1) . . . k(st, st)

 (4.5)

In the derivation process of µ(st+1|D) and σ(st+1|D), the computational

complexity is dominated by the matrix inversion K−1. Standard methods

for matrix inversion of positive definite symmetric matrices usually require

computational time complexity O(n3) for inversion of an n by n matrix

[Rasmussen and Williams, 2005]. Although the state-of-the-art BO has been devel-

oped to reduce the computation time [Roy et al., 2013, Lázaro-Gredilla et al., 2010,

Ru et al., 2018, Snelson and Ghahramani, 2005] (see section 4.2), it still grows sub-

stantially with the number of evaluations. This is why the computation time of Bayesian

optimization is cubic in the total number of evaluations. That is, the time-efficiency of

Bayesian optimization decreases for large of numbers of evaluations.

4.4.1.2 Acquisition function

To generate new candidate solutions, BO maximizes a so-called acquisition function

that balances exploitation (i.e., wanting to select candidate solutions with high ex-

pected means) and exploration (i.e., the need to evaluate candidate solutions with high

uncertainty). In this work, we employ Gaussian Process Upper Confidence Bound

(GP-UCB) that is a state of the art acquisition function [Brochu et al., 2010]. It is
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defined as follows:

GP-UCB(st+1|D) = µ(st+1|D) +
√
ντtσ(st+1|D), (4.6)

where ν = 1, τt = 2 log(td/2+2π2/3γ) and γ is a constant between 0 and 1 (exclusive),

t is the count of evaluations.

4.4.2 Evolutionary Algorithms

Evolutionary Algorithms are population-based, stochastic search algorithms based on

the Darwinian principles of evolution [Eiben and Smith, 2015b]. The search process

works by iteratively creating a new population that may or may not overlap with

the current one. The main operators in this loop are (fitness-based) parent selection,

reproduction through mutation and/or crossover, and (fitness-based) survivor selection.

In principle, an EA can work with any type of individuals, including bit-strings, real-

valued vectors, permutations, trees, and networks. There are no restrictions on the type

of fitness function either.

The test problems we tackle in this work are real-valued optimization problems with

an objective function (fitness function) f : S → R, where S ⊆ Rn. Hence, a candidate

solution in our EA is a vector (x1, ..., xj , ..., xn) with xj ∈ R and the reproduction op-

erators need to work on real-valued vectors. We use a self-adaptive Gaussian mutation

with independent mutation step sizes for each coordinate [Eiben and Smith, 2015b].

The standard formulas that define the mutated values x′j for 1 ≤ j ≤ n are as follows

σ′j = σj · eτ
′·N (0,1)+τ ·Nj(0,1), (4.7)

x′j = xj + σ′j · Nj(0, 1), (4.8)

where the σ values are the mutation step sizes,N (0, 1) denotes a random number drawn

from a Gaussian distribution with 0 mean and standard deviation 1 and τ ′ = 1/
√

2n,

τ = 1/
√

2
√
n are the so-called learning rates. To prevent a standard deviation very

close to zero, we use the usual boundary rule with a threshold ε0: σ′j < ε0 ⇒ σ′j = ε0.

The common base mutation eτ
′·N (0,1) allows for an overall change of the mutability,

while eτ ·Nj(0,1) provides the flexibility to use different mutation step sizes along
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different coordinates. This is the basis of the EA in BEA that will be described in (rf.

subsection 4.5.2).

4.5 BEA: Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm

The Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) consists of three stages. In the first

stage, i.e., the early iterations, Bayesian optimization (rf. subsection 4.4.1) is employed

because its computation time is not yet large. The second stage is triggered when the

time efficiency, Gi of the EA becomes greater than that of BO. The role of this stage

is to identify and transfer useful knowledge obtained by BO to the EA to be used in

the third stage. In the third stage, the search for an optimal solution is continued by an

evolutionary algorithm. In general, this can be any EA, but here we introduce and use

one with a special mutation mechanism where the mutation step-size is self-adaptive,

but is also controlled by the gain. This means that the evolutionary part of BEA

uses a hybrid adaptive and self-adaptive mutation strategy to balance exploration and

exploitation. The concise pseudocode of BEA is shown in algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: BEA
Init: NI initial samples Xi∈{1:NI}(x1, x2, ..., xn), i is iteration number; totally

iterationsN ; switch point iterationNs;
Result: solutions Xi∈{1:N}(x1, x2, ..., xn) and fi

1 while i <= N do
2 if i < Ns then
3 run Bayesian optimization ; . 1st stage
4 else
5 if i = Ns then
6 transfer knowledge ; . 2nd stage
7 run gain-aware EA ; . 3th stage

4.5.1 Knowledge Transfer from BO to an EA

In the second stage of BEA, knowledge obtained by Bayesian optimization (the first

stage) is transferred to the evolutionary algorithm (the third stage). In the related

literature, knowledge transfer is meant to improve learning on a new task through the
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transfer of knowledge from a previous task [Torrey and Shavlik, 2010]. Our setting is

slightly different though; BEA works on a single optimization task and the knowledge

is not transferred from one task to another, but between different algorithms on the

same task. However, the questions to be answered are the same in our context: (1)

when to transfer, and (2) what to transfer [Jialin and Qiang, 2010].

1) “When to transfer” is about picking a moment when the knowledge should be

transferred to improve the whole optimization process. As the goal of BEA is to be as

time efficient as possible, we propose to employ the gains δ(k,i) per time-interval, c(k,i),

i.e., G(k,i), to estimate when knowledge should be transferred. Specifically, when the

expected value of G(k,i) becomes less for BO than the EA, BEA should switch from

BO to the EA. We refer to this as the switch point.

We propose to use the computational efficiency of different algorithms as a metric

to determine when should switch from BO to EA. In this work, we calculate the

gains, δ(k,i), of Bayesian optimization and evolutionary algorithms in the interval from

iteration k to i, as well as the time it takes to perform these iterations c(k,i). The

time efficiency of an algorithm is thus G(k,i) =
δ(k,i)

c(k,i)
, as we discussed in section 4.3.

Although the time efficiency of both BO and EA usually decrease over the iterations,

the time efficiency of BO typically decreases faster than that of EA because of BO’s

substantially growing overhead time. BEA transfers the useful knowledge from BO to

EA when the G(k,i) of BO becomes less than the G(k,i) of EA. Note that this method of

transferring between algorithms can be used for any set of algorithms generally and is

not specific to the two algorithms studied in this chapter.

2) “What to transfer” asks which part of the knowledge that was previously

obtained is useful for further learning. Specifically, what knowledge obtained by BO

can we use in the EA. In general, an EA requires solutions with high quality and

diversity for balancing exploitation and exploration. We propose four strategies of

knowledge transfer that offer a different balance between exploitation and exploration

and compare these on the three benchmark objective functions in section 4.6.

Previous work on knowledge transfer mostly focuses on what kind of knowledge

is useful for a task. For example, a straightforward type of knowledge transfer is to

provide the initial solutions for a new task on the basis of a previous task. This is called

a starting-point method [Torrey and Shavlik, 2010]. We use a conceptually similar
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approach to kick-start the evolutionary algorithm in BEA.

In evolutionary algorithms, population initialization affects the convergence speed

and also the quality of the final solution [Rahnamayan et al., 2007]. Specifically, the

quality (which can be exploited) and the diversity (which assures appropriate explo-

ration) of the initial solutions are crucial. We thus aim to transfer a high-quality and

diverse set of solutions from BO to the EA. We denote the population size of the

evolutionary algorithm in BEA as p, the set of all solutions from Bayesian optimization

by SBO and propose the following strategies for knowledge transfer:

− S1: The last p solutions in SBO are transferred to the EA. This is the simplest

method. While the last p candidate solutions visited by BO need not be diverse,

their quality is typically good.

− S2: The top p solutions in SBO are transferred to the EA. The selected solutions

are the best in terms of objective value, guaranteeing the highest possible quality

BO can offer. However, the diversity of this set is not guaranteed.

− S3: K-means clustering, where K = p. All candidate solutions in SBO are

divided into p clusters. The best solution in each cluster is transferred to the

EA. This strategy tries to provide diversity and quality. However, some of the

selected solutions can be of low quality if their cluster consists of poor solutions.

− S4: K-means clustering, where K = p, in the top d% solutions. To make a good

trade-off between quality and diversity we first select a set of good solutions, then

enforce diversity by clustering and choose the best solution from each cluster. In

this work, we set d = 50, i.e., use half of the solutions generated by BO.

4.5.2 A Gain-aware Evolutionary Algorithm

In principle, any EA can be used in the third stage of BEA, but here we employ one

with a new mutation operator that makes use of the available gain information δi. The

idea is to use mutation with self-adaptive step-sizes based on modifying Equation 4.8,

as

x′j = xj + σ′j · Nj(0, 1) · σ′′i (4.9)
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where 1 ≤ j ≤ n, n is dimension of a solution(see subsection 4.4.2), i is the iteration

counter (1 ≤ i ≤ N ) and the value of σ′′i is adapted throughout the evolutionary run as

follows. We set σ′′0 = 1 and update its value at each iteration by

σ′′i =

α · σ′′i−1 if δ(k,i) = 0

β · σ′′i−1 if δ(k,i) 6= 0
(4.10)

where α > 1, β < 1 are parameters, δ(k,i) is the gain between iteration k and i as we

discussed in section 4.3.

Algorithm 4: Gain-aware self-adaptive Gaussian mutation
Input: A solution (x1, x2, ..., xj , ..., xn), σ′′i , δ(k,i)
Output: A new solution (x′1, x

′
2, ..., x

′
j , ..., x

′
n)

1 τ ← 1/
√
2n, τ ′ ← 1/

√
2
√
n

2 σ′j ← σj · eτ
′·N (0,1)+τ ·Nj(0,1)

3 if δ(k,i) = 0 then
4 σ′′j ← α · σ′′j−1 ; . more exploration
5 else
6 σ′′j ← β · σ′′j−1 ; . more exploitation

7 x′j ← xj + σ′j · σ′′i · (a sample fromNj(0, 1))
8 while x′j < Lj do
9 x′j ← sample fromN (Lj , σ′j)

10 while x′j > Uj do
11 x′j ← sample fromN (Uj , σ′j)
12 return (x′1, x

′
2, ..., x

′
j , ..., x

′
n)

Note, that using different σ′′ values it is possible to do more exploitation (smaller

mutation step sizes) or more exploration (larger mutation step sizes). We will use

this possibility to fight premature convergence and increase the extent of exploration

if the gains are diminishing. In such a way with σ′′, the algorithm produces smaller

mutation step size for exploitation to efficiently search better solutions when it has

no gains during long periods of iterations. In contrast, the algorithm produces larger

mutation step sizes for exploration when it has no gains during long periods of iterations.

Empirically, α and β are set to close 1 that not too large or small, which prevent sharp

fluctuations of mutation step sizes.
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A further change to the standard mutation operator concerns the way we handle

cases at the boundaries of the search space. Usually, the parameter xj in a solution

(x1, ..., xn) is forced to the boundary value Lj or Uj when mutation would place it

outside its domain (Lj ,Uj). Consequently, solutions with values that are exactly on

the boundary are often evaluated repeatedly, which is undesirable. To mitigate this

effect, we propose to repeat Gaussian mutations until the mutated value x′j is in the

domain (Lj ,Uj). The pseudocode of the modified self-adaptive Gaussian mutation

about generating a new solution, is shown in algorithm 4.

4.6 Experiments on Synthetic Test Functions

4.6.1 Setup

To measure the performance, we test BO, the EA and BEA on a variety of well-known

objective functions from the black box optimization community in our preliminary

experiments, e.g., Ackley, Sphere, Rosenbrock, Michalewicz, Styblinski-Tang, Powell,

Schwefel, Griewank, and Rastrigin [Momin and Yang, 2013, Molga and Smutnicki, 2005,

Pohlheim, 2007]. In this study, we finally selected Schwefel, Griewank, and Rastrigin

functions because they have many local optima, and are sufficiently challenging so

that neither BO nor EA quickly converges to the optimal solution. Furthermore, all

three functions are scalable for arbitrary dimensions. We tested the three algorithms

on the three functions with d = 20 dimensions 2. On one hand, it is set to be the

sufficiently challenging tasks with d = 20. On the other hand, it is set to challenge a

well-known defect that BO preforms inefficient for high dimensional tasks. To simulate

real-world optimization problems with the moderate evaluation costs, we consider the

situations of three values of evaluation time, 0.1s, 1s, 10s, on the three functions (see

subsection 4.6.3). For each of these functions, the global optimum is zero located at

the origin.

In all experiments, we use standard Bayesian optimization from the flexible high-

performance library Limbo [Cully et al., 2018], using a Gaussian process with a Matérn

2Although we tested the three functions with many dimensions in our preliminary experiments, here we
show the results on the three functions with d = 20 for conciseness.
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5/2 kernel and the length scales (θ = 0.1 for Griewank and Rastrigin, θ = 0.5 for

Schwefel), and a GP-UCB acquisition function (as specified in subsection 4.4.1), for

both the BO and BEA. This hyperparameter setting outperforms other hyperparameter

settings in our preliminary experiments on hyperparameter tuning. For the constituent

components of BEA, we run the exact same BO with the same hyperparameter setting

in the first stage of BEA.

As for the evolutionary algorithm, we use a real-valued encoding with arithmetic

recombination, self-adaptive Gaussian mutation, tournament parent selection and elitist

survivor selection for both the standalone EA and the EA in BEA. The difference is

that we propose a gain-aware self-adaptive Gaussian mutation (algorithm 3) for the

EA in BEA to adjust exploration and exploitation based on the gain. In this work, we

use the hyperparameter values α = 1.03, β = 0.99 for the gain-aware self-adaptive

Gaussian mutation. Note, although the hyperparameter values are set to close to 1,

but the resulting change are accumulated and increasing/decreasing gradually over

generations for fine-tuning. For parameters of both EA and BEA, the mutation rates

are 0.8, the population sizes are 10, the tournament sizes are 2. In the preliminary

hyperparameter tuning, we selected the crossover rate value of 0.7 for the EA and the

lower crossover rate value of 0.1 for the EA in BEA to reduce the exploration and

encourage the exploitation for further learning.

4.6.2 Number of Evaluations vs. Computation Time

As discussed in section 4.3, the computation time at the ith iteration has two compo-

nents: the evaluation time tei , and the overhead time toi and algorithms can differ much

in their overhead times. The net effect of more overhead –and thus the preference

for a given algorithm– obviously depends on the ratio between evaluation times and

overhead times. To study these effects systematically, we should be able to vary the

evaluation times to simulate different scenarios. To this end, we introduce tei as a

parameter and assume that the evaluation times generally do not vary per iteration i,

nor by the evaluated candidate solutions si for a given task. By these assumptions,

we can use te to denote the evaluation time and make plots of algorithm behavior

over computation time for different values of te. Given an objective function and the
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usual plot of objective function values over evaluations (based on actual measurements

by running the given algorithm), a curve that shows objective function values over

computation time can be made for any value of te. The data points in this plot are

calculated by using ti =
∑i

1(toi + te), i.e., the total computation time for all i iterations.

To gain insight into the difference in perspective when it comes to objective values

as a function of the number of evaluations performed compared to as a function of

computation time, we run BO and the EA on one of the objective functions, the

Griewank function, to obtain the objective values and overhead times. Then we

calculate the computations times for te = 1s and plot the objective values over

computation time as described above. The results are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The objective value and overhead time of BO and EA on the Griewank
function. Left: the blue and black show the objective value over the number of
evaluations for BO and EA respectively; the magenta solid and dashed lines represent
the overhead time of BO and EA respectively. Right: the blue and black show the
objective value over computation time (the evaluation time was set to 1 second) for
BO and EA respectively. The shadows are the 95.45% confidence areas (two standard
deviations).

First, we observe that BO obtains a better objective value within a smaller number

of evaluations. However, when we take the perspective of objective value as a function

of computation time (i.e., including the evaluation time), EA uses only a fraction of

the time compared to BO. BO takes a rapid increment of overhead time. In contrast,

the overhead time of EA stay at a constant level near to zero. Furthermore, at the end

of its curve, EA obtains higher gain with less computation time, i.e., higher gain per
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second (Gi), which means that the issue is still inconclusive as to which algorithm is

better. In short, one might mistakenly think that an algorithm definitely outperforms

another when looking at the objective value as a function of the number of evaluations

performed, rather than as a function of computation time.

4.6.3 Gain and Switch Point

Our perspective is that an algorithm is computationally efficient if it has a high expected

gain in objective value per unit of computation time (section 4.3). To compare BO and

the EA, we measure their gain per second averaged over ten evaluations, for the three

benchmark objective functions and the situations of three values of evaluation time,

te ∈ {0.1s, 1s, 10s}. The results are presented in Figure 4.2.

For these values of te, BO is more computationally efficient in its early iterations,

while EA becomes more computationally efficient in the later iterations. We denoted

the point where EA overtakes BO in terms of the computational efficiency by a red

cross. We observe that as te increases, the iteration number at which EA overtakes

BO becomes larger as well but this is a relatively small increase. The largest value

for te is hundred times the smallest value, but the takeover point only increases about

10%− 40%. Furthermore, we notice that while this point differs for various objective

functions, it lies in the interval between 190 and 300 iterations. On the basis of this

experiment, we suggest 250− 300 iterations as a heuristic value for the switch point in

BEA. In the sequel, we use 250 for BEA on the numerical objective functions and 300

on the robot learning test cases.

4.6.4 Strategies for Knowledge Transfer

In subsection 4.5.1, we described four possible strategies of knowledge transfer, S1, S2,

S3, and S4. To compare these strategies, we test them on all three objective functions

and inspect the growth curves of the EA in BEA after the knowledge transfer, as shown

in Figure 4.3.

From the curves in Figure 4.3, we notice that S1 is dominated by the other transfer

methods. The differences between the other three approaches are insignificant for the

Griewank and Rastrigin objective functions (though S4 has marginally higher values).
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Figure 4.2: Gain/s, log(Gain/s) of Bayesian optimization (blue) and the evolutionary
algorithm (black) with different evaluation times, 0.1s, 1s, 10s. The red dashed lines
and dots present the intersections (switch points) where Bayesian optimization and
evolutionary algorithm have the same value of Gain/s, log(Gain/s). Note that Gain/s is
the time efficiency G(k,i).

For the Schwefel function, S4 outperforms S2 and S3 clearly. The difference between

S4 and S2 and S3 are significant (with p-values of < 0.02 and < 0.04, respectively).

We therefore decide to use S4 as the strategy of knowledge transfer in BEA to further

compare the EA, BO, and BEA.
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Figure 4.3: The objective value as a function of computation time (evaluation time
te = 1s) for BEA using the strategies S1 (magenta), S2 (blue), S3 (black), and S4
(green) when switching from BO to the EA. The center lines are the averages of 20
repetitions. The shadows show the 95.45% confidence area (two standard deviations).
The dashed lines are optimal values of the three test functions.

4.6.5 Evaluation over Computation Time

Finally, we run the algorithms on the three objective functions for 1500 iterations and

20 runs per algorithm. We observe the algorithm behavior for three different values of

evaluation time, te ∈ {0.1s, 1s, 10s}. The objective value of the current best solution

as a function of total computation time is shown in Figure 4.4.

We observe that BO performs better than the EA, and BEA dominates both the EA

and BO in terms of objective value. The computation time of BEA is similar to EA and

less than BO, in particular the samll evaluation time, te = 0.1s. The computational

efficiency, i.e., the gradient of the curves, of BEA is less apparent compared to BO for

the case of Schwefel functions with te = 10 just a short time after the switch point.

This can be explained by the fact that the switch point was determined heuristically,

and possibly it came a bit too early. Nevertheless, both the gains and the objective

values of BEA quickly become larger than that of BO as time progresses.

In summary, we conclude that BEA outperforms the EA and BO on three benchmark

objective functions for the situations of three different evaluation times. Thus, the

general idea of selecting which algorithm to run on the basis of expected gain per

second (i.e., time efficiency) can indeed be beneficial.
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Figure 4.4: The mean of best objective values as a function of computation time (in
seconds) for Bayesian optimization (blue), evolutionary algorithm (black), and the
BEA (green) on the three test functions (top: Griewank, middle: Rastrigin, bottom:
Schwefel) with 20 dimensions input. The purple dashed (vertical) lines represent
switch points. The red dashed (horizontal) lines are the optimal values of the three test
functions. The shadows are the 95.45% confidence area (two standard deviations).
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4.7 Application in Robot Learning

To validate BEA in practice, we apply it in our domain of interest, evolutionary

robotics. The problem to be solved occurs in a system where robot morphologies

evolve and each newborn robot has a new body layout different from its parent(s)

[Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]. Then a new robot needs to learn a controller that matches

this body and can solve the task(s) in the given application. Thus, the combination

of a robot and a task forms a problem instance, where a solution is a controller with

high task performance. From the robots’ perspective, this is a learning problem. In

general, this is a search problem, solvable by any algorithm that can search the space

of possible controllers until a solution is found with a high level of task performance.

In the sequel, we test BO, the EA, and BEA as learning algorithms for nine test cases

of robot learning.

4.7.1 Robots and Tasks

As a test suite, we chose three modular robots from our previous work, the “spider9”,

the “gecko7”, and “babyA” [Lan et al., 2018, Lan et al., 2020]. Their controllers are

CPG-based neural networks with a topology determined by the morphologies of the

robots. The number of parameters in the controllers that need to be learned depends on

the robot shapes. In our case, it is 18, 13, and 16, respectively. Importantly, we have

spider9 gecko7 babyA

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the three simulated modular robots.

two incarnations of each robot, a virtual one in our simulation, rf. Figure 4.5, and a

real one as shown in Figure 4.6. This allows us to validate the simulated results in the

real world.
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spider9 gecko7 babyA

Figure 4.6: The prototypes of the three physical modular robots.

In this work, we use three tasks: gait learning, directed locomotion, and rotating.

Gait learning is a popular task within evolutionary robotics, where a robot learns to

walk as fast as possible without any specific goal [Brunete et al., 2017]. The task of

directed locomotion aims to learn controllers for moving as fast as possible towards a

given direction. This has more practical value than ‘just going anywhere’ in the task

of gait learning, but is hardly investigated in the literature. The details of the fitness

function we use here can be found in [Lan et al., 2018]. The third task is rotating,

where the robot needs to rotate around without changing its location. This behaviour is

important for seeking points of interest or objects of interest, like a charging station or

a possible target, by scanning a neighborhood. The fitness in this task rewards larger

rotation angle and lower displacement over a given test period for the goal of rotating

around in the original location.

4.7.2 Results with Simulated Robots

We apply each algorithm to each of the nine test cases for 10 repetitions in our robot

evolution framework Revolve 3 [Hupkes et al., 2018]. The average best fitness values

over the measured computation times are shown in Figure 4.7. These curves indicate

clear differences among the three algorithms. Bayesian optimization (blue) obtains

higher fitness by the end of a learning period, and learns much faster than the evolution-

ary algorithm (black) in the first hundreds of seconds. However, Bayesian optimization

3https://github.com/ci-group/revolve
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Figure 4.7: Mean of fitness value learned by Bayesian optimization (blue), evolutionary
algorithm (black), and the BEA (green) on the three fundamental evolutionary robotics
tasks (directed locomotion, gait learning, and rotating) in simulation. The figures in
three columns show the results of three tasks for the robots, spider9, gecko7, babyA
respectively. The purple dashed lines present the time in switch points. The shadows
are the 95.45% confidence area (two standard deviations).
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requires much more computation time than the evolutionary algorithm. Using BEA

(green) that switches from BO to the EA after 300 iterations is superior, similarly to the

previous experiments on the benchmark test functions. The difference between BEA

and BO is significant in all cases.

The advantage of BEA with respect to BO and the EA in terms of fitness and

computation time is shown in Table 4.1. For fitness, BEA overtakes BO by 11.5%

to 35.6% and the EA by 26.6% to 69.7% over the full run (see the bold numbers).

Regarding computation times, BEA is much faster than BO consuming only one tenth

to one third of the time to finish and a bit slower than the EA needing about 10% to

20% more time.

tasks→ Directed locomotion Gait learning Rotating
robots→ spider9 gecko7 babyA spider9 gecko7 babyA spider9 gecko7 babyA

best fitness BO 122.9% 135.6% 133.6% 112.2% 116.7% 117.4% 111.5% 112.8% 117.3%
of BEA w.r.t. EA 145.9% 169.7% 158.7% 133.5% 168.3% 141.9% 135.4% 126.6% 144.7%
comp. time BO 31.0% 33.8% 32.4% 22.8% 18.5% 22.0% 12.8% 11.1% 13.8%
of BEA w.r.t. EA 112.2% 119.6% 110.4% 114.0% 111.3% 121.0% 111.7% 122.7% 121.2%

Table 4.1: Simulation based comparison. Upper half: The performance of BEA in
terms of fitness over a full run w.r.t. BO and EA defined by BEA/BO and BEA/EA
respectively. Lower half: BEA vs. BO and the EA in terms of computation time defined
as BEA/BO and BEA/EA respectively.

To provide further insights and to verify the cubic time complexity of Bayesian op-

timization, we plot the computation time (in seconds) over the consecutive evaluations.

Here we do not present all nine test cases, only the one for gait learning on the robot

“babyA” in Figure 4.8, in which the evaluation time is near to 1 seconds wall-clock

time; the other ones show almost identical trends. The blue line shows that computation

times of BO increase rapidly. The black line exhibits small fluctuations of more or less

constant computation times for the evolutionary algorithm and the green curve for BEA

follows the blue curve in the first stage and the black line after the switch point (purple

line) as we expected. This clearly demonstrates that BEA cures the time complexity

problem of BO, providing the best of both worlds.

As outlined in section 4.3, the gain per second (G(k,i)) can be used to measure the

time efficiency of optimization algorithms. To investigate how this works in practice,
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Figure 4.8: The mean and standard deviation of computation time for BO, the EA, and
BEA over 10 repetitions for the task of gait learning on the robot “babyA”, shown by
the blue, black, and green lines, respectively. The purple line indicates the switch point
in BEA after 300 evaluations.

we present the plots that show how time efficiency changes over consecutive evaluations

for the task of gait learning on the robot "babyA" in Figure 4.9. As we can see, BO (the

blue curve) achieves higher gains per second than the EA (in black) in the beginning.

However, the gain per second for BO decreases rapidly and drops under that of the EA

after the switch point. From about 500 evaluations the BO gains are per second are

near zero. Compared to BO, the EA shows a more gradual decline. As expected, BEA

exhibits a behavior very similar to BO in the first stage, although the curves of BEA and

BO are not exactly same because of the smoothed conditional mean. After switching

to the EA, BEA shows a sharp increase of gain per second in the first hundreds of

evaluations. This indicates that the initial population BO seeded the EA with was

indeed ‘useful’. After the first hundreds of evaluations in the third stage, the gains for

BEA start dropping and become lower than the gain per second of the EA. This is not

surprising, because the fitness values for BEA are closer to the optimum and are harder

to be further improved.
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Figure 4.9: The gain per second for BO, the EA, and BEA for the task of gait learning
on the robot “babyA”. The solid lines show the smoothed conditional mean (in blue,
black, and green, respectively). The red line and the cross indicate the switch point in
BEA after 300 evaluations.

4.7.3 Results with Real Robots

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. To further demonstrate the merits of BEA

as a method to learn good robot controllers, we compare the performance of the best

controllers obtained by BO and BEA on each of nine test cases in the real world. Here,

we omit the EA from this comparison, because the quality of its solutions is consistently

lower than the quality obtained by BO and BEA. To this end, we install these controllers

on the real robots and run them for a test period in a flat arena with an overhead camera

localization system that measures the movements, logs the trajectories, and captures

a video 4. The duration of the test period differs each task: 60, 30, and 15 seconds

for directed locomotion, gait learning, and rotating, respectively. The results of these

tests, averaged over three repetitions, are shown in Table 4.2. These fitness values,

calculated by actual measurements, provide convincing evidence for the advantage of

4The video of the real robot behaviours with the best controllers learned by BEA for nine test cases is
shown in https://youtu.be/V8Y8Jhnzx_w
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BEA. In eight out of the nine test cases the BEA-powered robot behavior is better –and

sometimes far better– than the behavior induced by the BO-optimized controller.

tasks→ Directed locomotion Gait learning Rotating
robots→ spider9 gecko7 babyA spider9 gecko7 babyA spider9 gecko7 babyA

fitness
BO 0.82 0.66 0.83 0.032 0.031 0.035 1.99 0.90 0.52
BEA 0.70 1.77 1.48 0.035 0.036 0.036 2.91 1.49 0.87

ratio of BEA w.r.t. BO 85.4% 268.5% 178.5% 109.1% 108.2% 103.4% 146.5% 165.8% 168.2%

Table 4.2: Real world performance of the BO- and BEA-learned controllers. These
fitness values are calculated by actual measurements during the test periods. The ratio
of BEA w.r.t. BO is defined as BEA/BO.

The fitness values shown in Table 4.2 provide a comparison between the algorithms

by abstract numbers that are hard to interpret in terms of the actual robot behavior.

To demonstrate the latter, we display the average behaviours of the three real robots

with the best controllers learned by BEA and BO. The plots Figure 4.10, Figure 4.11,

and Figure 4.12 show the averaged behaviours for directed locomotion, gait learning,

and rotating respectively. The aim is to move in a straight line from the origin (0, 0)

following the target direction indicated by the arrow. As we can see, the robot moves

in the right direction with both controllers, but covers a larger distance (1.72m) when

it uses the controller delivered by BEA (green line). The plot in the middle belongs

to the gait learning task, where the direction is not important, the robot only aims to

move as far as possible from the starting point. Also here, the best controller learned by

BEA induces better behavior than the one delivered by BO. Finally, the figure on the

right hand side shows the average rotation angle and the distance to center for the task

of rotating. By the nature of this task, the curve for a good behavior stays low (robot

remains close to the center) and gets far to the right (the robot makes a rotation of many

radians). The BEA produced controller is better in this case too; “babyA” rotates more

than 2 radians and moves just 10 centimeters. The best controller learned by BO is

rotating less and moves farther away from the starting point. In summary, we conclude

that the best controllers learned by BEA and BO conduct the three tasks on real robots

successfully, but the controllers learned by BEA are better.
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Figure 4.10: Plots showing the directed locomotion behaviors of the real robots in 60
seconds. Controllers learned by BO / BEA are shown in blue / green respectively.

4.8 Discussion

The obtained results show that BEA outperforms both BO and the EA in terms of

time efficiency. There are many interesting insights behind the results to be further

discussed. As shown in the columns of Figure 4.2, BO and the EA perform different

gain per time unit (time efficiency) on different tasks, which correspond to the different

switch points (intersections). In general, different tasks (test functions) have different

complexity, even though they are set to the same dimensions. That is, the algorithm

performs different convergence speed on these tasks. Therefore, BEA needs proper

switch points for different tasks. For the same task but with different evaluation times,

as shown in the rows of Figure 4.2, the switch points are also different for different
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Figure 4.11: Plots showing the gait leaning behaviors of the real robots in 30 seconds.
Controllers learned by BO / BEA are shown in blue / green respectively.

evaluation times. Although the convergence process (gain) should be similar for the

same task, the overhead time increase as evaluation time increases. Therefore, the time

efficiency and switch points are different. In this work, we therefore suggest a heuristic

value of 250 - 300 as the switch point of the BEA for users.

In Figure 4.3, the strategy of knowledge transfer, S1, is clearly dominated by the

other three strategies. In the strategy of S1, the last p solutions in all solutions from BO

are transferred to the EA. In such a way, the quality of the selected set is generally much

lower than the other three strategies. Therefore, the quality of the initial solution of the

EA in BEA is much lower than the others. The rest strategies, S2, S3, and S4, perform

very similar convergence curve because all of them select the top solutions. However,
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Figure 4.12: Plots showing the rotating behaviors of the real robots in 15 seconds.
Controllers learned by BO / BEA are shown in blue / green respectively.

S4 outperforms S2 and S3 for some tasks such as the test function of Schwefel because

it makes a good trade-off between quality and diversity to select solutions, i.e., a

balance between exploitation and exploration.

As it shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.7, the third stage of BEA performs much

better than BO and EA. As it known, BO builds a Gaussian process approximation of

a task. In such a way, it is good at fitting tasks with few trails at the beginning of a

learning process, i.e., obtaining high quality with few iterations (the state-of-the-art

data efficiency). As the number of trials increases, the objective value obtained by

the BEA is harder to be further improved because BO needs more and more trials to

update the fitted model. BO generally searches for the solutions in whole global space
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during the learning process, which does not need to. We expect that the learning has

more chance to search solutions in the local space when the obtained solutions are

close to the optimal objective value, i.e., more exploitation than exploration, while

keeping the ability (fewer chances) to search global optimal. Therefore, the EA in BEA

is set to have more chance of searching for further solutions in the near space of the

obtained solutions from BO. In such a way, both BO and the EA in BEA do what they

are good at. Interestingly, the BEA in the third stage with the knowledge (solutions)

transferred from Bayesian optimization performs the second sharp increase 5 in the

learning process, as shown in Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.7. Therefore, BEA outperforms

BO and the EA.

As expected and shown in Figure 4.8, the overhead time of the BEA is similar

to BO in the first stage and the EA in the third stage (after the switch point). The

overhead time and objective value after switching to the EA fell precipitously and

increase sharply separately. The BEA therefore performs a sharp increase of gain per

second (time efficiency) after switching to the EA, as shown in Figure 4.9.

4.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, we addressed an issue about how the performance of generate-and-

test search algorithms should be measured. We argued that data efficiency is not

sufficient and we should also consider time efficiency. We proposed to calculate the

time efficiency of search algorithms as the gain in objective function value per unit of

time. We compared the time efficiency of Bayesian optimization and an evolutionary

algorithm and observed that BO becomes less time efficient than the EA after a while

due to BO’s polynomial complexity in the number of iterations (i.e., the number of

previously evaluated candidate solutions).

To deal with data efficiency and time efficiency at the same time, we proposed a

new algorithm, BEA, that combines the best of two worlds by switching from BO to

an EA during the search process. This algorithm benefits from the data efficiency and

relatively low computational cost of BO in the beginning and enjoys the better time

efficiency of the EA in later iterations. In order to switch from BO to the EA effectively,
5We call the learning in the first stage of BEA as the first sharp increase.
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we investigated different strategies to transfer knowledge accumulated by BO to the EA

in the form of an initial population. The best strategy that balances quality and diversity

well is to cluster the top 50% of all BO-generated solutions and select the best of each

cluster to seed the EA. Additionally, we identified a heuristic value of the switch point

to switch from BO to the EA in BEA. Based on preliminary experiments, we found

that a value around 250-300 iterations (function evaluations) can be recommended.

Furthermore, we also adjusted the EA part of BEA by a new self-adaptive Gaussian

mutation, where the mutation step-sizes are also influenced by the actually measured

time efficiency (gain per second).

To assess BEA, we compared it to an EA and BO on three well-known benchmark

objective functions with many local optima and nine test cases in evolutionary robotics.

The results on the objective functions show that BEA clearly outperforms both the EA

and BO not only according to the objective value, but also in terms of time efficiency.

The robotic test cases confirmed these findings not only in simulations, but also in the

real world. To this end, we installed the best robot controllers learned by BO and BEA

on real robots and found that the BEA-optimized behaviors were better in almost all

cases. Our future work aims at applying BEA to efficiently learn controllers in real

time on real robots with various evolved morphologies.
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5
Robot Vision 1: SVM vs. Embedded

CNN

This chapter is based on the following paper:

[2] G. Lan, J. Benito-Picazo, D. M. Roijers, E. Domínguez, and A. E. Eiben (2018, Nov).
Real-time robot vision on low-performance computing hard-ware. In Proceedings of
15th International Conference on Control, Automation, Robotics and Vision (ICARCV),
pp. 1959–1965. IEEE.
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Preamble

In the previous chapters, we presented the studies on the task of directed locomotion,

where modular robots move towards a given direction, i.e., a static target. However,

for most cases, targets and targeted directions are dynamic. In such cases, real-time

robot vision is crucial to perceive the environment and return sensory feedback for

closed-loop control. Therefore, in this chapter we present real-time object recognition

that can generally be used on small robots with limited computing hardware, e.g.,

modular robots with a microcomputer (Raspberry Pi) in this thesis.

Abstract

Small robots have numerous interesting applications in domains like industry, edu-

cation, scientific research, and services. For most applications vision is important,

however, the limitations of the computing hardware make this a challenging task. In this

chapter, we address the problem of real-time object recognition and propose the Fast

Regions of Interest Search (FROIS) algorithm to quickly find the ROIs of the objects

in small robots with low-performance hardware. Subsequently, we use two methods to

analyze the ROIs. First, we develop a Convolutional Neural Network on a desktop and

deploy it onto the low-performance hardware for object recognition. Second, we adopt

the Histogram of Oriented Gradients descriptor and linear Support Vector Machines

classifier and optimize the HOG component for faster speed. The experimental results

show that the methods work well on our small robots with Raspberry Pi 3 embedded

1.2 GHz ARM CPUs to recognize the objects. Furthermore, we obtain valuable insights

about the trade-offs between speed and accuracy.

5.1 Introduction

Recognizing other objects is a prerequisite for most robotic tasks. For small robots

however, there are some specific constraints that make object recognition particularly

challenging, i.e., limited computational resources, a small memory capacity, and limited

physical size. For example, the modular robots proposed in [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a],
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only have space inside to fit a small battery and a small computer with low computa-

tional power. The same is true for other types of robots like drones [Han et al., 2012]

and swarm robots [Alers et al., 2013]. These constraints make real-time robot vision

on such small robots a difficult challenge. Of course, it can be argued that for any given

volume, e.g., 50 cm3, the computing power fitting in that volume will increase over

time by the development of technology. However, the need for even smaller robots will

likely also increase. For instance, robots that can navigate the human digestive system

to recognize abnormalities such as wounds or cancer would be of great relevance. Thus,

we foresee that the trend of squeezing more computing power in the same volume will

go in parallel with the trend of willing to have smaller and smaller robots. This means

that the challenge of real-time robot vision on low-performance computing hardware is

likely to stay relevant in the foreseeable future.

In this chapter, we address this challenge in the context of our ongoing research

on modular robots whose shapes are variable by evolution [Eiben and Smith, 2015a,

Eiben et al., 2013, Eiben, 2015], but the ‘head’ that contains the battery and the on-

board computer is fixed and limited in size [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]. After considering

several alternatives, we have chosen the Raspberry Pi 3 for the head for it offers a good

trade-off between size, computing power, power dissipation, and price. In addition,

the Raspberry Pi is a general CPU and Linux platform with good compatibility that

facilitates the portability of the algorithms to other hardware.

The visual task our robots need to handle is to recognize other robots in real-time

in a standalone mode, without communicating with each other or a central mainframe.

To solve this problem we present two methods, one based on Convolutional Neural

Networks (CNN) and one based on the Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)

descriptor and a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. To increase the

efficiency, we propose the Fast ROI Search (FROIS) algorithm to quickly find the

Regions of Interest (ROI) for the task of robot vision.

To assess how the methods work, we investigate the trade-offs between accuracy

and speed, under the following conditions:

1) The speed on the Raspberry Pi 3 must be above 1.5 fps to meet the requirement

that it is real-time.

2) The accuracy must be higher than 95%.
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The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In section 5.2, we describe

related work in object recognition, particularly in real-time object recognition for

robots. A detailed description of our methods are described in section 5.3. We present

the experimental results, analyze and discuss these results in section 5.4. Last, we

conclude this chapter and provide an outlook on future research.

5.2 Related work

As one of the early real-time object recognition techniques P. Viola and M. Jones

[Viola and Jones, 2001, Viola and Jones, 2004] proposed the famous method of sim-

ple features and cascade AdaBoost classifier for rapid object detection. Although it

worked fast on a desktop computer with Intel Pentium III, it operated on 384 by 288

pixels images and is still not fast enough for the Raspberry Pi. In 2005, N. Dalal

and B. Triggs [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] proposed the classic solution of Histograms of

Oriented Gradients (HOG) features and a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier

for human detection. This method became popular in object recognition for not only

human detection but also for applications in other fields. Although HOG features and

linear SVM classifiers are fast and accurate, the exhaustive search component is com-

putationally expensive so that it is not fast enough on low-performance computational

hardware.

In recent years, CNNs became the state-of-the-art methods for object recognition

[He et al., 2016], R-CNN [Girshick et al., 2014], fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015], Faster

R-CNN [Ren et al., 2017], YOLO [Redmon et al., 2016], SSD [Liu et al., 2016]. Al-

though these methods have high accuracy, they usually work on a GPU system, and

are far from working on low-performance computational hardware. An interesting

convolutional neural network for object recognition was proposed in [Mao et al., 2017].

Although this work optimized fast R-CNN on an embedded platform for real-time

object recognition, it works at 1.85fps speed on the CPU and GPU system. Similarly, a

low-complexity fully-convolutional neural network that works on a GPU platform was

proposed in [Tripathi et al., 2017] for object recognition based on YOLO. Yet, none of

[Mao et al., 2017] and [Tripathi et al., 2017] is fast enough on a Raspberry Pi 3.

Both early and recent popular methods have been widely and successfully applied
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in many areas, such as pedestrian recognition, face recognition, etc. However, there is

a common issue, all of them require expensive computation, hence they only work on

powerful computational hardware. A real-time solution on the DSP-based embedded

system was proposed in [Arth and Bischof, 2008]. This solution works only on the

dedicated DSP hardware platform, not on a general CPU system. An exciting solution

was proposed based on HOG features and SVM classifier for pedestrian detection

at 135 fps on a desktop computer equipped with an Intel Core i7 870 and a GPU

[Van Gool, 2012]. Similarly, [Nawaz, 2015] presented an implementation of vehicle

recognition at 4 fps at a resolution of 1224 by 370 pixels based on HOG feature

and linear SVM classifier. However, none of these methods is fast enough on low-

performance systems like the Raspberry Pi 3.

Although some of the above methods have fast speed and high accuracy, they

still do not work well given the constraints related to small robots. J. Wu et. al.

proposed a real-time solution for human recognition based on CENTRIST feature

[Wu and Rehg, 2011] and linear SVM classifier, which achieves object recognition at

20fps on a mobile robot (PackBot) embedded a CPU of Intel 1.2GHz Core 2 Duo in

[Wu et al., 2011]. Yet, this is still not fast enough for our hardware because the Intel

1.2GHz Core 2 Duo significantly outperforms a Raspberry Pi 3. In spite of this, it

shows the state-of-the-art speed for real-time object recognition in robot vision.

In addition, there are many studies that work on different robots and hardware for

real-time object recognition. An end-to-end deep vision network model was proposed

to predict possible good grasps, which works in real-time on a Baxter robot at a rate

of 80 frames per second using a GPU system [Guo et al., 2017]. [Luo et al., 2017]

proposed an approach for robot detection and localization based on Convolutional

Neural Networks (CNNs) for RoboCup soccer robots at 8 fps on a weak GPU sys-

tem. [Alers et al., 2013] presented an experimental framework for exploiting vision

in e-puck swarm robot by recognizing the Quick Response (QR) code. Although

it has the same constraints as our system, it only works for recognizing QR codes.

[Han et al., 2012] proposed an automatic detection and tracking method for the drone

based on deep neural networks at 1.6 fps on a GPU system. [Huang et al., 2017] used

the exclusive Qualcomm Snapdragon Flight board embedded a 2.4GHz processor to im-

plement a visual-inertial drone system for real-time moving object detection. Although
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this computational board has good performance and small size, it is a proprietary

system exclusive for the drone and the method only recognizes moving objects.

An alternative approach was proposed in [Nimmagadda et al., 2010] that imple-

mented real-time object recognition using wireless communication between the mobile

robot and the servers. [Lee et al., 2017] implemented the near real-time object recog-

nition for drones by offloading the computation onto an off-board computation cloud.

Although using a server with powerful computational resources can be a feasible

solution, several applications need methods that can operate independently without

a server. For instance, the communication time between the robots and servers are

affected by variations in wireless bandwidths and this can form a severe bottleneck

[Nimmagadda et al., 2010].

In summary, existing methods usually rely on powerful computing resources. In

spite of this, some of the algorithms using convolutional neural networks and linear

SVM classifier are reasonably fast, yet not fast enough to implement real-time object

recognition on a Raspberry Pi 3.

5.3 Methodology

The main requirements for our methods are that they work on the Raspberry Pi 3 in

real-time, and with high accuracy. For that purpose, we propose the Fast ROI Search

(FROIS) algorithm to quickly identify regions of interest (ROIs) for object recognition.

The ROIs proposed by FROIS are then fed to a CNN or HOG and SVM classifier.

We propose improved HOG features for added performance benefits. The work-flow

diagram of our methods is shown in Figure 5.1.

We test our approach on recognizing three different modular robots

[Jelisavcic et al., 2017a] shown in Figure 5.2, called ‘Baby’, ‘Gecko’, ‘Spider’. Real-

time object recognition is essential for these robots to effectively perform tasks such as

moving towards a destination [Lan et al., 2018] while avoiding collisions, or following

one of the other robots. As can be seen from the figure, recognizing other robots is quite

a different task from, e.g., distinguishing between different human faces or classifying

genera of plants from images of leaves. The main challenge is not to reach the highest

possible accuracy given as much computational resources as possible; it is to reach a
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Figure 5.1: The work-flow of our methods. The top shows the process that CNNs
are trained and compiled into C/C++ library on the computer. The bottom shows the
work-flow that our methods work on Raspberry Pi including 1) FROIS and CNNs, 2)
FROIS, HOG features and SVM classifiers.

high accuracy in real time. We discuss the robot dataset, as well as the additional task

of recognizing coffee cups, in more detail in section 5.4.

Baby Gecko Spider

Figure 5.2: Images of three real moving modular robots with different morphologies
from the view of robots. The ‘Baby’ has 8 components in blue, white, and green color.
The ‘Gecko’ has 7 green components. The ‘spider’ has 9 blue components.

5.3.1 Fast ROIs search (FROIS)

The region proposal and exhaustive search of current methods generate a large number

of ROIs that are fed to the feature extractor and classifier. This is a key reason that

the current methods for object recognition like R-CNN[Girshick et al., 2014], fast

R-CNN[Girshick, 2015], Faster R-CNN[Ren et al., 2017], take prohibitively much

computation time for real-time object recognition. In addition, algorithms for region

proposal like selective search [Uijlings et al., 2013] also take a lot of computation time.

In robot vision, the objects usually have simple and fixed features, and in particular
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fixed color features. We therefore propose the Fast ROIs Search algorithm to quickly

find the ROIs based on the color features of objects.

First, FROIS detects and segments the images into the valid regions with the

different colors. The HSV based color recognition is best suited for the images with

less complex background [Shaik et al., 2015], in particular uniform background for the

environment of small robots.1 Therefore, we convert the original RGB images into

HSV. Then, the colors of pixels in the images are detected by matching HSV threshold

values, given in Table 5.1, including Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Black. We optimized

these HSV threshold values by testing the color samples of various objects in the real

environment, i.e., the environment the robots operate in. Therefore, the color detection

based on Table 5.1 are more practical and adaptable in the real environment. Although

we show the HSV threshold value of 5 common colors in Table 5.1, this table can be

extended to more colors for different objects.

colors H S V

Red
0∼10

160∼255 120∼255
170∼180

Green
35∼40 140∼255

104∼255
41∼59 69∼255

Blue 99∼121 120∼255 57∼211
Yellow 26∼32 130∼255 150∼255
Black 3∼180 40∼235 6∼48

Table 5.1: The HSV threshold values of colors.

After the color detection, we need to segment the images into valid regions with

different colors. The algorithm detects the contours of continuous regions with the

same color. Then, FROIS calculates the areas of continuous regions according to the

contours. Invalid regions that may be noise can be filtered by removing small area

regions, using a minimal threshold value. The images thus are segmented into valid

color regions. The number, size, and position of valid color regions are different for

different objects. To make a clear description, we adopt the modular robot ‘baby’ as the

object to show how the algorithm proposes the ROIs based on the valid color regions.

1We tested other color models like RGB, YCbCr, and YUV, but the HSV based color detection has the
best performance in our experiments.
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The valid green and blue regions of the modular robot ‘baby’ after the segmentation

are shown in Figure 5.3.

Figure 5.3: Segmentation image of the modular robot ‘Baby’. The regions 1 and 2
(green contours), region 3 and 4 (blue contours) are valid regions. lth is a threshold
value. A is a constant. The left and right white dashed lines are the edges of lth. The
red dashed rectangle is the ROI of a modular robot ‘baby’.

Second, the algorithm detects ROIs based on the valid color regions. The algorithm

searches the center regions from all of the regions. The minimum distance between each

region is calculated. For instance, D23 in Figure 5.3 is the minimum distance between

region 2 and 3. The sum of the distances from a region to the nearest two regions, is

denoted Dn. For instance, the sum of distances of regions 2 is D2 = D21 +D23. The

method chooses the region with the minimum Dn as the center region. In Figure 5.3,

region 2 is the center region because D2 is less than Di, i 6= 2. The regions around

a center region belong to the same ROI of the objects if the distances to the center

region less than a threshold value. Therefore, determining a suitable threshold value for

the distance from a region to a center region is important to find the right ROIs of the

objects, denoted lth in Figure 5.3. However, it is difficult to find a fixed threshold value.

The color regions from different objects have different distances to the center regions,

and even the same regions of an object have different distances to the center regions

when the objects rotate. In spite of this, we noted that the median height of regions are

basically invariant or change only very slightly as the objects do not rotate vertically.

Furthermore, the distance from other regions to the center regions is proportional to the

median height of the regions when the objects display at different scales in the images.

We denote the median height as hm in Figure 5.3. lth is proportional to hm whatever

the scales of the objects are, because hm is an adaptive value based on the images

captured from different views and distances. Taking the modular robot ‘Baby’ as an

example, we set lth = A ∗ hm, A equals 5. For the modular robot ‘Baby’ in Figure 5.3,
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the green and blue regions belong to the same ROI because their minimum distance to

the region 2 are less than lth. That is, the ROI is the minimum rectangle region that

covers the color regions of the same ROI. For instance, the red dashed rectangle is the

ROI in Figure 5.3. The full FROIS algorithm is provided in algorithm 5.

Last, although we used a modular robot ‘baby’ as the object to address the FROIS

algorithm, it works well for the different objects that have basic fixed features in robot

vision. The ROIs of the objects can be found quickly, which significantly reduces the

computation time. We show that FROIS quickly finds the ROIs of the modular robots

(and coffee cups) in section 5.4.

Algorithm 5: The Fast ROIs Search algorithm
Input: RGB image
Output: ROI[r] of the objects

1 while image do
2 initialize A, Dcenter, k, r;
3 Detect and segment the image with color, n regions;
4 for i ∈ n do
5 for j ∈ n do
6 calculate distance Dij , i 6= j;

7 ranking Dij as Di1, Di2, ..., Din;
8 Di = Di1 +Di2;
9 if Di > Dcenter then

10 center = i;

11 calculate hm;
12 for i ∈ n, i 6= center do
13 if Di center < A ∗ hm then
14 coor[k][(minx,miny), (maxx,maxy)];
15 k = k +1, remove i from n;

16 ROI[r][min(minx,miny),max(maxx,maxy)];

17 return ROI[r];
18 r = r + 1;
19 if n >= 2 then
20 repeat 4 to 22;
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5.3.2 The Improved HOG features and SVM classifier

The ROIs of the objects are proposed by FROIS algorithm. However, ROIs need to be

further analyzed because ROIs may or may not contain the right objects. Therefore,

the ROIs are fed to the feature extractor and classifier. This work presents two methods

for feature extraction and classification, i.e., CNNs [Lecun et al., 1998] and the com-

bination of HOG and SVM [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]. The method of HOG descriptor

and SVM classifier, proposed by N. Dalal and B. Triggs, is not only popular in human

detection, but is widely applied in the field of object recognition. The traditional HOG

features and SVM classifier recognize the objects using the exhaustive search to scan

the images for objects of different positions and sizes, which takes much computation

time. In this subsection, we address how the HOG features and linear SVM classifiers

work together with the FROIS algorithm for real-time object recognition on low com-

putational resources. We propose an improvement for HOG features, making them

even faster.

The different parameters of HOG features have different performance for accuracy

and speed. We trained and tested SVM classifiers with different parameters of the

HOG features, include block size, block stride, cell size, and bins. The main parameter

configuration is shown in Table 5.3. Although the HOG features and the limited

ROIs are not computationally expensive, we note that computing HOG features can

be optimized by employing the techniques of the lookup table. In this way, the

computation can be reduced since retrieving a value from memory is often faster than

undergoing an “expensive” computation. For the HOG features, the magnitude and

angle [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] for each pixel of an ROI needs to be calculated. The

possible values for magnitude and angle are bounded. The magnitudes are in the

interval (−255, 255), and the angles in (0◦, 360◦). Furthermore, the magnitude and

angle of each pixel are used to vote into the histograms of oriented gradients in 9

bins. Therefore, we created a lookup table containing the possible values of magnitude

and angle, which is sufficient to vote accurately. Both in theory and practice, this

optimization reduces the computation time. Last, we used the standard linear SVM

classifier from the OpenCV library to classify the objects based on the HOG features.
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5.3.3 The Embedded Convolutional Neural Network

To investigate the available trade-offs that exist between speed and accuracy, we use

different feature descriptors and classifiers to test speed and accuracy. We implement

the CNNs on the Raspberry Pi 3 for real-time object recognition. The CNNs take the

ROIs that are proposed by the FROIS algorithm as input. Although CNNs have the

state-of-the-art performance for object recognition, it is well known that the CNNs

are difficult to implement on the low computational hardware like the Raspberry Pi.

However, Darknet [Redmon, 2016] and the new Embedded Learning Library (ELL 2)

provides the possibility to implement CNNs on the microcomputer, Raspberry Pi.

Darknet is an open source neural network framework written in C, optimized for

speed. ELL is an embedded AI and machine learning toolbox developed at Microsoft

Research, which allows us to design and deploy CNNs onto resource constrained

platforms and small single-board computers, like the Raspberry Pi, Arduino, and

micro:bit. We trained CNNs with different topologies to identify the available trade-

offs between speed and accuracy. The trained CNNs are compiled into a C/C++ library

by ELL as the embedded CNNs, subsequently deployed onto the Raspberry Pi 3. The

work-flow is shown in Figure 5.1.

5.4 Experiments

We aim to achieve real-time object recognition on low computation hardware. There-

fore, we compare the performance of our proposed methods, i.e., FROIS in combination

with either CNNs or HOG and SVM, in terms of accuracy and speed. All methods

were implemented in C/C++. We implement and train CNNs using Darknet and the

linear SVM classifier using OpenCV, and test them on the Raspberry Pi 3.

We test the algorithms in different situations with the modular robots, including

those with occlusions. The dataset we use for this is outlined in subsection 5.4.1, and

the results in subsection 5.4.2. Furthermore, to validate the generality and scalability of

our methods for real-time object recognition in robot vision, we also test whether our

methods can recognize the other objects. For this we use coffee cups in subsection 5.4.3.

2https://github.com/Microsoft/ELL
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5.4.1 The Robot Dataset

In object recognition, the comprehensiveness of the dataset is directly related to the

performance. We took a large number of images for three modular robots from different

views and distances to create a comprehensive dataset3. All of the images were taken

by the modular robots while moving. We divided the samples into training and a testing

dataset, as shown in Table 5.2. We use the same datasets to train and test CNNs and

SVMs. All of the samples have a resolution of 112 by 32 pixels.

Baby Gecko Spider

Training 3246 2943 3204
Testing 2211 2131 2193

Table 5.2: The statistics of the robot dataset.

5.4.2 Robot Results

We train and test CNN and SVM classifiers for different parameter configurations

(Table 5.3). The accuracy and computation time are averaged over ten frames at

different times. To determine the accuracy we ran the methods (FROIS+HOG+SVM or

FROIS+CNN) on a testing dataset on the computer and to determine the speed we ran

the methods on video input on the Raspberry Pi 3 and Raspberry Pi camera V2. The

top three accuracies across parameter configurations for HOG and SVM, are over 98%.

Those configurations of HOG and SVM that have higher accuracies also have higher

computation times. The best HOG and SVM configuration (the gray row) achieves a

real-time object recognition of 99.1% accuracy and around 10 frames per second on the

Raspberry Pi 3. The CNN with 8 convolutional layers achieved 94.51% accuracy and

1.6 frames per second. Although the accuracy of CNNs can be improved by adding

layers, this leads to lower speeds than required for operation in real-time. Furthermore,

the accuracy and speed of the best CNN with 7 convolutional layers performs well at

a 95.99% accuracy and 1.8 frames per second. We thus conclude that while CNNs

are more suitable for high accuracy object recognition on more powerful hardware,

3https://bitbucket.org/langong/robotsdataset/downloads/
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for object recognition on low computing hardware, HOG and SVM is actually more

promising. In particular the faster speed of HOG and SVM makes it a more suitable

approach. We observe that accuracy and speed are two conflicting objectives, and that

several possible trade-offs exist between accuracy and speed.

Configurations Accuracy (in percent) Speed (ms/f)
blocksize blockstride cellsize bins baby gecko spider average original improved

(8, 8) (4, 4) (4, 4) 9 99.7% 99.1% 97.4% 99.1% 99.4 98.2
(8, 8) (4, 4) (4, 4) 6 98.5% 97.7% 98.2% 98.4% 98.4 97.2
(8, 8) (8, 8) (4, 4) 9 98.3% 97.4% 98.4% 98.5% 95.9 94.4
(8, 8) (8, 8) (4, 4) 6 91.7% 93.4% 95.3% 94.7% 95.6 94.0
(16, 16) (8, 8) (8, 8) 9 92.9% 93.6% 94.3% 94.7% 96.4 94.8
(16, 16) (16, 16) (8, 8) 9 84.8% 87.0% 87.8% 88.6% 95.4 94.0

8 layers CNN 91.1% 92.4% 100.0% 94.5% 634.4
7 layers CNN 89.6% 99.4% 98.9% 96.0% 568.3
6 layers CNN 68.1% 98.8% 100.0% 89.0 545.9

Table 5.3: The experimental results w.r.t. accuracy and speed for different parameters
of our methods. The top half are the accuracy and the speed for the HOG and SVM
with different parameters. The computation time includes the full procedure of FROIS,
HOG, and SVM. Note that it is not including the time of reading images.

We tested the computation times, of the FROIS algorithm, HOG features, SVM

classifier, and CNNs, individually as well in Table 5.4. The HOG with the techniques

of lookup table takes less computation time than the original HOG. The SVM classifier

is significantly faster than the CNNs. In addition, the FROIS is indeed fast at a speed

of about 17ms per frame.

tROI(ms) tHOG(ms) tSVM (ms)

original
17.1

8.1
0.6

improved 5.9

tROI tCNN

CNN 17.2 537.0

Table 5.4: Distribution of computation time of our methods. The CNN is the 8 layers
CNN in Table 5.3. Note that it takes about 80ms to read in the image, resulting in the
higher processing times of Table 5.3.
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Using the performance results of Table 5.3, we would choose the gray configuration

of HOG and SVM as the best due to high (99.9%) accuracy and fast speed (10 fps).

A typical result of recognizing the modular robots ‘baby’, ‘gecko’, ‘spider’ using

this configuration is shown in Figure 5.4. The three modular robots in the figure are

recognized accurately. The ‘spider’ is recognized even though about a third of ‘spider’

is occluded by a black box. In Figure 5.5, the region of modular robot ‘baby’ (middle)

is proposed as the ROI (red rectangle) by FROIS algorithm, but it is recognized as ’Not

Robot’ because it is strongly occluded by the black box, and only two loose components

are visible. It is therefore not clear whether this is a robot or just loose blocks. We

therefore conclude that our methods work well, even in occlusion situations.

Figure 5.4: The recognition of three modular robots. The left is ‘Gecko’. The middle
is ‘Baby’. The right is ‘Spider’. The green texts above bounding box are the names
of recognized robots. The green bounding boxes are the regions of recognized robots.
The black box occludes a piece of ‘Spider’. please note that black color is not a color
feature of the modular robots ‘baby’.

Figure 5.5: The recognition for an occlusion situation. The center part of robot ‘Baby’
(middle) is occluded by a black box. The red bounding box is the ROI proposed by
FROIS algorithm. The green text above the red bounding box is ‘Not Robot’.

We compared to our methods to standard HOG and SVM [Dalal and Triggs, 2005]

on the Raspberry Pi 3 with Raspberry Pi camera v2 for recognizing modular robots

‘baby’. The computation time of standard HOG and SVM was 4740.954 ms (average)
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per frame, which is prohibitively slow for real-time computation. In addition, our

methods recognize the position of the modular robots more accurately. In Figure 5.6,

the modular robot ‘baby’ was recognized by HOG and SVM with exhaustive search

rather than the FROIS algorithm. Note that the same robot is recognized twice in

different positions. Furthermore, the right red bounding box does not accurately reflect

the robot’s position. This problem does not occur our methods because as the ROIs are

proposed more effectively and accurately by the FROIS algorithm. We thus conclude

that our methods are key for real-time object recognition with low computational

resources.

Figure 5.6: The recognition of the HOG features and linear SVM classifier with the
exhaustive search. The red bounding boxes are the regions recognized as a ‘baby’
robot.

5.4.3 Coffee Cups

To validate the generality and scalability of our methods, we also test recognizing

common coffee cups that we took from the automatic coffee machine. In this trial, we

detected black color for proposing the ROIs, and modified the threshold value lth from

lth = 5∗hm to lth = 3.5∗hm, to reflect the proportions of the cups. Then, we created

the dataset for the coffee cups and trained an SVM classifier for real-time coffee cup

recognition on low-computation hardware. Figure 5.7 shows that our methods work

well for the recognition of the cups as well. The green region is proposed as ROI by

FROIS algorithm and recognized as a cup by HOG and SVM. Although the half of the

right cup is proposed as an ROI (the red bounding box), half of the cup is occluded and

thus recognized it as ‘nothing’ by HOG and SVM.
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Figure 5.7: The recognition of the common coffee cups. The green bounding box is the
recognized regions by HOG and SVM. The red bounding box on the right half-cups is
the region of interests that proposed by color feature, but not recognized as the cups.

5.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we addressed the challenge of real-time robot vision on low-performance

computing hardware. Our robots have a small ‘head’ containing a Raspberry Pi 3

and they need to recognize other objects in real-time in a standalone mode, without

communicating with each other or a central mainframe using a Raspberry Pi camera V2.

To solve this problem we proposed the FROIS algorithm to quickly search the ROIs

of the objects. This algorithm was tested in combination with a CNN and a method

based on HOG and SVM. The tests included several algorithm variants and the winning

combination (FROIS+HOG+SVM) achieved a high accuracy (99.1%) and fast speed

(10 fps). The recognition of other objects validates the generality and scalability of our

methods for real-time object recognition in robot vision. We thus conclude that this

method can be applied to real-time object recognition in robots with low-performance

computing hardware. Ongoing and future work concerns more and more demanding

test cases, including more complex environments. This will provide more significant

support for the applicability of small robots for interesting tasks that require vision

capabilities.
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6
Robot Vision 2: Evolving Efficient Deep

Neural Networks

This chapter is based on the following paper:

[5] G. Lan, L. de Vries and S. Wang. Evolving Efficient Deep Neural Networks for
Real-time Object Recognition. In 2019 IEEE Symposium Series on Computational
Intelligence (SSCI), pp. 2571-2578. IEEE, 2019.
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Preamble

While a method of the combination of FROIS algorithm and SVM with a considerable

speed was proposed in chapter 5, the method of embedded CNN still takes more than

500 ms per frame. Therefore, in this chapter we present an evolutionary approach to

evolve topology and weights of neural networks for real time object recognition. This

approach aims to generate small neural networks (a few parameters) while maintaining

considerable accuracy.

Abstract

While Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) achieve state-of-the-art performance in many

fields, e.g., object recognition, they rely on deep networks with millions or even billions

of parameters. Accelerating DNNs by reducing the number of parameters of DNNs is

crucial for real-time object recognition. This chapter presents an evolutionary approach

to evolve efficient DNNs that can be run on Low-Performance Computing Hardware

(LPCH) for real-time object recognition with the fastest possible speed and an accuracy

of more than 95%. This approach achieves the goal by means of two design choices.

First, NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) is applied to evolve both

weights and topology of DNNs starting from a simple initial topology, which reduces

the number of parameters of DNNs from millions to thousands. Second, we propose

novel fitness functions to further select the evolved DNNs for lower computation time,

while maintaining high accuracy. We test the approach to evolve efficient DNNs on

the well-known benchmark MNIST dataset and a self-defined modular robots dataset.

Furthermore, compared with most current studies, we not only evolve DNNs on the

datasets but also implement the best evolved DNN on LPCH to recognize objects

real-time in the real world. The experimental results show that the best evolved DNN

recognizes the modular robots on a microcomputer, Raspberry Pi 3, with an accuracy

of 95.6% and a speed of 5.3 fps. This work can be extended to achieve efficient DNNs

for other real-time tasks. We published the source code 1 that was used to evolve the

1https://github.com/langongjin/Evolving-DNNs
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efficient DNNs, and the video 2 that the best evolved DNN was run on a Raspberry Pi

3 to recognize two modular robots simultaneously in the real world.

Keywords: Evolving Neural Networks; Object Recognition; Neural Networks;

Neuroevolution; NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies; Robot Vision.

6.1 Introduction

In recent years, DNNs have become the state-of-the-art models in many areas of ma-

chine learning, particularly object recognition such as face recognition [Sun et al., 2015,

Taigman et al., 2014], pedestrian detection [Ouyang and Wang, 2013], vehicle detec-

tion [Luo et al., 2014], etc. However, most current methods of optimizing DNNs

through variants of stochastic gradient descent like back-propagation, are limited to

optimize the weights of DNNs [Stanley et al., 2019]. In such methods, the topology of

DNNs is generally designed by researchers empirically, which is a tedious trial-and-

error process and difficult to design the efficient DNNs for real-time object recognition.

To achieve high accuracy, the current methods generally design neural networks with

deep hidden layers contain millions or even billions of parameters. These DNNs

generally contain significant redundant parameters that consume scarce computational

resources. They are usually applied on powerful hardware systems such as GPU plat-

forms and hardly implemented on LPCH. Therefore, it is crucial to generate efficient

DNNs with fewer parameters, while maintaining high accuracy.

While there are many studies in accelerating DNNs by reducing the parameter

redundancy such as evolving the topology and weights of neural networks, most

resulting DNNs can hardly work on LPCH. This chapter focuses on evolving efficient

DNNs with fewer parameters and high accuracy for real-time object recognition on

LPCH. Furthermore, compared with most current studies, we not only evolve DNNs

on the datasets but also implement the best evolved DNN on LPCH to recognize

objects real time in the real world. To this end, this work employs neuroevolution to

evolve efficient DNNs from topology and weights. Our specific research goals are the

following:
2https://youtu.be/RVjSXMunY1c
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− Evolve efficient DNNs for fewer parameters with the fastest possible speed and

an accuracy of more than 95%

− Implement the best evolved DNN on the Raspberry pi 3 to recognize objects at a

speed of more than 5 fps (which meets the requirements of most applications on

LPCH in terms of speed) in the real world.

We employ NEAT algorithm to evolve the efficient DNNs starting from simple

initial topology for reducing the number of parameters of DNNs from millions to

thousands. Furthermore, we propose the novel fitness functions to further select the

evolved DNNs for lower computation time and high accuracy. We explore evolving

efficient DNNs on the well-known MNIST dataset (multi-class objects) and the self-

defined modular robots dataset (two-class objects). The best evolved DNN with the

Fast ROIs Search (FROIS) algorithm [Lan et al., 2018] and Sobel feature extractor is

applied to recognize the modular robots on the Raspberry Pi 3 at a speed of 5.3 fps and

an accuracy of 95.7% in the real world. Therefore, our method successfully evolves

the efficient DNNs for real-time object recognition on LPCH.

6.2 Related work

Real-time Object Recognition In recent years, DNNs became the state-of-the-

art models in object recognition. However, the current DNNs [Sun et al., 2015,

Krizhevsky et al., 2012, Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014] achieved remarkable accu-

racy using the very deep networks that contain millions or even billions of parameters.

They are difficult to work on LPCH due to expensive computation. Furthermore, a

harsh reality is that recent neural networks are deeper and deeper, making them even

more computational intensive. Some recent work proposed improved approaches

for efficient DNNs with fewer parameters. Mao et al. [Mao et al., 2017] presented

an optimized Fast R-CNN on a CPU and GPU platform at 1.85fps. A YOLO-based

low-complexity neural network was proposed that works on a GPU platform for object

recognition [Tripathi et al., 2017]. Although there is much related work that generates

DNNs for real-time object recognition, these DNNs can only be run on GPU platforms

rather than LPCH, such as Raspberry Pi. The structure of DNNs still grow deeper
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and deeper, and often contains significant redundant parameters that take expensive

computation. Therefore, it is crucial to generate efficient DNNs with fewer parameters,

while maintaining high accuracy, especially for real-time object recognition on LPCH.

Accelerating Neural Networks Accelerating DNNs by reducing the parameters of

DNNs is crucial for real-time object recognition. Cheng et al. [Cheng et al., 2015]

presented a circulant projection approach to replace the conventional linear projection

in fully-connected layers for reducing the parameter redundancy of DNNs. Lin et

al. [Lin et al., 2017] proposed a method ESPACE to accelerate the DNNs by elim-

inating the spatial and channel redundancy. A sparse decomposition was used to

reduce the parameter redundancy of DNNs in [Liu et al., 2015], where the maximum

sparsity is obtained by exploiting both inter-channel and intra-channel redundancy.

[Han et al., 2015] described a method that reduces parameters of well-known AlexNet

from 61 million to 6.7 million by pruning the redundant connections. Similarly, a

structured sparsity learning method [Wen et al., 2016] was proposed to regularize the

topology of AlexNet, which achieves a speed at average 5.1× speedup of computa-

tion. Furthermore, a Bayesian point of view through sparsity inducing priors was

adopted to prune the size of the network and furthermore reduce computation time in

[Louizos et al., 2017]. It reached a speed-up factor of around 8× on a Titan X (GPU)

platform. Although these methods accelerated the computation of DNNs, these DNNs

still need to be run on powerful CPUs or/and GPUs platform and most of them tested

only on the datasets rather than the tasks in the real world. In contrast, our work focus

on evolving efficient DNNs for fewer parameters that can be run on LPCH real-time.

Evolving Neural Networks Over the last decades, NeuroEvolution has been suc-

cessfully applied to many fields, e.g., general game playing [Risi and Togelius, 2015,

Stanley et al., 2005], evolutionary robotics [Haasdijk et al., 2010, Lan et al., 2018].

NEAT [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002] and HyperNEAT [Stanley et al., 2009] are

two successful NeuroEvolution algorithms that were proposed to evolve neural net-

works. In the application of object recognition, [Ebner, 2009] proposed an evolutionary

approach for real-time object recognition by genetic programming, which works on

a GPU platform rather than LPCH. Ebner [Evans et al., 2018] proposed a genetic
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approach for images classification to overcome the limitations of manually crafted

architectures and low interpretability for convolutional neural networks, rather than

real-time object recognition. Particle swarm optimization is applied to evolving

deep convolutional neural networks for image classification on GPUs platform in

[Wang et al., 2019]. A recent paper [Miikkulainen et al., 2019] proposed a new al-

gorithm, CoDeepNEAT, for optimizing deep architectures by extending existing

methods of evolving neural networks to topology, components, and hyper-parameters.

Although CoDeepNEAT achieved results comparable to best human designs in standard

benchmarks in object recognition, it tends to challenge deep learning and works on

the state-of-the-art GPUs. Most current studies on evolving neural networks focus on

achieving the high accuracy rather than the efficient DNNs with low computation time

and high accuracy, and generally test on datasets rather than the real-time applications

in the real world. In this work, we explore evolving efficient DNNs for real-time object

recognition on LPCH.

6.3 Methodology

NEAT algorithm [Stanley and Miikkulainen, 2002] evolves neural networks starting

from simple initial topology. It is more suitable for evolving efficient DNNs than Hy-

perNEAT. We therefore employ NEAT algorithm to evolve DNNs for real-time object

recognition. The work-flow of evolving efficient DNNs is shown in Figure 6.1. First,

NEAT generates evolved DNNs by evolving weights and topology. Second, the features

of samples in datasets are extracted and fed into the evolved DNNs. Subsequently,

the evolved DNNs output the results of object recognition. The performance of each

evolved DNN is evaluated by a fitness function whose output value depends on both

accuracy and computation time. The process iterates until termination. In this section,

we describe the details of principal steps including NEAT, input features, and fitness

functions.

6.3.1 The NEAT Algorithm

We summarize two principal properties of NEAT to address how it evolves DNNs.
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NEAT Evolved
DNNs

weights

topologies

Feature 
Extractor

Evaluation
fitness

Datasets
(Ground truth)

NEAT Neural 
Networks

weights
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Extractor

Evaluation
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Datasets
(Ground truth)

Figure 6.1: The work-flow of evolving efficient DNNs includes three principal steps:
evolving DNNs by NEAT, feature extracting, evaluation by the fitness function.

− NEAT evolves DNNs with a flexible topology, starting from the elementary

topology where all input nodes are connected to all output nodes. In such a way,

the DNNs can be evolved that are as fewer parameters as possible.

− The addition of nodes and connections in neural networks allow to generate

more flexible network structures. NEAT searches optimal DNNs through the

weight space and the topological space simultaneously. There is no need for an

initial or pre-defined fixed-topology that relies on the experience of researchers.

Recombination and mutation induce an optimal topology of DNN to real-time

object recognition. For instance, the cross-over of genomes and the removal or

addition of connections and nodes explore the different topology of DNNs.

In this work, we implement NEAT by employing an adaptable library, MultiNEAT
3, which is friendly to develop with Python bindings and has enhanced efficiency with

its core components written in C++.

6.3.2 Input Features

For many practical problems, the input feature to a neural network is a crucial factor

for the final performance. Current feature extractors generally generate informative

features by extracting high dimensional features. For instance, convolutional feature

extractors in convolutional neural networks often include many convolutional layers and

many convolutional kernels each layer. They extract informative but high dimensional

features. However, high dimensional input often increases the size of DNNs and

3https://github.com/peter-ch/MultiNEAT
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thus take expensive computation. In this work, we expect that the input feature is

not only informative but also low dimensional. To explore the evolving of DNNs

independently, we design the fixed feature extractors that extract informative and

low dimensional features instead of evolving a feature extractor. We compare the

performance of two types of well-known feature extractors that output informative

features with moderate dimensions, include Sobel feature extractor and Histogram

of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [Dalal and Triggs, 2005] feature extractor for evolving

DNNs. The Sobel operator consists of a pair of 3× 3 convolution kernels Gx and Gy ,

as shown below.

Gx =

−1 0 1

−2 0 2

−1 0 1

 , Gy =

 1 2 1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1


where Gx and Gy are horizontal and vertical kernels respectively that calculate the

gradient horizontally and vertically with a stride of 3. The edge feature on three

channels (RGB) can be extracted when the process is applied to a Region of Interest

(ROI).

The Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) feature extractor was proposed in

[Dalal and Triggs, 2005] which calculates the gradients of ROIs. In this work, we

test our approach with HOG descriptors of two parameter settings that have been

demonstrated for moderate dimensions and high informativeness, noted HOGa and

HOGb [Lan et al., 2018]. The principal parameter settings are presented in Table 6.1.

blockSize blockStride cellSize bins

HOGa (8,8) (8,8) (4,4) 9
HOGb (16,16) (8,8) (8,8) 9

Table 6.1: The parameter settings of HOGa and HOGb feature extractors.

We test all three feature extractors (Sobel, HOGa and HOGb) on the modular

robots dataset in Table 6.4 to evolve DNNs. The Sobel convolution operator outputs a

1110 dimensional feature vector on 112× 32 samples with a stride of 3. The feature

extractors HOGa and HOGb output 2016 and 1404 dimensions vectors respectively.

The three feature extractors output the different dimensional and informative features
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as the input of evolved DNNs. Therefore, the evolution of DNNs has different initial

sizes of neural networks and search space.

The accuracy during the evolution process on the modular robots dataset in Table 6.4

is shown in Figure 6.2. The best evolved DNN achieves 95.7% accuracy with Sobel

feature extractor. Interestingly, the evolution of DNNs with Sobel feature in 1110

dimensions performs better than both HOGa in 2016 dimensions and HOGb in 1404

dimensions. In the traditional approaches, high dimensional features are more likely

to contain informative features that generally contribute to higher accuracy than the

low dimensional features. However, the higher dimensional features imply that the

corresponding evolved DNNs have more nodes in the input layer, and lead to a larger

search space of the evolution that is more difficult to search the optimal DNNs. NEAT

often achieves the better performance in a small search space. Therefore, this work

chooses the Sobel feature extractor due to its lower dimension and better performance.

Figure 6.2: The performance of Sobel (green), HOGa (blue) and HOGb (red) feature
extractor for evolving DNNs on the modular robots dataset in Table 6.4. The solid lines
are average accuracy. The dashed lines are the accuracy of best runs.

6.3.3 Fitness Function

Real-time object recognition on LPCH tend to deal with the tasks, such as recognizing

two-class objects (object and non-object) and multi-class objects ( e.g., 3 or 4 classes),
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that are not as complex as generic object recognition on powerful computing hardware

(e.g., GPUs platform). We propose two fitness functions for two-class and multi-

class objects respectively, to evolve the efficient DNNs. This subsection provides the

step-by-step derivations that lead to the fitness functions.

Two-class fitness function. To be simple in description, we first derive the fitness

function by considering only accuracy without computation time. For two-class object

recognition, the DNNs output the predicted probabilities of object and non-object as a

two dimensional vector ~pi{(pi0, pi1) | pi0 + pi1 = 1}, where i is the index of samples

in the dataset, and pi0 represents the probability that the sample is recognized as

object. In the training dataset, the label of a sample is a two dimensional binary vector
~li = (1, 0) or (0, 1), where (1, 0) represents target and (0, 1) represents non-target.

Considering a situation that a sample is recognized as object by two evolved DNNs

with probabilities of 60% and 90% respectively, we expect that the evolved DNN (with

the result of 90%) obtains a higher fitness than another DNN since this guides the

evolution of DNNs towards the optimal DNNs better. Therefore we propose the fitness

function4 to evaluate the performance of the evolved DNNs on a sample as:

fi =

~pi ·~li+ | pi0 − pi1 | if ~pi ·~li > 0.5

~pi ·~li− | pi0 − pi1 | −1 if ~pi ·~li ≤ 0.5
(6.1)

where ~pi · ~li is the probability, | pi0 − pi1 | aims to scale up the fitness value of the

evolved DNN. For instance, a sample ~li = (1, 0) is recognized as ~pi = (0.8, 0.2), fi
therefore equals 1.4 rather than 0.8 (the accuracy). The value of 0.5 is the threshold for

the correct classification that a sample is recognized as an object when ~pi · ~li > 0.5

(namely, pi0 > pi1).

An evolved DNN can be evaluated in a training dataset with m samples by the

fitness fa as follows.

fa =

∑m
i=0 fi
2m

(6.2)

where the coefficient 2 aims to normalize fa because the maximum of fi is 2 when the

4The well-known F1-score and traditional cross entropy are not suitable in this work.
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~pi is (1,0) and ~li is (1,0).

However, we cannot only consider the accuracy for real-time object recognition in

this work. Obtaining efficient DNNs with fewer parameters for low computation time

is one of the goals that we expected. Therefore, it is crucial that the fitness function can

encourage the evolution of DNNs towards both high accuracy and low computation

time. The final fitness is proportional to fa and inversely proportional to computation

time. Hence, the fitness function can be expressed as follows.

f(fa,Ct) = fa +
1

β · Ct
(6.3)

where Ct (in milliseconds) is the average evaluation time per sample on the training

dataset. β is the weight of Ct, can be modified for different requirements at accuracy

and computation time of specific tasks to encourage more efficient DNNs with fewer

parameters while maintaining high accuracy.

Multi-class fitness function. We provide a step-by-step derivation for the fitness

function stated in Equation 6.5. First, we use the accuracy instead of the probability

~pi in Equation 6.1. Second, we introduce standard deviation σ of the number of

correct recognition for each class objects to evaluate the performance of the evolved

DNNs. In our preliminary experiments, we notice that DNNs are often evolved to

recognize some classes of the objects with high accuracy but hardly recognize the other

classes of the objects. For instance, assuming the 4 classes of the objects from MNIST

and 100 samples in each class are taken as the training dataset, two evolved DNNs

perform the same average number of correct recognition but different distributions as

(83, 85, 80, 12) and (68, 71, 61, 60) respectively. We expect that the latter has higher

fitness because the last class of the object are hardly classified correctly for the former

evolved DNN. Empirically, the former evolution is hard to evolve the DNNs for

recognizing the fourth class of the object (0.12 accuracy) with higher accuracy, but the

latter evolution is easier to evolve the DNNs for higher accuracy.

We therefore design the fitness function to reward or punish the evolved DNNs for

low or high standard deviation σ respectively, as shown in Figure 6.3. We consider

that the number of correct recognition for each class of the object has equally good
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distribution when σ is less than a constant σ′. In such cases, we give a constant reward

η to the evolved DNNs. Then, the reward is gradually decreased over σ when σ > σ′.

Last, the reward equals zero and becomes a gradually increasing penalty (negative

value) to an evolved DNNs when σ > ζ , where ζ is a constant that can be modified for

different requirements.

  η

0.0

σ′ ζ

R
ew

ar
d/

pe
na

lty

(σ′, η)

(ζ, 0)
ζ - σ′

Standard deviation σ

Figure 6.3: Illustration on the reward/penalty over the standard deviation σ of the
number of correct recognition in each class of the objects for the multi-class object
recognition. σ′, η, and ζ are constants that can be modified.

Thus, the fitness (denote fMa) function can be defined with accuracy and standard

deviation σ as follows.

fMa =


Nc

m + η if σ < σ′

Nc

m + η + −η(σ−σ′)
ζ−σ′ if σ ≥ σ′

(6.4)

where Nc is the sum of the number of correct recognition for each class of the objects,

m is the total number of the samples in the training dataset, and Nc

m is the accuracy.

The parameters η, σ′, ζ can be adjusted depending on the training datasets and tasks.

In this work, we test the setting of η = 0.25, σ′ = 20, ζ = 40 on MNIST dataset to

recognize the handwritten digits for appropriate reward and penalty after the parameter

tuning in our preliminary experiments.

Similar to Equation 6.3, we provide the fitness function for multi-class object

recognition to encourage both high accuracy and low computation time as follows.

fM(fa,CtM ) = fMa +
1

α · CtM
(6.5)
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where CtM (in milliseconds) is the average evaluation time on the training dataset. α is

a parameter for adjusting the weight of computation time CtM , which can be modified

depending on the requirement of tasks.

6.4 Experiments

6.4.1 Experimental Set-up

The experiments include two parts: evolving DNNs on the desktop computer with a

2.6GHz Intel i5 CPU and deploying the best evolved DNNs on Raspberry Pi 3 with a

1.2GHz ARM CPU for real-time object recognition in the real world. The evolution of

DNNs is tested on two datasets, including a self-defined modular robots dataset, and

MNIST dataset. The principal parameters of NEAT that we used in this work are listed

in Table 6.2.

Parameter Two-class Multi-class

Generations 2000 2000
PopulationSize 100 100
MinSpecies 5 5
MaxSpecies 15 15
OverallMutationRate 0.75 0.50
MutateAddNeuronProb 0.10 0.05
MutateAddLinkProb 0.10 0.03
MutateWeightsProb 0.70 0.90
WeightMutationRate 0.40 1.0
WeightMutationMaxPower 0.50 1.0
WeightReplaceRate 0.20 0.20
WeightReplaceMaxPower 0.20 0.20
Elitism 1 1

Table 6.2: The principal parameters setting of NEAT.

We use the unsigned Sigmoid functions as the activation functions for hidden

and output node since it outperformed other activation functions in our preliminary

experiments. After the parameter tuning manually in our preliminary experiments, we

finally set β = 10 in Equation 6.3 and α = 10 in Equation 6.5 to achieve evolving

efficient DNNs and high accuracy on modular robots dataset and MNIST dataset
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respectively. Note that, as we presented above, the parameters α and β should be

determined by the requirements of different tasks on both accuracy and computation

time.

6.4.2 Experiments on MNIST Dataset

MNIST dataset [LeCun, 1998], a well-known dataset of handwritten digits, is widely

used for training and testing in the field of machine learning. It consists of samples of

28 by 28 greyscale pixels that we can directly take the value of pixels as the input of

evolved DNNs without feature extractor. Although the handwritten digits in MNIST

dataset are not general objects in real-time object recognition, they are suitable to

provide clear insights of evolving DNNs independently without the interference from

feature extractor. We therefore test our approach on the dataset MNIST to evolve the

efficient DNNs for multi-class object recognition.

Even though there are many studies [Xie and Yuille, 2017, Desell, 2017] that

evolve DNNs on MNIST dataset, they investigate on evolving DNNs for high accuracy

rather than efficient DNNs with fewer parameters for both the low computational

cost and high accuracy. We run the experiments of evolving DNNs on 4 classes

digits (0 ∼ 3) of MNIST. In this work, the experiments on MNIST aim to validate

that our approach can evolve the efficient DNNs with fewer parameters for both

low computation time and high accuracy, rather than challenging the state-of-the-art

accuracy.

The accuracy and specification topology of the best evolved DNNs for 2 to 4 classes

of digits are shown in Table 6.3. Interestingly, the best accuracy of evolved DNNs

decreases gradually when the number of classes increases. Similarly as we presented,

the higher dimensional output increases the search space of solutions, which might

be why the best evolved DNNs perform the lower accuracy for more classes of digits.

NEAT algorithm often needs more iterations to search a satisfied solution in a larger

search space and achieve the expected accuracy and low computation time. We run the

experiments with the parameter settings that are shown in Table 6.2. As can be seen

in Table 6.3, the evolution on MNIST dataset achieves the efficient DNNs with few

parameters in thousands and high accuracy (>95% for 2 and 3 classes digits, 91.1% for
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4-class digits can be improved with more iterations).

Layer

Nodes Classes
2 (0,1) 3 (0∼2) 4 (0∼3)

Input layer 784+1 784+1 784+1
Hidden layer 1 52 1 66
Hidden layer 2 1 88 -
Output layer 2 3 4

Total connections 1647 2480 3244
Accuracy 99.7% 96.0% 91.1%

Table 6.3: Illustration of the topologies (the number of parameters in each layer) of
best evolved DNNs that recognizing 2 to 4 classes of digits.

6.4.3 Experiments on Robots Dataset

The modular robots we use (proposed in [Lan et al., 2018]), have only space inside to

fit a small battery and a small computer with low computational power. The same is

true for many other types of robots like drones and swarm robots [Lan et al., 2019].

These constraints make real-time object recognition on LPCH particularly challenging.

In this work, evolving efficient DNNs is applied to achieve recognizing the modular

robots real-time.

6.4.3.1 Evolving on Robots Dataset

In object recognition, the comprehensiveness of the dataset is directly related to the

performance. We took a large number of images for the modular robots from different

views and distances to create a comprehensive dataset. All of the images were captured

while the modular robots were moving. We divided the samples into the training and

testing dataset, as shown in Table 6.4. All of the samples have a resized resolution of

112 by 32 pixels.

We run the experiments with the principal NEAT parameters as specified in Ta-

ble 6.2 on the modular robots dataset. Generally, NEAT evolves neural networks

from simple initial topologies which reduce the number of parameters from millions
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Robots Noise Total

Training 2250 2164 4414
Testing 750 721 1471

Total 3000 2885 5885

Table 6.4: The statistics of the samples in modular robots dataset. Noise are non-robot
objects.

to thousands. Furthermore, we use the two-class fitness function in Equation 6.3 to

evaluate the performance of evolved DNNs. Which encourages the evolution of DNNs

towards both fewer parameters for low computation time and high accuracy. To explore

how the part of computation time in fitness function further encourages the evolution

of DNNs towards lower computation time, we observe the finesses fa and f(fa, Ct)
of top 10 evolved neural networks in a generation, are shown in Table 6.5. We note

that the evolved DNN N2 obtains higher fitness f(fa,Ct) than N1, but they have the

subequal value of fa. Similarly, evolved DNN N7 ranks seventh by fa but ranks ninth

by f(fa,Ct). Therefore, the evolved DNNs are further selected successfully for lower

computation time by f(fa,Ct) in the evolutionary approach. As such in each generation,

the evolved DNNs are guided to low computation time. The trade-off between the

accuracy and computation time can be adjusted by changing the parameter of β in

Equation 6.3, but it is not the goal that we aim to evolve the efficient DNNs with the

fastest possible speed and an accuracy of more than 95% in this work.

We run the evolution with the fitness function f(fa,Ct) on the modular robots dataset

for 10 repetitions. The fitness of the evolution process is shown in Figure 6.4. It shows

the best evolution achieves an accuracy of 95.6% that is more than the requirement

(> 95%, can be changed for other tasks) of accuracy in this work.

The specific topology of the best evolved DNNs in 400, 1200, 1960/2000 gener-

ations that evaluated by f(fa,Ct) and fa, is shown in Table 6.6. As can be seen, the

topology of DNNs is evolved to more and more complex networks gradually over

generations for efficient topology with higher accuracy but maintaining low compu-

tation time. Although the topology of DNNs is evolved towards deeper and deeper,

the total number of parameters remains in thousands. The evolved DNNs with f(fa,Ct)
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DNNs fa f(fa,Ct) R in fa R in f(fa,Ct)

N1 0.513 0.605 1 2
N2 0.513 0.612 2 1
N3 0.491 0.591 3 3
N4 0.489 0.587 4 4
N5 0.481 0.579 5 5
N6 0.480 0.578 6 6
N7 0.473 0.571 7 9
N8 0.472 0.573 8 7
N9 0.470 0.571 9 8
N10 0.468 0.571 10 10

Table 6.5: The values of fa, f(fa,Ct) of top 10 evolved DNNs in a generation, and their
ranking. The R in fa and R in f(fa,Ct) show the ranking lists respectively.

Figure 6.4: The average accuracy of evolving DNNs over 10 runs with Sobel feature
extractor and fitness function f(fa,Ct) on the modular robots dataset. The lightblue
shadow is the 95.45% confidence area (two standard deviations). The blue line is the
average accuracy. Red line is the best run with the best accuracy of 95.6% (the black
cross).

have smaller networks than the evolved DNNs with fa. The evolution with fa tends

to achieve high accuracy by adding more parameters. By comparison, the evolution

with f(fa,Ct) achieves the DNNs with fewer parameters and layers. The number of

parameters of the best evolved DNN by f(fa,Ct) are 21.4% less than the best evolved

DNN by fa. Comparing to the traditional DNNs with millions even billions of pa-

rameters, the evolved DNNs significantly reduce the number of parameters for low
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computation time. Therefore, the fitness function successfully guides the evolution of

DNNs towards fewer parameters and high accuracy.

Layer

Nodes Best NN in
400 gen. 1200 gen. 2000/1960 gen.

Input layer 1110+1 1110+1 1110+1
Hidden layer 1 1 / 5 15 / 29 1 / 1
Hidden layer 2 80/82 140 / 5 30/3
Hidden layer 3 2 / 3 5 /348 1 / 1
Hidden layer 4 - - / 17 3/60
Hidden layer 5 - - / 3 1 / 1
Hidden layer 6 - - 213/6
Hidden layer 7 - - 11/452
Hidden layer 8 - - 1 / 2
Hidden layer 9 - - 1/32
Hidden layer 10 - - - / 2
Output layer 2 2 2

Total parameters 2346/2363 2506/3177 2741/3487
Reduction in size 17 (0.7%) 671 (21.1%) 746(21.4%)

Accuracy 89.6%/92.9% 93.7%/93.6% 95.6%/95.7%

Table 6.6: Illustration of the topologies (the number of parameters in each layer) of
six best DNNs in 400, 1200, 1960/2000 generation respectively. The left and right in
left/right are the numbers of parameters of the best DNNs for the evolution with f(fa,Ct)
and fa respectively. The percentage is the ratio of reduction in size to the number of
the best DNNs that evolved by fa.

6.4.3.2 Real-time object recognition

In the real-world tasks, we aim to real-time recognize the modular robots. Therefore,

we test the best evolved DNN on Raspberry Pi 3 and Raspberry Pi camera V2. It mainly

consists of two parts including searching ROIs and classifying by the best evolved

DNNs. The work-flow on Raspberry Pi 3 is shown in Figure 6.5. We use the Fast

ROIs Search (FROIS) algorithm [Lan et al., 2018] to propose the ROIs on images from

the camera. The FROIS algorithm has been demonstrated that it can propose ROIs

on images with a low computation on Raspberry Pi 3 well. The softmax function is

applied to normalize the output of evolved DNNs into a probability distribution over
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the output classes. The results show that the ROIs from images are recognized as Robot

(Object) or Noise (Non-object).

Feature 
Extractor

Best
Evolved NN ClassificationFast ROIs 

search
Images from 

camera

Neural Networks

Classification

Feature Extractor

Images from dataset

softm
ax

Robot

Noise

Figure 6.5: The work-flow of real-time recognizing modular robots on Raspberry Pi 3
in real-world. Notice that the ROIs (the region in the red bounding box) can be Robot
(object) or Noise (Non-object). The features were extracted by Sobel convolutional
operator.

We test the computation time of recognizing modular robots with the best evolved

DNN and Sobel feature extractor, as shown in Table 6.7. The best evolved DNN with

2741 parameters takes an average computation time of 6.0 ms (over 1000 images) to

recognize the modular robots. It is the evolved efficient DNN with the fastest possible

speed in this work, and takes only 3.2% of the total computing time ttotal to achieve the

expected accuracy (> 95%).

Compared with the current accelerated and evolved DNNs that work on powerful

CPUs or/and GPUs platform we reviewed in section 6.2, our evolved efficient DNN

outperforms the resulting DNNs in terms of speed as the comparison in Table 6.8.

Although the results of these DNNs on different hardware are not comparable strictly,

the number of parameters of other accelerated and evolved DNNs are thousands of times

our evolved efficient DNN, and the computing resources of the powerful CPUs or/and

GPUs platform are hundreds even thousands of times the Raspberry Pi 3 obviously.

As we can see in Table 6.8, most of the current studies evolve DNNs on benchmark

datasets and have not implemented the real-time object recognition in the real world. By

contrast, our approach achieves the evolved DNN with 2741 parameters for recognizing

the modular robots on Raspberry Pi 3 at a speed of about 5.3 fps and an accuracy of

about 95.6% in real-world. Thus, our method successfully evolved efficient DNNs that
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can be run on LPCH for recognizing the modular robots in real time.

tcaR tcon tnn ttotal Speed

124.1ms 59.5ms 6.0ms 189.6ms 5.3 fps
65.4% 31.4% 3.2% 100.0% -

Table 6.7: The computational cost (speed) of recognizing modular robots on Raspberry
Pi 3 with best evolved DNN and Sobel feature extractor. tcaR is the computation time
that taken for reading an image and searching ROIs on the image. tcon is the feature
extraction time by Sobel feature extractor. tnn is the computation time.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we present an approach to evolve the efficient DNNs with fewer

parameters that can be run on LPCH for real-time object recognition. Our approach

significantly reduces the parameters of DNNs in two ways. First, NEAT algorithm

is used to evolve DNNs starting from the elementary initial topology where all input

nodes are connected to all output nodes. This reduces the parameters of DNNs from

millions even billions to thousands. However, the NEAT generally increases the size

of DNNs by adding nodes and connections to achieve higher accuracy. The evolved

DNNs with thousands of parameters still contain many redundant parameters. Second,

we therefore propose the fitness functions to further select the more efficient DNNs

with fewer parameters, while maintaining high accuracy. We test the approach to evolve

the efficient DNNs on the well-known benchmark MNIST dataset and the self-defined

modular robots dataset, and achieve the efficient DNNs with thousands of parameters

and high accuracy. Finally, our approach successfully evolves the efficient DNNs that

can be run on LPCH (Raspberry Pi 3) with an accuracy of 95.6% and a speed of 5.3

fps for recognizing the modular robots in the real world.

While this work successfully achieves the goal that evolving DNNs with fewer

parameters and high accuracy for real-time object recognition on LPCH, there are

still some interesting ideas to be studied further in the future. First, although NEAT

algorithm shows remarkable performance on evolving the topology of DNNs, the

evolution on weights is difficult towards a remarkable accuracy. Therefore, a hybrid
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approach to combine evolving topology of DNNs by NEAT and training weights by

back-propagation could be explored further, which is promising to surpass the accuracy

achieved in this work. Furthermore, the more informative and lower dimension features

with new extractors are also important as it reduces the search space for evolving

efficient DNNs.
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7
Targeted Locomotion

This chapter is based on the following paper:

[8] G. Lan, M. van Hooft, M. De Carlo, J. M. Tomczak, and A.E. Eiben (2020). Learning
Locomotion Skills in Bio-inspired Robots. Nature Machine Intelligence, under review.
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Chapter 7. Targeted Locomotion

Preamble

In chapter 2 to chapter 6, we presented directed locomotion, efficient learning, and

real-time robot vision. For directed locomotion, robots move towards a given direction.

However, for most cases, targets and their targeted directions are dynamic. In this

chapter, we investigate targeted locomotion, where robots need to follow targets. We

present an approach that is a combination of a new closed-loop controller, an internal

frame of reference, real-time robot vision and directed locomotion.

7.1 Abstract

The challenge of robotic reproduction –making of new robots by recombining two

existing ones– has been recently cracked and physically evolving robot systems have

come within reach. Here we address the next big hurdle: producing an adequate brain

for a newborn robot. In particular, we address the task of targeted locomotion which is

arguably a fundamental skill in any practical implementation. We introduce a controller

architecture and a generic learning method to allow a modular robot with an arbitrary

shape to learn to walk towards a target and follow this target if it moves. Our approach

is validated on three robots, a spider, a gecko, and their offspring, in three real-world

scenarios.

7.2 Introduction

An exciting area where biology meets technology is evolutionary robotics

[Nolfi and Floreano, 2000, Vargas et al., 2014, Doncieux et al., 2015]. The key idea

behind the field is to optimize the design of robots through evolutionary computing

[Eiben and Smith, 2015b]. Using artificial evolution for robot design has a strong

rationale.

As natural evolution has produced successful life forms for practically all

possible environmental niches on Earth, it is plausible that artificial evolution

can produce specialised robots for various environments and tasks.
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The long-term vision foresees a technology where robots for a certain application can

be ‘bred’ through iterated selection and reproduction cycles until they satisfy the users’

criteria. This approach is not meant to replace classic engineering when designing

robots for structured environments with known conditions. However, for complex,

unstructured environments with (partially) unknown and possibly changing conditions

evolution offers great advantages [Howard et al., 2019]. A crucial difference between

a system of evolving robots and a usual evolutionary algorithm is that the members

of the population are not digital objects in a virtual space, but physical artefacts in the

real-world. Such a system goes beyond evolutionary computing and implements the

Evolution of Things with several new challenges rooted in the physical incarnation

[Eiben et al., 2012, Eiben and Smith, 2015a].

Another property distinguishing robot evolution from mainstream evolutionary

optimization is that robots have agency, i.e., they are active artefacts that exhibit

autonomous behavior. To this end, it is important to note that a robot is a combination

of its body (morphology, hardware) and its brain (controller, software), and the behavior

depends on both [Barrett, 2011, Weigmann, 2012]. This implies that the evolution of

robots should concern both the bodies and the brains [Pfeifer and Bongard, 2007].

Thus, in a full-fledged evolutionary robot system the morphologies as well as

the controllers undergo evolution. This is in stark contrast with the current practice.

Evolutionary robotics today is mainly concerned with evolving the controllers of

simulated robots [Radhakrishna Prabhu et al., 2018]. Systems where morphologies

and controllers of robots evolve simultaneously are rare and they work in simulation

[Auerbach and Bongard, 2014]. Occasionally, an organism evolved in software is

constructed in the real world, using hardware [Lipson and Pollack, 2000] or ‘wetware’

[Kriegman et al., 2020], but the evolutionary process is simulated. This evolve-

then-construct approach inevitably runs into the reality gap [Jakobi et al., 1995].

On the other hand, there exist systems where physical objects are evolved in the

real-world, but these are passive artefacts without agency [Rieffel and Sayles, 2010,

Kuehn and Rieffel, 2012]. Complete systems where real robots undergo evolution

are still ahead of us, but with the development of 3D-printing, rapid prototyp-

ing, and automated assembly such systems are becoming feasible, at least in an

academic setting [Brodbeck et al., 2015, Hale et al., 2019, Jelisavcic et al., 2017a,
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Vujovic et al., 2017].

A generic model to underpin “evolving robots in real time and real space” has

been described recently [Eiben et al., 2013]. This model, called the Triangle of Life,

captures the universal life cycle of a robot, not from birth to death because that would

not be a cycle, but from conception (being conceived) to conception (conceiving

offspring). This cycle consists of three stages: morphogenesis (from conception to

birth), infancy (from birth to becoming a fertile adult), and mature life (during which

the robot can mate and conceive offspring multiple times), cf. Figure 1.3.

A key insight behind this chapter is that including a learning stage is not an arbitrary

design choice, it is pivotal for mitigating a general problem. Namely, while it can be

assumed that the parents had well-matching bodies and brains (otherwise they had

not been fit enough to be selected for mating), in general it cannot be assumed that

crossover preserves the good match. The mis-match in the offspring may be severe

(e.g., having more sensors than there are inputs in the controller) or moderate (e.g.,

only requiring some parameter tuning in the brain), but in any case it is important to

adjust and optimize the inherited brain quickly after ‘birth’.

The problem we highlight here is inherent to morphological robot evolution where

a large number and variety of robots is produced through consecutive generations. All

these robots with different and unpredictable morphologies have to learn the tasks

required by the given application. Thus, a morphologically evolving robot system

needs a learning method that works in any of the possible robots and finds a good

controller efficiently.

Comparing with current studies, the main contributions of the study in this chapter

are the following. Firstly, a new type of controller architecture based on coupled

oscillators with sensory feedback that can be customized to any modular robot driven

by joints. In such a type of controller, a generic method is used to specify a frame

of reference (coordinates for the robot modules) for any given body in our design

space. A steering mechanism based on scaling the activation signals, depending on the

coordinates of the joint and the angle between the direction to the target and the robot’s

heading, is used to drive the robot joints. These controllers can be used in a closed-loop

approach and steer a robot towards a target regardless of the specific shape of modular

robots. This makes it possible to generate a closed-loop controller for a modular robot
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with an arbitrary shape. Secondly, a generic learning method that allows modular

robots with arbitrary shapes to learn approaching a target. We validate our method with

three different robots, rather than a fixed and special shape robot, in three different

scenarios. To this end, we use three modular robots, a ‘spider’, a ‘gecko’, and their

‘baby’ created by an evolutionary robotics project in our lab [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a].

7.3 Good Locomotion and How To Learn It

The existing studies in learning locomotion on modular roobts can be divided into

two categories in terms of the controllers, open-loop and closed-loop. The dominant

approaches are using Central Pattern Generators (CPGs) [Sproewitz et al., 2008a].

Most papers studied gait learning with real robots using an open-loop controller with no

sensory feedback from the environment [Kamimura et al., 2005, Bongard et al., 2006,

Samuelsen and Glette, 2015, Thakker et al., 2014]. For closed-loop controllers, joint

angle and foot contact are typically used to be the sensory feedback. The studies

[Owaki et al., 2013, Owaki and Ishiguro, 2017, Nordmoen et al., 2019] used a CPG-

based controller and foot contact from force sensors on each robot leg to produce

coordinated gaits and increase its adaptability on various terrains. Inertial measure-

ment [Wang et al., 2005, Seo et al., 2010, Barasuol et al., 2013, Sartoretti et al., 2018],

joint angles [Kimura et al., 2007], and touch sensing [Righetti and Ijspeert, 2008,

Ajallooeian et al., 2013] are used to be sensory feedback in CPG-based controllers

to adjust robot behaviours for desired tasks. In particular, the combination of a

CPG-based controller and camera is used to achieve the closed-loop control for

directed locomotion in a hexapod robot [Shaw et al., 2019]. Similarly, there are other

studies [Wu and Ma, 2013, Ijspeert et al., 2007] that use various sensory feedback

and controllers to achieve closed-loop control for different tasks. Although these

studies proposed closed-loop controllers with various sensory feedback for locomotion,

they focus on learning locomotion on a fixed shape robot such as a hexapod robot, a

fish robot, a salamander robot. It is still generally lacks generic methodologies for

integrating sensory feedback to adapt the locomotion for a modular robot with an

arbitrary shape.

In this chapter, we consider the problem of targeted locomotion on evolvable
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modular robots. This is important, challenging, and novel. Targeted locomotion is

important, because for many applications robots should be capable of going to a point

of interest, be it a charging station, an object to fetch, or another robot to mate with.

Targeted locomotion on evolvable modular robots is challenging because the number

and the spatial arrangement of the joints, the length and branches of the limbs can

vary and the overall shape can be irregular. This makes the simple adoption of the

steering policy for wheeled robots –to turn left (right) apply more force to the wheels

on the right (left)– highly non-trivial. Finally, this problem is also novel; to our best

knowledge there are no publications addressing this.

7.3.1 Robots with A Sense of Direction

To enable targeted locomotion of modular robots with arbitrary morphologies we need a

generic way of defining a frame of reference. To this end we define a coordinate system

based on the fact that our robots have a core module with a camera, see Figure 7.1. By

definition, the ‘head’, that is, the core module is the origin (0, 0) and the direction of

the camera determines ‘North’. Now we can assign the coordinates {(1, 0), (2, 0), ...}
and {(−1, 0), (−2, 0), ...} to the modules (passive bricks or active joints) as we go to

East and West, respectively. Similarly, if we go North and South we set the coordinates

to {(0, 1), (0, 2), ...} and {(0,−1), (0,−2), ...}, respectively. The coordinates of the

three robots in this study are shown in Figure 7.1.

To make robots see the target we use a system proposed in [Lan et al., 2018]. When

a target is detected its direction α ∈ [−β, β] w.r.t. the robot can be determined, where

[−β, β] is the cameras field of vision. This information can be combined with the

frame of reference defined above: If α < 0, then the target is on the left; otherwise it is

on the right.

Following the literature, we use coupled oscillators to control the joints of a robot

and we arrange these oscillators in a network to form Central Pattern Generators (CPGs)

[Ijspeert, 2008, Steuer and Guertin, 2019]. Such oscillators generate tightly-coupled

patterns of neural activity that drive rhythmic and stereotyped locomotion behaviors

like walking, swimming, flying in vertebrate species and they have been proven to

perform well in modular robots as well [Hultborn and Nielsen, 2007, Ijspeert, 2008,
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Figure 7.1: The three robots in our test suite after [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]. The spider
(b) and gecko (c) are the parents, the baby (a) is the offspring. (d) exhibits the overall
network topologies of the controllers and the coordinates of the joints in the baby (left),
spider (middle), and gecko (right) robot. The core block (head) is red, other blocks are
black. Joints are represented by circles. (e) shows the inner components of the spider
robot.
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Ijspeert et al., 2007].

To provide useful information from the environment we introduce the notion of a

sensory oscillator as shown in Figure 7.2 (a). Such a sensory oscillator drives one joint

in the robot by two coupled neurons x and y, and an out-neuron that together generate

a signal regulated by three weights as usual. Subsequently, the extra (square shaped)

node generates the actual signal sig for the joint by applying a function f to the sensory

information sen and the signal of the out-neuron. The novelty of this model lies in the

extra node that considers the sensory input before generating the signal that actually

drives the joint. The model is general, there is no restriction on the sensory input(s)

and f can be any function depending on the task at hand.

The subsystems described above can be combined into an adequate control system

that enables the modular robots with arbitrary shapes to move towards a target. To this

end, we use the angle to the target α as input and generate a scaling factor dp(α) and

define a function f to adjust the signals of the joints on the left and right side of the

robots as necessary. The exact details are described in the Methods section, the overall

effect is that if the target is on the left (right), then the joints on the left (right) apply

less force and make the robot turn in the correct direction. The middle joints are never

modified. The overall architecture is exhibited in Figure 7.2 (b). The overall control

system of a robot is a CPG network where sensory oscillators of neighboring joints are

connected as shown in Figure 7.1 (d).

7.3.2 Learning Method

Learning a task in our system amounts to finding proper weights for the controller. This

boils down to optimizing a black-box objective function. Bayesian Optimization (BO) is

the state-of-the-art method in terms of data efficiency, but its computational complexity

grows cubically with respect to the number of observations [Snoek et al., 2012]. Alter-

natively, Evolutionary Algorithms (EA) take constant time for generating candidate

solutions [Eiben and Smith, 2015a]. This makes their overhead much less computation-

intensive than that of the BO, at the expense of data efficiency.

To get the best of both worlds, here we use a combined algorithm, the Bayesian-

Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA), that starts with BO and runs this until the time effi-
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Figure 7.2: (a) A sensory oscillator with three neurons, x-neuron, y-neuron, out-neuron
and an extra node f . The function f combines the raw control signal of the x-neuron
with the sensory information sen. (b) Overall scheme of steering by sending control
commands to actuators depending on their lateral position and the direction of the
target.

ciency becomes too low. At this point, a certain subset S of the solutions generated

so far is selected by considering their quality and diversity. This set S is then used as

the initial population for the EA that is run until a good solution is found or the given

computing budget is exhausted. We refer the reader to the Methods section for further

details.

7.4 Experiments

We employed the BEA to learn adequate controllers in simulation. Then we tested the

learned controllers in three test scenarios: 1) approaching a fixed target, 2) following a

moving target, and 3) following another robot that is following a moving target. Let us

note that the robots do not change or tune their controllers between scenarios.

We used the customized framework Revolve [Hupkes et al., 2018] to learn appro-

priate controllers for directed locomotion at a zero angle (thus: straight forward) on

the virtual gecko, spider, and baby robots. The fitness function for the BEA was a

combination of the deviation from the required direction and the distance covered

during the test period, see the Methods section for details. The duration of a test period
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was 60 seconds and the BEA was allowed to perform 1500 evaluations. Despite the

heavy simulations, the computing times were acceptable, approximately one hour was

enough to complete one run on a Linux PC with a 3.0GHz CPU, 64Gb RAM, and 32

cores with multi-threading. Conducting the whole learning process on the real robots

would take several days, 1500×60 seconds, plus overhead for re-positioning the robots

between tests, charging the batteries, and handling breakdowns.

7.4.1 Scenario 1: Fixed Target

The controllers learned in simulation are validated on the real robots, the spider, the

gecko, and the baby. In the first series of experiments, we tested each robot with three

different setups, one with a fixed target to the left, one with the target straight ahead

of the robot, one with the target to the right. In all cases, the target was in the field of

view of the robot camera (Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2) at the start of the test. We

repeated each test five times and displayed the observed trajectories in Figure 7.3. The

experiments were recorded with an overhead camera above the test arena, as shown

in the video 1. The plots show a consistent behavior for all robots and test cases. The

path of the spider shows that it is ‘wobbling’, see the top left plot in Figure 7.3. This

is understandable because its middle-line lies over two of its limbs, hence straight

forward movement is very hard without zigzagging. Comparing the blue curves with

the other colors we can also see that the robots approach the target in the center faster.

This result can be easily explained, because for a target on one of the sides, the robot

must turn and that costs extra time.

7.4.2 Scenario 2: Moving Target

In the second series of experiments, we tested each robot with a moving target. To

this end, we used a wheeled Robobo robot that was pre-programmed to drive a given

trajectory. In the initial position, the Robobo was approximately 30 cm ahead of the

modular robot and started to drive to the right, then it turned and drove to the left. The

bottom row of Figure 7.3 shows the trajectories after five repetitions with each modular

robot. Additionally, we recorded the experiments with an overhead camera above the

1https://youtu.be/U9n86ngVe-4
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Figure 7.3: Trajectories of the spider (left), the gecko (middle), and the baby (right).
The solid lines show the average trajectories (five runs). The hexagonal bins show
the number that robots located in the hexagonal area for all five repetitions, where the
location of robots are collected per 0.5 second. Top row: moving towards a fixed target,
the coloured circles. Bottom row: following a moving target. The red line shows the
path of the target robot, the blue one belongs to the ‘chaser’.

test arena (see the video 1). These data indicate that the modular robots were able to

follow the Robobo in all cases. This demonstrates that the controllers learned for a

simple task (moving straight ahead) were applicable in a different and more difficult

task. In turn, this proves the usefulness of our new controllers based on an internal

frame of reference and sensory oscillators.
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7.4.3 Scenario 3: Double Moving Target

In the third series of real-world experiments, we challenged the modular robots even

further. In this setup, we replaced the Robobo used in the previous experiments by one

of the modular robots and hand-held a target in front of it. Another modular robot was

placed on the regular starting position. Then the robots started at the same time, the first

one following the target hand-held by the experimenter, the second one following the

first one. In Figure 7.4, we show two of these tests, the case of the gecko following the

hand-held target and the baby following the gecko and the case of the spider following

the hand-held target and the gecko following the spider. The figure captures the test by

Figure 7.4: Still images of the double moving target experiments. Top row: the gecko
follows the hand-held target and the baby follows the gecko. Bottom row: the spider
follows the hand-held target and the gecko follows the spider. The hand-held target is
the red cylinder at the end of a white stick. The red and blue lines show the trajectories
of the first and the second robot, respectively.

five still images taken by the overhead camera, more information is shown in the video
1. These show that robots can follow a target even if it is an irregularly moving irregular
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shape (another modular robot). The trajectories also disclose the speed differences.

In the first test, the distance between the gecko and the baby is gradually growing,

which indicates that the baby is a little slower than the gecko. In particular, the baby

encountered a little difficulty in turning right. This is not surprising, given that its

morphology with the long right limb is not perfectly symmetrical. In the second test

we see the opposite, the second robot is closing in on the first one, and before the end

of the experiment the gecko hits the spider.

7.5 Discussion

The wider context of this study is full-fledged robot evolution, where both morphologies

and controllers evolve. We note that a morphologically evolving robot system needs a

learning component that works in any of the possible robots and adjusts the inherited

controller (or a randomly initialized controller) to the given morphology and task.

Our experimental work is, in essence, a feasibility study addressing this general

issue within our system of evolvable robots and a specific task. The concrete problem

we tackle is to enable targeted locomotion, i.e., approaching and following an object,

in modular robots without any assumption on their specific morphology. This forms

a good test case because it is morphology dependent, challenging for robots with

random shapes, and practically relevant. The solution we deliver is based on an internal

frame of reference and the use of oscillators with sensory feedback to drive the joints.

These are combined into a control system that modulates the force in the servo motors

depending on the robots angle to the target and the location of the joint in the robots

body. The overall control system is a improved CPG network where neighboring joints

of the robot are connected. The other ingredient of the solution is a learning method

that can find good parameter values for any given CPG network.

To validate our approach we designed nine test cases by three robots with different

morphologies and three scenarios, one with a fixed target, one with a moving target,

and one with a double moving target. The robots learned a good controller for moving

straight forward and these controllers were evaluated in the test scenarios.

In the first scenario, all robots approached the target accurately, even though the

spider exhibited a little offset to the right, cf. Figure 7.3 and the video 1. In the second
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scenario, the target moved to the right first and turned to the left halfway the test. All

three robots could adjust their trajectory and followed the target with a little delay

as can be seen in Figure 7.3. This proves that the sensory-motor feedback loop they

learned for one basic skill (straight forward movement) was generalizable to a more

dynamic and complex task.

In the third scenario, a modular robot had to follow another modular robot that

followed a hand-held target. This test further confirmed the adequacy of the learned

controllers and illuminated the differences between the locomotion abilities. For

instance, the baby followed the gecko well in a left turn, but it fell behind when turning

right because of the longer right-front limb as shown in the fifth frame of Figure 7.4. In

the other test, the gecko followed the spider easily because of the wiggly locomotion

of the spider and the relatively high speed of the gecko.

The results of the experiments demonstrate that the new type of oscillators and

CPGs with external feedback in combination with the internal frame of reference

empower robots with different morphologies to perform object following. Our frame

of reference is in essence a 2-dimensional coordinate system, where the origin and the

‘North’ are defined by specific features in our robots, the head module and the direction

of the camera, respectively. This concept can be easily extended to three dimensions

and to different robots with other features. For instance, a designated head module

is not required, the origin can be defined by any reasonable principle that applies to

the given morphologies. Likewise, while using the direction of the camera to define

‘North’ is a natural choice in our application, a coordinate system can be defined for

robots without a camera as well.

Further extensions and generalizations are possible regarding the feedback from

the environment. Although in this study we use a camera, our approach is applicable in

a wide range of robot systems, because the sensory oscillators can handle inputs from

different sensors, e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes, IR sensors, sonars. Furthermore,

in this study all joints on the same side are treated the same way, cf. Equation 7.8

and Equation 7.9, but it is possible to define a variant where the exact coordinates, for

instance the distance to the ‘spinal cord’, are also taken into account.

Last but not least, improvements are possible by employing another learning

method. The BEA we use here is not application specific, in principle any derivative-
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free black-box optimization algorithm for learning the adequate parameter values for

the controller is applicable. In our view, it is very important to consider both sample

efficiency and time efficiency, that is, the number of trials or evaluations as well as

the time needed to achieve a decent result. In this study, we used a budget of 1500

trials and the BEA spent about one hour on learning. This is certainly acceptable and

delivers the proof of concept we aimed for, but we are convinced that these figures can

be improved by more advanced methods.

A particular aspect here is the dichotomy between the real-world and simulations.

To this end, it is important to note that the use of simulations does not invalidate

the concept of physical robot evolution. In fact, simulations can be used in both

the evolutionary and the learning loop. As outlined in [Howard et al., 2019] and

[Hale et al., 2019] there are great potential advantages in evolving real and simulated

robots simultaneously. If the simulated and real robots share the same genetic language

then we can ‘cross-breed’ them, using a virtual ‘mother’ and a physical ‘father’. In such

a hybrid evolutionary system physical evolution is accelerated by the virtual component

that can find good robot features with less time and resources than physical evolution,

while simulated evolution benefits from the influx of genes that are tested favourably

in the real world. Additionally, even if we have clean physical evolution and all robot

‘children’ are produced in the real world, the learning process in the Infancy stage can

use simulations to obtain a good controller for the given robot ‘child’. The learned

controllers can suffer from the reality gap, which can be mitigated by a subsequent

real-world learning process on the physical robot. The advantage of the combination is

that virtual learning can be on a meso-scale, spending quite a few trials (e.g., hundreds,

like in our case) and the real-world process on a micro-scale with much fewer trials

(perhaps just a few dozens). For the sake of the argument, if 100 real-world trials were

enough, then the learning process could be completed on the real robots in an afternoon.

Our current study is on the simulated side. The controllers learned in simulation just

worked for us here, thus we had no need to add a real-world learning process.

Reflecting from a broader perspective, this work provides an approach for learning

tasks inside an evolutionary process that produces various morphologies. Our approach

is generic, applicable to various types of evolvable robot systems and different tasks.

For example, it can be applied in a system for evolving robots for exploring and decom-
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missioning nuclear power plants [Hale et al., 2019], as well as in more fundamental

studies regarding the evolution of embodied intelligence.

7.6 Methods

7.6.1 The General System

The robots in our system are based on RoboGen [Auerbach et al., 2014], they consist of

a core component that hosts the controller board, the battery and a camera, 3D-printed

passive bricks, and joints driven by servo motors [Jelisavcic et al., 2017a]. Figure 7.1

displays the three robots we use in the current experiments. The camera provides

information about the environment that is processed by a new type of control system

based on sensory oscillators that activate the servos. A schematic representation of the

system is presented in Figure 7.2 (b). In the next subsections, we discuss the details of

each component of the system.

7.6.2 Robot Vision

The closed-loop controllers are based on visual input delivered by a camera. The

robot vision system must work accurately in real-time on our Raspberry Pi Camera

Module v2, and ideally be power efficient. The two pivotal steps for this system are

the recognition of objects of interest, and the calculation of the angle of a target object

w.r.t. the orientation of the robot.

Object Recognition Here, we follow the approach proposed in [Lan et al., 2018,

Lan et al., 2019] that allows to quickly recognize targets with low-performance hard-

ware. The method consists of two components:

− Detection of region of interests (ROIs) using Fast ROIs Search proposed in

[Lan et al., 2018].

− Object recognition using Histogram of Gradients (HOG) as a feature extractor

and Support Vector Machines (SVM) with the linear kernel as a detection method.

We decided to use the combination of HOG and SVM instead of Deep Neural Networks

since HOG and SVM perform much faster. In this project, we used the implementation
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provided by OpenCV.

Angle to Target Object Once a target is detected, its relative position from the

robot’s perspective can be expressed by the angle α ∈ [−β, β], where β is the angle

determined by the field of vision of the given camera. The angle to the target α is the

angle between the orientation of the robot (i.e, the camera) and the target object. If

the target is on the left-hand side of the robot’s face, then α is negative, whereas if

the target is on the right-hand side of the robot’s face, α is positive. The value of α

is zero if the target is straight ahead of the robot. Given an image registered by the

Raspberry Pi Camera Module v2 with the parameters (the field of view (2×β) is 62.2◦,

the resolution is 3280× 2464 where 3280 is the number of pixel columns (Nc)), where

the coordinate of the target can be recognized by the robot vision as (x, y) in pixels, α

is calculated from this image by

α =
arctan(x−Nc/2

F )

π × 180
(7.1)

where F is a potential inherent factor that depends on the camera, can be calculated by

F =
Nc/2

tan( β
180×π )

(7.2)

Due to the limited camera’s field of view in the real world, the robots have to

process the situation that the target is out of the camera’s field of view. For such a

situation, we expect the robots to search the target until the target is in the camera’s

field of view. To this end, we use two solutions: 1) If the target is out of the camera’s

field of view initially, the robots have to search the target until it is in the camera’s

field of view. For this purpose, the initial value of α can be set as β/2 (or −β/2) for

turning right (or left). 2) If the target escapes from the camera’s field of view during

locomotion, the robots keep the previous behaviours to follow the target until the target

comes back to the field of view. That is, α preserves the previous value if no target is

in the field of view except the initial stage.
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7.6.3 Controller

Modeling Joints as Oscillators The key element of the controller is the model of

a single joint. Here, we propose a new oscillator with sensory feedback to properly

represent oscillatory behavior often seen in nature [Ijspeert, 2008]. The controller

composed of new oscillators works in a closed-loop, in which the robot’s action can

be changed according to the sensory feedback about the target in the environment. In

general, the sensory input to the new oscillator can be generated by any sensors.

A sensory oscillator has an x-neuron, a y-neuron, an out-neuron, and an extra node

that implements a function f . For each time step, neuron x (y) feeds its activation

value multiplied by the weight wxy (wyx) to the neuron y (x). At a time step t, the

changes of the activation value of an x-neuron and a y-neuron can be calculated as

∆x(t) = wyxy(t−1) and ∆y(t) = wxyx(t−1) respectively, where t − 1 represents the

last time step. The x-neuron and the y-neuron generate the activation values x(t) and

y(t) of oscillatory patterns over time according to the following expression:

x(t) = x(t−1) + ∆x(t)

y(t) = y(t−1) + ∆y(t)
(7.3)

The x-neuron feeds its activation value multiplied by the weight wxo to the out-

neuron. The out-neuron applies an activation function to generate the activation value.

For the oscillator in the CPG-based controller of modular robots with joints driven by

servo motors, the activation values of the out-neurons have to meet two conditions due

to the limited rotating angle of the joints. First, the activation value of out-neuron must

be periodic that repeatedly returns to its initial condition. According to the stability

criterion for linear dynamical systems [Bubnicki, 2005], it is beneficial to take wyx =

−wxy. Such values of parameters lead to periodic signals that do not explode over

time. In this study, we use the predefined initial values (x(0), y(0)) = (− 1
2

√
2, 12
√

2),

and (wxy, wyx) = (0.5,−0.5), but they can be randomly initialized except 0. Second,

the activation value of out-neuron should be bounded in an interval. Therefore, we

use a variant of the sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent function (tanh), as the

activation function of out-neurons to bound the output value in [−1, 1]. At a time step
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t, the tanh activation value of out-neuron can be calculated as follows:

out(t) =
ex(t) − e−x(t)

ex(t) + e−x(t)
. (7.4)

Finally, the new oscillator executes an extra operation f that combines the activation

value of out-neuron and the external sensory signal sen to produce a signal sig, i.e.,

sig = f(sen, out). In general, f could be any function, here we use multiplication of

out and sen. Hence, at a time step t, the sig value can be calculated by:

sig(t) = sen(t) × out(t) (7.5)

The rationale behind our new oscillator model is to allow the inclusion of a sensory

signal for a closed-loop control. We refer to this new model as the sensory oscillator

(see Figure 7.2 (a)).

Network of Oscillators For modular robots, e.g., the robots in Figure 7.1, there are

multiple joints affecting each other for achieving the actions. In other words, we deal

with a network of joints (oscillators) and we must take into account the influence of

other oscillators. In the CPG-based network controller, the neighboring oscillators are

connected to each other as the blue arrow lines shown in Figure 7.1 (d). As a result,

we have a further expression for a single oscillator by including the neighborhood

instead of Equation 7.3. For the i-th sensory oscillator, the activation values xi(t) of its

x-neuron and yi(t) of its y-neuron can be calculated as:

xi(t) = xi(t−1) + ∆xi(t) +
∑
j∈Ni

xj(t−1)wji

yi(t) = yi(t−1) + ∆yi(t)

(7.6)

where Ni is the set of indices of the oscillators connected to the i-th oscillator, wji is

the weight between i-th oscillator and j-th oscillator. The connected oscillators in the

CPG-based controller cooperate to achieve the desired task. The number of weights

that need to be optimized for the controllers of the robots, spider, gecko, and baby are

18, 13, and 16, respectively.
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Steering The usual steering policy for wheeled robots is relatively easy, for left

(right) turn the force needs to be reduced on the left (right) wheel. Here we generalize

this idea to modular robots with no assumptions about the morphology. Our method

allows for scaling the activation signals for the joints depending on the coordinates of

the joint and the angle α between the direction to the target and the robots heading.

The key idea is to use a scaling factor

dp(α) =

(
β − |α|
β

)p
, (7.7)

where p > 0 is a user parameter that determines how strongly we penalize the deviation

α. In this study, we use the value of 7 for the parameter p by the experiments of

parameter tuning. Recall that robots field of vision is the region between −β and β,

hence α ∈ [−β, β], and α < 0 means that the target is on the left, α > 0 means the

target is on the right.

This scaling factor is used to modify the signals to the joints on the left as follows:

sig =

dp(α) · out if α < 0

out if α ≥ 0
(7.8)

and, analogously, the signal for the joints on the right is modified as follows:

sig =

out if α < 0

dp(α) · out if α ≥ 0.
(7.9)

The signals for the middle joints are never modified.

Observe that by these formulas we define a specific implementation of the square

shaped extra node within a sensory oscillator in Figure 7.2. We use dp(α) as the

sensory information sen and the function f is simple multiplication. To our knowledge,

this is a novel method. The only other existing work that is remotely similar is that

of [Ijspeert et al., 2007], where an internal signal is used to modify the working of

oscillators for two predefined locomotions, walking and swimming.
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7.6.4 Fitness Function for Directed Locomotion

The fitness function used here is to evaluate the performance of controllers for the

task of directed locomotion. This task is defined by a target direction γ that the

robot has to follow. The good fitness function needs to combine two objectives:

minimizing deviation with respect to the target direction γ and maximizing speed (i.e.,

displacement) over the evaluation period (60 seconds in our experiments). To calculate

the fitness value we need

− the robots starting position p0 at the beginning of the evaluation period,

− the robots final position p1 at the end of the evaluation period,

− the deviation angle δ between the target direction γ and the line drawn between

p0 and p1,

− the total length L of the trajectory travelled during the evaluation period (which

is not the distance between p0 and p1).

The fitness value is then composed of several components. Component one is to

maximize the distance travelled in the right direction. This distance can be expressed

by the value E1 = d(p0, p1)× cot(δ), where d(x, y) is the Euclidean distance between

two points x and y and cot is the cotangent function. Another component is to

minimize the deviation w.r.t. the target angle. This can be expressed not only by

δ but also by the distance of the of the final position p1 from the ideal trajectory

starting at p0 and following the target direction. This distance can be expressed as

E2 = d(p0, p1) × tan(δ), where tan is the tangent function. The third component

is to reward locomotion in a straight line. This can be simply captured by the value

E3 = d(p0, p1)/(L+ ε), where ε is an infinitesimal constant. This value is maximized

when the length L of the travelled trajectory equals the distance between the starting

point p0 and the end point p1. Combining these components into one formula we obtain

the following fitness function:

F = E3 ·
( E1

δ + 1
− w · E2

)
, (7.10)

where w > 0 is a penalty factor. This function maximized when d(p0, p1) is maximal,

δ (and hence E2) is zero, and L = d(p0, p1).

The fitness of a given controller in a robot is established by running the robot with
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that controller, measuring p0, p1, δ and L and calculating the value of F as defined by

Equation 7.10.

7.6.5 The Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm

The Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm (BEA) consists of three stages: BO, switching,

EA. In the first stage, i.e., the early iterations, Bayesian optimization is employed

because its computation time is not yet large. In this study, we use standard Bayesian

optimization from the flexible high-performance library Limbo [Cully et al., 2018],

using a Gaussian process with a Matérn 5/2 kernel, the length scale θ = 0.2, and a

GP-UCB acquisition function. This setting outperformed other hyperparameter settings

in our preliminary experiments on parameter tuning.

The stage of switching starts when the time efficiency of BO drops to lower than

that of EA. To determine the switch point, we monitor the quality gain per time interval

during the search process. This can be defined for any interval of n consecutive

iterations (objective function evaluations). If t1, . . . , tn denote the time instances of

these iterations and f1, . . . , fn the resulting objective function values, then the gain

over this time interval is G = fn−f1
tn−t1 . We tested the gain of BO and EA on several

well-known objective functions and found that a good moment to switch generally lies

in the interval between 190 and 300 iterations. In this study, the switch is triggered at

300 evaluations.

To seed the EA with a good initial population, we aim for quality (which can be

exploited) as well as diversity (which assures appropriate exploration). Hence, if the

intended population size of the EA is K, then we use K-means clustering in the top

50% of solutions found by BO and transfer the best solution in each cluster to the EA.

In the third stage, the search is continued by an evolutionary algorithm. In general,

this can be any EAs, but here we use an evolution strategy where the mutation step-size

is self-adaptive, but is also controlled by the quality gain per time interval. The idea is

to use smaller mutation step size for exploitation when the gains are relatively large

and larger mutation step sizes for exploration when gains are small over a period of

iterations. For parameters of the EA in BEA, the mutation rate is 0.8, the population

size is 10, the tournament size is 2.
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We performed additional experiments to compare the performance of the BEA

against its components separately, namely, the BO and the EA. The goal of these

additional experiments is to indicate the benefit of our approach compared to using

either the BO or the EA alone. We report the performance of the three methods in

Figure 7.5. Additionally, we present a comparison of the BEA with the BO and the

spider gecko baby
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Figure 7.5: The performance of Bayesian optimization (blue), an evolutionary algorithm
(black), and the BEA (green) on the directed locomotion task in simulation. In each
plot, we provide the mean value (a solid line) with two standard deviations (a shadowed
region). The purple dashed lines present the switch points. The plots on the left, in the
middle and on the right represent results for spider, gecko, and baby, respectively.

EA in terms of the achieved fitness value and the computational time in Table 7.1. We

spider9 gecko7 babyA
best fitness (↑) BO 122.9% 135.6% 133.6%
of BEA w.r.t. EA 145.9% 169.7% 158.7%
comp. time (↓) BO 31.0% 33.8% 32.4%
of BEA w.r.t. EA 112.2% 119.6% 110.4%

Table 7.1: Simulation based comparison. Upper half: The performance of BEA in
terms of fitness over a full run w.r.t. BO and EA defined by BEA/BO and BEA/EA
respectively. Lower half: BEA vs. BO and the EA in terms of computation time defined
as BEA/BO and BEA/EA respectively.

notice that the BEA obtains around 20 ∼ 30% better fitness value than the BO and

around 45 ∼ 70% better fitness value than the EA. Obviously, the BEA is slower than

the EA (by around 10 ∼ 20%), but it is significantly faster than the BO (by about

70%). Eventually, we see that the proposed optimization procedure allows to not only
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significantly reduce time complexity of the optimization as originally planned, but

also leads to a better exploration/exploitation, and, eventually, to better results than the

standalone BO.

In conclusion, we want to stress out the novelty of the proposed optimization

strategy. First, the idea of combining BO and EAs is not widely-used. Typically, BO

is applied to parameter tuning of EAs [Karro et al., 2017, Roman et al., 2016]. Here,

we propose to optimize the initial population of the EA using BO. Second, running

both algorithms one after the other is not necessarily beneficial. The crucial step is

to decide about the moment to switch from a computationally heavy, but accurate

procedure, to a lightweight generate-and-test method. Here, we discussed how to

accomplish that by monitoring the time efficiency. Third, we propose heuristics to

transfer solutions found by BO to the initial population of the EA. Last, we further

propose a new self-adaptive mutation operation that takes into account information

about the progress of the procedure, i.e., the gain in the fitness function value.

Data and code availability

The data and code in this study can be provided by the corresponding author upon

reasonable request. A Supplementary Video is available for the study in this chapter at

https://youtu.be/U9n86ngVe-4.
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Preamble

The previous chapters presented investigations that provide approaches for locomotion

tasks in modular robots. To generalize the tasks to a group of robots, we investigate

multi-robot intelligence. However, the task with a group of modular robots is extremely

difficult in both simulation and the real world. Therefore, in this chapter we use robots

that have wheels instead of modular limbs for reducing the complexity.

Abstract

This chapter addresses the problem of designing behavioural strategies for a group

of robots with a specific task, capturing another robot. Our proposed approach is to

employ a “smart” prey with a pre-programmed strategy based on a novel Gaussian

model of danger zones and use an evolutionary algorithm (EA) to optimize the preda-

tors’ behavior. The EA is applied in two stages: first in simulation, then in hardware

on the real robots. The best evolved robot controllers are then further inspected and

compared by their robustness, i.e., performance under different conditions. The results

show that our approach is successful, combining simulations, real-world evolution,

and robustness analysis it is possible to develop good solutions for the predator-prey

problem.

Keywords: Predator Prey; Evolutionary Robotics; Reality Gap; Bayesian Opti-

mization; Evolutionary Algorithm.

8.1 Introduction

This chapter addresses the problem of designing behavioural strategies for a group

of robots with a specific task, capturing another robot that is an interesting topic for

our evolutionary modular robots. However, the task with a group of modular robots is

significant difficult in both simulation and real world. We first explore this task with

wheel robots instead of our modular robots and expect to extend to modular robots in

future. Our proposed approach is to employ a “smart” prey with a pre-programmed
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strategy based on a novel Gaussian model of danger zones and use an evolutionary

algorithm (EA) to optimize the predators’ behavior. The EA is applied in two stages:

first in simulation, then in hardware on the real robots.

We present a report on a study into designing behavioural strategies for a group of

robots with a specific task, capturing another robot. The motivational scenario is one

with drones: We imagine an air space invaded by an unknown drone that we want to

neutralize by launching a group of drones that chase and capture the intruder.

Our main goal is to come up with a design methodology that is

− effective – delivers good solutions, i.e., well performing predators,

− efficient – a design session can be conducted in a practically acceptable time

frame,

− flexible – can be adjusted to other problems of the given type.

To this end, we conduct an initial study to evaluate a specific approach based

on using evolutionary algorithms. The choice for employing evolutionary design is

motivated by the success of evolutionary computing in several optimization and design

tasks [Eiben and Smith, 2015a], the achievements of evolutionary robotics in gen-

eral [Doncieux et al., 2015, Vargas et al., 2014], and the existing knowledge regarding

evolving predator-prey strategies in particular [Nolfi, 2012].

For the current study we make a number of assumptions and certain choices for

the sake of feasibility. First, we choose to use wheeled driving robots instead of

flying drones.1 While this is a little different from our motivational scenario, it greatly

reduces the practical difficulties of the experiments. Second, we decide to run the

evolutionary algorithms in software as well as in hardware, i.e., on simulated robots

as well as real ones. This is to reduce the infamous reality gap within evolutionary

robotics [Jakobi et al., 1995, Lan et al., 2019]. Third, we do not co-evolve the prey

strategies with the predators, but employ a novel Gaussian model-based prey strategy

to be outsmarted. Also this choice is to reduce complexity.

The essence of our design method is to employ evolution in two stages: first in

simulation, then in hardware. This means that we do not mix simulation-based and real-

world fitness evaluations within one run, but conduct a “clean” software and a “clean”
1We use Thymio II robots, see https://www.thymio.org/home-en:home
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hardware-based evolutionary search process. Our hypothesis is that this is sufficient

to obtain good solutions quickly. The rationale is that the two stages compensate for

each other’s deficiencies. On the one hand, simulation-based evolution is improved by

evolution in the real-world. This guarantees that the evolved solutions really work. On

the other hand, real-world evolution can have a kick start using the result of the first

stage with good solutions in the first generation. This idea is generic, i.e., applicable to

any type of robots, be it wheeled, legged, or flying and to various tasks.

In summary, this chapter presents a two-stage evolutionary method for developing

pursuit strategies for a group of predator robots with the following specific goals:

1. Choose an appropriate EA to find high quality pursuit strategies and implement

this in a simulator as well as on real robots.

2. Implement a post-processing method that inspects the controllers with the highest

fitness value and selects an overall winner by robustness (sensitivity to different

starting conditions).

3. Test and validate this system in practice, evaluate its working, and identify

directions for future research.

8.2 Related Work

Most of the existing studies in evolutionary robotics address the co-evolution of

pursuit and evasion strategies. That is, both the predator(s) and the prey(s) evolve

their behaviour. One of the early works is from Miglino et al. [Miglino et al., 1995,

Lund and Miglino, 1996] who design a model of a mobile robot and of its environment

by evolving neural controllers in computer simulation and then transferring the control

systems obtained to physical environment. However, this study is conducted in a single

Khepera robot and a small physical environment of a 60×35 cm rectangular arena.

Nolfi and Foreano [Nolfi and Floreano, 1998] perform co-evolution of one predator

and one prey to investigate the “arms races" phenomenon in a real world setting. The

predator and prey are placed in a square world 47cm × 47cm. Several researchers

simulated the predator-prey environment with the software. The article from Yong and

Miikkulainen [Yong and Miikkulainen, 2009] shows that three predators corporately
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catch prey, which is achieved in a 100 × 100 toroidal grid simulated world. Haynes

and Sen [Haynes and Sen, 1997] put the prey and the predators in 30 × 30 grid simu-

lated world. Using such simple settings for simulation helps the research on different

algorithms and strategies for predators. However, if the goal is to have robots applied

in the real world then more realistic simulation environments are needed and even that

may not be enough because of the infamous reality gap [Jakobi et al., 1995].

Concerning the behaviour of predators, we can distinguish two cases: the predators

can be homogeneous or heterogeneous, that is, the predators have the same controller

or not. The work from Bryant and Miikkulainen [Bryant and Miikkulainen, 2003]

notes that homogeneous agents can have some advantages such as great flexibility

compared to heterogeneous ones in some cases, for example, when the size of the team

changes, although Haynes and Sen [Haynes and Sen, 1997] report that heterogeneous

agents are better in the symmetrical setting like predator-prey. Most of them select

neural networks as controllers. Yong and Miikkulainen [Yong and Miikkulainen, 2009]

set inputs as the offset between "predator and prey" and "predator and predators" and

choose heterogeneous agents, which makes the controllers able to coordinate a different

number of predators for great flexibility. We choose to use homogeneous agents to

make our system easily scalable, i.e., our system works with a different number of

predators. With features selection, we can reduce the dimensions of weights in the

neural network, also make predators show obvious behaviour of the collision avoidance

with other predators, which is similar to bird flock avoid the collision from each other

in swarm intelligence [Beni, 2004].

Predators need a good opponent for evolving a complex strategy to catch skillful

prey. There are different strategies for prey in the literature. Jeong and Lee design

a fuzzy logic controller using genetic algorithm [Jeong and Lee, 1999]. Nolfi and

Foreano [Nolfi, 2012, Nolfi and Floreano, 1998] evolved both the predator and the

prey, which can suffer from "arms races" and the "red queen effect" [Paredis, 1997].

But the state-of-the-art shows that it can be improved by Cooperative Multi-objective

Evolutionary Algorithms [Antonio and Coello, 2018]. In the work from Yong and

Miikkulainen [Yong and Miikkulainen, 2009], the evasion strategy of the prey is simply

getting away from the nearest predator. We choose not to evolve the prey but design a

strategy based on the gradient of the Gaussian function, which will be introduced in
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subsection 8.4.1. It is easy to implement and applicable in both the simulated world

and the real world.

8.3 Overall system architecture

Our system consists of two major components: a simulated and a real-world envi-

ronment. We conduct evolution in both. Although the robots in the two worlds are

inevitably different, we use realistic 3D robot models to minimize the difference. By

design, the robot controllers and the evolutionary operators are the same in both en-

vironments. The general logic is as follows: we evolve for 1300 fitness evaluations

in simulation, followed by 130 fitness evaluations in the real world. Then the final

“winner” is selected from the top 3 controllers by comparing their robustness. To asses

the robustness of a controller, we execute 1000 simulated chase runs with random

initial positions of all robots (predators and prey).

8.3.1 Simulated World

Our simulation environment is built on Gazebo 2 which is a well-designed 3D real-time

robot simulator. The robots can interact with each other. The field for pursuit and

evasion is a 2m by 2m square world with walls and without obstacles; the size of the

robots is approximately 15cm by 15cm. Figure 8.1 illustrates this world, where the

green robot is the prey and the three red robots near the wall are the predators. In the

simulated world, we design a similar robot to the physical Thymio robots in the real

world. The speed and direction of the robots can be controlled by driving the speed of

left wheel and the right wheel independently. To reduce the reality gap, appropriate

physics parameters of the simulation are important. In Gazebo, the physics parameters

can be defined by SDF files for the robots and the world. We conducted several

preliminary experiments to test the physics parameters. For instance, we measured

the upper bound of velocity of Thymio robots in the real world and limited the wheel

speed in the simulated world. In the beginning of an evaluation, the prey is placed at

2http://gazebosim.org/
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the center of the arena, while the predators are placed parallel to each other along one

of the walls, as shown in Figure 8.1.

Figure 8.1: Three predators and prey in the simulated world (left) and the real world
(right). Left: the red robots are predators, the green robot is prey. Right: the overhead
photo of the real world. The bounding boxes present the predators (red) and prey
(green) as recognized by the overhead camera. The red and green lines that stick out of
the bounding boxes represent the direction of predators and prey respectively.

8.3.2 Real World

In the real world, we use the same robots as in the simulation, a set of Thymio robots.

To improve the computing capacity and the communication between robots we extend

the off-the-shelf Thymios by a microcomputer (a Raspberry Pi 3 that can handle wifi)

and an extra battery. The field is a 2m × 2m square arena as in the simulated world.

Instead of using the cameras on the robots, we choose to use an overhead camera

above the arena to provide information for the robot controllers. For localization in the

real world, we develop a color recognition system where the robots are designated by

different colors, such that it works well to recognize the position, direction, and unique

identification of robots. We achieve this by placing colored signs (pieces of colored

papers) on the top of the robots and a smaller colored square that indicates the “heads”

(i.e., directions). We also put 4 orange square signs at the four corners of the arena as

calibration to locate the field. More information about the experiments including the

code and the video in the real world are published on github 3.

3https://github.com/chenjiunhan/Predators_and_Prey/
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8.4 Robot controllers

In this work, the different types of controllers are applied to predators and prey. We

deliberately design a concise neural network to be the controller of predators that is

to undergo evolution of the weights. As for prey, we design a novel fixed but “smart”

evasion strategy, Gaussian model-based controller.

8.4.1 Prey Controller

To develop a skillful opponent for evolving good predator strategies to catch the prey,

we observed that when predators are close to the prey, the situation becomes more

dangerous for the prey. Also, when the prey stays near the wall it can be trapped easily.

Thus, the main idea behind our prey controller is to model danger zones with multiple

Gaussian functions. Specifically, we use a 2D Gaussian function to model the danger

zone around the predators and a 1D Gaussian function to model the danger zone close

to the walls. The predator-induced danger zone distribution can be expressed as:

Pk(x, y) =
1

2πσ2
p

exp

{
− (x− xk)2

2σ2
p

− (y − yk)2

2σ2
p

}
(8.1)

where k is the index of the predators, xk, yk are the coordinates of the kth predators,

and σp is a hyperparameter. When σp is low, the danger zone induced by predators

is relatively narrow. Pk(x, y) returns higher values for those coordinates (x, y) that

are close to predators, in other words, those coordinates are more dangerous. This

makes the prey “feel in danger” only when it is relatively close to the predators. Our

experimental arena is a 2m by 2m square world with two vertical walls and two

horizontal walls. The danger zone distribution belonging to a vertical wall can be

expressed as:

Wi(x) =
1

σw
√

2π
exp

{
− (x− xi)2

2σ2
w

}
, i ∈ {1, 2} (8.2)

where i is the index of the two vertical walls. xi is the coordinate of the two vertical

walls in horizontal axis (x), and σw is a hyperparameter like σp. The danger zone
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distribution belonging to a horizontal wall is:

Wj(y) =
1

σw
√

2π
exp

{
− (y − yj)2

2σ2
w

}
, j ∈ {1, 2} (8.3)

where j is the index of the two horizontal walls, yj is the coordinates of the two

horizontal walls in the vertical axis (y). This model returns higher values for those

coordinates that are close to the walls, because the prey is more likely to be trapped

there. When the hyperparameter σw is lower, the danger zone caused by walls is

relatively narrow. The prey “feels in danger” only when it is relatively close to the wall.

Combining all the danger zone distributions above, the final danger zone distribution

is:
d(x, y) =

2∑
i=1

wi(x) +

2∑
j=1

wj(y) + α

Np∑
k=1

Pk(x, y) (8.4)

where the coefficient α determines the relative importance of avoiding predators and

avoiding being trapped nearby walls, Np is the number of predators. For instance, the

final danger zone distribution for a random situation with four predators is shown in

Figure 8.2. The value of the heat map represents the level of danger, higher values

means the more dangerous locations for the prey on the map.

Figure 8.2: The robots distribution and corresponding heat map of the danger level.
The left is the robots position in the simulated world. The right is the corresponding
danger level that displayed in heat map. The green point and line represent the prey
and its direction towards the relative safe location.

With the danger zone map, the prey has the navigation towards less dangerous
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places to avoid the predators. This can be achieved by moving towards the direction of

the descending gradient at the coordinates of the prey. The direction of the descending

gradient can be calculated analytically. The navigation can be applied in real-time

physics simulation and also in the real world. The escaping direction vector D can be

expressed as:

D = −(
g(x)√

g(x)2 + g(y)2
,

g(x)√
g(x)2 + g(y)2

) (8.5)

where g(x) and g(y) can be derived as the expressions in Equation 8.6 and Equation 8.7

respectively. The escaping direction D towards the less dangerous locations can be

calculated real-time in the simulated world and real world. The prey strategy is to move

forward when it matches the escape direction (with some tolerance), otherwise the prey

turns left or right until the escape direction is matched.

g(x) =
∂d(x, y)

∂x

=

2∑
i=1

dWi(x)

dx
+ α

Np∑
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=
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1
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√
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w

}
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w
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(8.6)

g(y) =
∂d(x, y)
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=
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(8.7)

In the derivation above we introduced three parameters σw, σp and α, which

determine the danger zone and the escaping direction. Thus, these parameters have

a crucial impact on the escaping behaviour of the prey. To optimize these three
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parameters, we give the empirical values to initialize the prey controller, and execute

an evolutionary process to evolve the neural network for the best predator controller

against the initial prey controller. Then, we use grid search to look for the best σw, σp
and α in prey controller that the best predator controller performs the lowest fitness,

i.e., the prey performs best. The small values of α imply that the prey gives priority to

keep the distance from the walls and the corners in case of being trapped. If necessary,

the process of optimizing these three parameters can be repeated many times until the

prey perform well as we expected, or σw, σP and α converge, or the performance gains

diminish. The best parameter values from the grid search that we used in our prey

controller, are shown in Table 8.1.

parameter σw σp α

value 0.2 0.25 0.1

Table 8.1: The value of parameters we used in the Gaussian model-based prey escaping
strategy

8.4.2 Predator Controller

To evolve prominent predator strategies we design a concise neural network as predator

controllers, and optimize the parameters of the neural network with optimization

algorithms. We choose to use a homogeneous team of predators that work with

identical controllers. With such a system, the number of predators is scalability, i.e., the

predator controllers are flexible to the tasks with the different number of predators. To

reduce the search space of the predator controller, we design a concise neural network

with one hidden layer and two outputs nodes that drive two wheels of predators. As

for the inputs, we identify three features to be used, the first one for avoiding collision

with other predators and two for chasing the prey, specified as follow.

− r: The first input is a signed distance from the predator to the nearest predator.

We define the nearest predator in the left of the predator itself as a negative value,

and the right of that as a positive value.
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− ∆θ: The second input is an intersection angle between the orientation of predator

and the direction from predator itself to prey.

− d: The third input is the distance between the predator itself and the prey.

The three input features are independent of the number of predators so that they

work without any modification for tasks of the different number of predators. We

use hyperbolic tangent as the activation function of hidden and output nodes. The

outputs are the angular velocities of left wheel and right wheel, noted as ωL and ωR
respectively. The concise neural network include 26 weights need to be optimized, and

its structure is shown in Figure 8.3.

∆θ

r

d

ωL

ωR

input layer
hidden layer

output layer

Figure 8.3: The structure of the neural network for a predator controller. r, ∆Θ, d are
the inputs. ωL, ωR are the outputs.

8.5 Experiments

The experiments are conducted with a standard Evolution Strategy (std-ES), the Co-

variance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), and Bayesian Optimization

(BO). The first two are true evolutionary algorithms, BO is a non-evolutionary method

that we included here because of its state-of-the-art data efficiency as an optimizer. The

main logic is the same in all cases: the evolutionary/optimization algorithm is used

as a learning method that searches through the space of possible robot controllers by

means of trial-and-error, a.k.a. generate-and-test. The way to generate new controllers

differs by method, but the way to test them is the same. A given controller is tested by

deploying it on the predators, placing the predators and the prey on the initial positions

and letting the robots run for an evaluation period of a fixed duration (60 seconds).
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Note that the predators are homogeneous agents, i.e., they have the same controller

during an evaluation.

8.5.1 The Fitness Function

In our view, a good fitness definition must reflect desirable behaviour, rather than “just”

a given objective function. By design, we do not terminate the evaluation period if

the prey is captured, because it is possible that the prey escapes and we want to have

predators that keep chasing the prey in that case. To illustrate this, consider a situation

for two different controllers, where the first one captures the prey at the end of the

evaluation period, while the second one captures the prey in half of the evaluation time

and follows the prey closely in the rest of the evaluation period. Obviously, we expect

that the second predator controller has a higher fitness than the first one. Therefore, we

evaluate the predator controller by considering the full evaluation period of T seconds.

(60 seconds in this work). At time t (0 ≤ t ≤ T ) we can calculate the following

measurements:

− r(i,t) is the distance between ith predator and its nearest neighbor predator,

− d(i,t) is the distance between ith predator and the prey,

where i is the index of predators. Then we can aggregate r(i,t) and d(i,t) over the whole

test period by measuring them at given moments and calculating the average (denoted

by Ri and Di, respectively). In these experiments we use increments of 0.2 second

over a test period of T = 60 seconds, i.e., 300 measurements. Thus, the overall quality

of the controller is defined by considering the behaviour of all Np predators during an

evaluation by the following fitness function:

fitness =
1

Np

Np∑
i=1

[
1

Di

]
+

1

Np

Np∑
i=1

Ri (8.8)
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8.5.2 Evolution in Simulation

As explained in the beginning of this section, we implement and test three learning

algorithms, std-ES 4 [Salimans et al., 2017], CMA-ES 5 [Hansen et al., 2019], and BO
6 [Snoek et al., 2012] in python. We run the experiments with 1300 evaluations for

each of the algorithms and perform 10 repetitions with independent random seeds.

We executed several preliminary experiments to find good values for the principal

parameters of the three algorithms. The best settings we found and use throughout

the rest of the chapter are shown in Table 8.2. Notice that we calculate the population

size for CMA-ES as 13 = 4 + floor(3 ∗ ln(Nn)), where Nn = 26 is the number of

weights of the neural network controller.

std-ES
Population size Sigma Learning rate Decay

13 0.4 0.2 0.98

CMA-ES
Population size Sigma - -

13 0.5 - -

BO
Acquisition function κ Kernel kernel_l

UCB 1.0 Matérn 5/2 0.05

Table 8.2: The principal parameters we used in the learning algorithms std-ES, CMA-
ES, and BO.

To compare the three algorithms we consider the best fitness for each run and take

the average of the best fitness values over the 10 repetitions. The results are shown in

Figure 8.4. The three algorithms perform comparably. The CMA-ES and BO perform

better than std-ES, but the differences are not significant (the bands overlap). BO seems

to learn faster in the first hundreds of evaluations, however it is much slower in terms

of computation time. In our experiments, BO took about 71 hours for 1300 evaluations

in each run – approximately 215 times more computation time than the Evolution

Strategies. This is not too surprising, given that the matrix inversion of positive definite

symmetric matrices in BO usually requires computational time complexity O(n3)

for inversion of an n by n matrix [Rasmussen and Williams, 2005]. The comparison

4https://github.com/alirezamika/evostra
5https://github.com/CMA-ES/pycma
6https://github.com/fmfn/BayesianOptimization
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of the three algorithms regarding computation time is shown in the right picture of

Figure 8.4. As we can see, the CMA-ES is a bit better and a bit slower than the std-ES

and considering everything we choose CMA-ES to execute the main experiments.
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Figure 8.4: Average best fitness over 10 runs. The blue, red, green colors represent
the std-ES, CMA-ES, and BO respectively. Left: average best fitness plotted over the
number of evaluations. Right: average best fitness plotted over time (log scale). The
computation times of std-ES, CMA-ES, BO are 0.33, 0.23, 71.00 hour(s) respectively.

To validate the fitness function defined by Equation 8.8 we analyse the predators

behaviours at different fitness levels. To this end, we collect all 1300 controllers that

are generated by the CMA-ES during a run and rank them by fitness values. Then we

choose 10 controllers for each fitness level around 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and we collect the top

10 controllers for further inspection. (The best 10 controllers have an average fitness of

5.30). For any given controller and moment t during the test period we calculate the

average distance of the Np predators to the prey by 1
Np

∑Np

i=1 d(i,t). Then we average

these distances over all controllers with a given fitness level by

1

Nc

Nc∑
c=1

1

Np

Np∑
i=1

d(i,t)

where Nc = 10 is the number of controllers. Hereby we obtain the average distance of

all predators of all controllers for the given fitness level at a certain time t.

The left plot of Figure 8.5 shows how these average distances change over time

during a test period. These results confirm the adequacy of our fitness function and give
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interesting insights into the robots’ behaviour. Although the controllers with fitness

around 4.0 are not as good as the top 10 controllers, they also successfully capture and

follow the prey closely during the whole evaluation time. The controllers with fitness

around 3.0 capture the prey in the beginning but the prey successfully escapes again.

It is a classic battle between predators and prey that is almost captured, but could get

away twice. The controllers with fitnesses around 2.0 have not captured the prey at all

during the evaluation time.
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Figure 8.5: Left: the average distance from the predators to the prey for the 10
controllers in four fitness levels. Right: the average distance from predators to prey
when using 3, 4 and 5 predators. The shadows are the 95.45% confidence intervals.

To gain more detailed insights we test one controller from each fitness level class

and plot the actual trajectories during a test period. These trajectories are shown in

Figure 8.6. Obviously, the predators with high fitness values exhibit better capturing

behaviours. The predators with the finesses of 2.04 and 3.03 can only follow the trail

of the prey. However, the predators with the finesses of 4.02 and 5.38 (best controller)

capture the prey correctly and quickly.

In some tasks, it requires the different number of predators to catch prey. We choose

the homogeneous agents that the controllers can work for the tasks of the different

number of predators. Therefore, to verify if the controllers work well for increasing the

number of predators, we test the best controller with a fitness of 5.38 for the tasks of

3, 4 and 5 predators in the real world. The corresponding average distance between

the predators and the prey in an evaluation for 10 repetitions are shown in the right of

Figure 8.5. The teams of 3 or 4 predators are equally successful, but 4 predators catch
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(a) 2.04 (b) 3.03

(c) 4.02 (d) 5.38

Figure 8.6: Trajectories of three predators and the prey. The predators were driven by
controllers with fitness values 2.04, 3.03, 4.02, 5.38 (best) respectively. The black lines
show the prey, the red, green, blue lines show the predators.

the prey faster and with lower variance in the beginning. 5 predators are a bit too many

in the 2m by 2m arena that they have a higher chance to bump into each other, and four

predators can surround the prey better. Yet, we choose to use 3 predators in the real

world due to it takes less time to run the experiments.

Furthermore, we observed that our approach successfully evolve the smart group

capturing behaviours. The predators generally keep certain distances to each other and

good team formations for surrounding the prey. To further observe the behaviours and

validate the flexibility of our method for widely application, we test the best controller

for 2, 3, 5, 8 predators to challenge the higher more difficult tasks for capturing the prey

that is controlled by a human in an open arena by removing the walls in the simulated

world rather than the 2m by 2m arena. The four stages for testing 2, 3, 5, 8 predators

are shown in Figure 8.7. As we can see, in these cases, the predators perform the good
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team formations with certain distances to each other and surrounding strategy, and

successfully capture the prey.

8_1 8_2 8_3 8_4

5_1 5_2 5_3 5_4

3_1 3_2 3_3 3_4

2_1 2_2 2_3 2_4

Figure 8.7: The four stages of the predators with the best controller on 2, 3, 5, and 8
predators capture the human-controlled prey in the simulated world of unlimited time
and unlimited field, and perform the team formations well. The green and red dots
represent the prey and predators respectively. The numbers 2_1 present the 1st stage in
the task of 2 predators, the same representation to the other number.

8.5.3 Evolution in the Real World

Stage 2 of the controller evolution process takes place in the real world. This means

that every fitness evaluation is carried out on real robots, rather than on simulated

ones. The real world arena is a 2m by 2m square like in the simulated world and we

use three Thymio II robots as predators and one Thymio II as the prey. An overhead
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camera system above the arena is implemented to collect the coordinates, orientations

and unique identification of the robots as the inputs of the controllers. To seed the

initial population in the real world setting we use the last population of the first stage.

Then we run the CMA-ES for more 10 generations (130 evaluations) in the real world.

The results are shown in Figure 8.8. Note that generations 100 and 101 have the

same controllers but are evaluated in the simulated world and real world respectively.

Comparing the resulting fitness values we see a clear reality gap between the simulation

(generation 100) and the real world (generation 101). The average fitness of the same

controllers drops from 3.14 in the simulated world to 2.12 in the real world, and the

maximum fitness drops from 5.08 to 2.48.
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Figure 8.8: Fitness values observed in simulated (left) and real world evolution (right)
using the CMA-ES. Left: average (solid line) and best fitness (dashed line) per gener-
ation averaged over 10 independent repetitions. Right: average (solid line) and best
fitness (dashed line) per generation for the one run we conducted in the real world. The
shaded areas show the 95.45% confidence intervals.

Starting with this population the CMA-ES evolves the controllers further in the

real world and in the last generation the average and maximum fitness reaches 2.87

and 4.55 respectively. The colored crosses in the right of Figure 8.8 show the top three

controllers found in this stage. Controller A (red cross) has a fitness value of 4.55,

controller B (green cross) and controller C (blue cross) have fitness values of 4.54

and 4.11, respectively. The trajectories of a chasing episode with these controllers

are shown in Figure 8.9. As we can see, the predators driven by these controllers can

successfully capture the prey.
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(a) Controller A (b) Controller B (c) Controller C

Figure 8.9: Trajectories of a chase with the top three evolved controllers A, B, and C.
The black lines represent the trajectories of the prey, colored lines show the trajectories
of the predators.

8.5.4 Post-processing: Robustness Tests in Simulation

As shown by the fitness values and the actual trajectories, the best evolved controllers

all exhibit good real world performance. The question is which one to put forward as

the overall winner to be implemented as the solution to the controller design problem.

Simply choosing by the fitness values is not a good idea because these are established

by one test only and the inevitable noise (e.g., the inhomogeneous friction and the

recognition errors from the overhead camera system).

To answer this question and choose one of the top controllers, we perform additional

robustness tests on three best controllers (For the red, green, and blue controllers as

identified in the crosses of Figure 8.8). These tests are not only meant to cope with

the effects of noise, but more importantly, to identify the controller that works best

in various situations, such as different initial positions of the robots. Obviously, the

additional experiments are executed much easier and cheaper in the simulated world

than the real world. Therefore, we test the top three controllers with 1000 random

initial positions for the robots in the simulator. The resulting robustness histograms

of the best three controllers evolved on real robots are presented in Figure 8.10 that

statistic results are shown in Table 8.3.

The results show that the controller with highest fitness in the real world is not

necessarily the one with the most robust behavior. Even though controller A has higher
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Figure 8.10: Robustness histograms of the best three controllers evolved on real robots.

fitness than controllers B and C, it has a lower median and 25th percentile of the fitness

value distribution in the extra tests. Further information can be obtained by inspecting

the actual robot behaviours during the 60 seconds testing period, i.e., the chasing

session. Interestingly, we notice that the three controllers have different characteristics.

Controller A makes the predators win by a good team formation. The group of predators

generally captures the prey by surrounding and enclosing it effectively. However, the

speed is relatively slow and it takes time to reconfigure if the prey escapes. Controller

B is quite the opposite of A, it drives predators with higher speed performance but

worse team formations. Therefore, the predators with controller B can re-capture the

prey better with higher speed. Controller C combines the advantages from the other

two controllers and exhibits high robustness and the best median fitness value of 4.06.

We therefore choose it as the champion with both high fitness and good robustness.

Controller Original fitness Q3 median Q1

A 4.55 4.75 3.42 2.78
B 4.54 4.86 3.86 3.20
C 4.11 4.93 4.06 3.53

Table 8.3: Outcomes of the robustness tests of the best three controllers. Q1 is the first
quartile (25th percentile), Q3 is the third quartile (75th percentile) of the 1000 fitness
values.
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8.6 Discussion and Conclusions

As reported in the foregoing, we have successfully met our first and second research

goal specified in the Introduction. We have identified a good EA by comparing three

alternatives in simulation. As shown in Figure 8.4, the CMA-ES performs better

than Bayesian optimization and std-ES. This fact might be (partly) attributed to the

capability of CMA-ES to handle the noisy fitness function [Hansen, 2009]. Thus we

implemented this CMA-ES in hardware so that we could evolve pursuit strategies

on the real Thymio robots. With these algorithms in place we could run and test the

two-stage evolutionary process to generate good pursuit strategies. As expected, the

transition between the two stages, i.e., from software to hardware, caused a drop in

fitness. As shown in Figure 8.8, the fitness dropped by approximately 30% when we

switched from simulation to real robots (average fitness: 28%, maximum fitness: 34%).

However, the fitness of the real robots climbed up quickly to levels comparable to the

simulated ones. This confirms our rationale that real-world evolution can benefit from

using the result of simulated evolution in the first generation.

The post-processing method we introduced in subsection 8.5.4 was designed to

reduce the effect of “luck” that could result in a high fitness value of a mediocre

controller that is evaluated under advantageous circumstances. Since the essence of the

method is to perform many tests under various conditions, it was necessary to do it in

simulations. Our experiments showed the value of this additional information, the third

best controller turned out to be much more robust than the first and second ones and

was identified as the preferred solution.

To conclude, let us recall the main goal of this study: to come up with a method

that is effective, efficient, and flexible in designing behavioural strategies for a group

of robots whose task is to capture another robot. Our experiments demonstrated the

efficacy: the method was able to produce good strategies such that the predators could

catch the prey in the real world.

The aspect of efficiency should be considered in a broad context of the whole

application. In stage 1 of our system, i.e., evolution in the simulated world, it took

about 20 minutes to run 100 generations (with population size 13) on an computer with

Intel CoreTM i5-5200U CPU @2.20GHz. In stage 2, evolution in the real world, it took
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about 2.5 hours to execute one run of 10 generations with the same population size.

Thus, evolution in the real world for 100 generations would take about 25 hours to

complete. Execution times are of course subject to many practical details, such as the

computers clock speed, number of CPU cores, simulation accuracy, reset time of the

physical robots, etc., but based on these data it is safe to say a week (or two) is enough

to solve the problem of evolving robot controllers for a certain task. As a disclaimer,

let us note that the sensors and actuators of the Thymio II robots are relatively simple

and our duration estimation may not hold for significantly more complex robots.

Regarding flexibility we can note that our algorithms and methods (CMA-ES,

robustness testing) are generally applicable. Obviously, the given robot platform and

its implementation in a simulator are specific. However, different tasks (design targets)

can be easily interfaced to the system by simply changing the definition of fitness.

Our experiments described in the foregoing provided feedback about the working

of the system and illuminated its advantages and disadvantages. A particular advantage

is the good integration between the software and the hardware. Hereby we have the best

of both worlds. Testing different algorithmic options is more practical in simulation,

e.g., it is easy to vary the number of predators, try more or less sophisticated prey

strategies, or compare several EA variants. In the meanwhile, running evolution on the

real robots can mitigate the reality gap problem and find solutions that work in the real

world. The main disadvantage we encountered was the time needed to carry out the

hardware experiments. As noted above, these were much slower than the simulations.

Using bigger populations we expect that this becomes even worse. On the positive side,

10 real world generations turned out to be enough to find solutions with fitness levels

close to those achieved in 100 simulated generations and good real world performance.

Currently we are working on a more sophisticated perception system. (Recall that

in this study we use an overhead camera to provide exact location information to the

predators and the prey.) To get a “real” real-world system that works outside the lab,

we are porting the system to robots with cameras to evolve controllers that use the

information from camera images as inputs to the neural network. This will represent a

step-up in the complexity and we are keen on comparing the efficiency of our method

under such more realistic conditions. In future, we expect to apply BEA, proposed

in chapter 4, to this task and compare BEA to the three algorithms. Furthermore,
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we aim to extend the task of predator-prey to evolvable modular robots for evolving

predator-prey robots in both body and brain.
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9
Concluding Remarks

This thesis studies locomotion on evolvable modular robots and focuses on directed

locomotion and targeted locomotion. We argue that learning these locomotion skills

is essential for robots to perform a variety of tasks. Analogously to living organisms,

learning such skills is part of an infancy that corresponds to the Infancy phase in

the Triangle of Life. In order to achieve locomotion capabilities, we formulated

four research goals about directed locomotion, targeted locomotion, robot vision, and

collective behavior. Here, we recall these research goals and conclude this thesis from

the following aspects.

Research goal 1: Develop methods to learn directed locomotion in modular robots

with different morphologies.

Although gait learning is a popular problem within evolutionary robotics, a more
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meaningful task is directed locomotion where a robot has to move in a given (static)

direction. We used CPG-based networks as controllers of modular robots with different

morphologies. The topologies of the controllers are generated automatically depending

on the morphologies of the robots in our framework, Revolve. Several popular learning

algorithms, evolutionary algorithms (HyperNEAT and an evolutionary strategy) and

Bayesian Optimization, are applied to learn the CPG-based controllers. The results

in simulation show that these algorithms learn the controllers for directed locomotion

successfully. Moreover, we ran the best controllers learned by BO on three real robots

and observed their fitness and actual trajectories to validate the learned locomotion

skills in the real world. The obtained results indicate a reality gap that depends on the

controllers and the shapes of the robots, but overall the trajectories are adequate and

follow the target directions successfully. The related results are presented in Chapter 2

and Chapter 3.

Despite these positive results, these existing algorithms show some shortcomings

during the learning processes. Although BO performs the state-of-the-art data effi-

ciency, the computation time per evaluation increases significantly over evaluations.

Evolutionary algorithms take a constant level computation time for each evaluation,

but with low data efficiency. To learn better controllers faster, we proposed a novel

algorithm, the BEA, that starts with BO, then transfers knowledge to an EA, and

subsequently runs the EA. We proposed gain per time unit to evaluate time efficiency

of learning algorithms and to determine the switch point where the BEA transfers

knowledge from BO to EA. Furthermore, we adjusted the EA part of the BEA by a

new self-adaptive Gaussian mutation, where the mutation step-sizes are influenced by

the actually measured time efficiency. We tested the BEA on well-known benchmark

objective functions and three tasks in evolutionary modular robotics: directed locomo-

tion, gait learning, and rotating. The best robot controllers learned by BO and the BEA

were tested on three real robots. The results show that the BEA outperforms both BO

and the EA on well-known benchmark objective functions and the three fundamental

tasks in evolutionary robotics in terms of the objective value with similar computation

time to the EA. Although the obtained results show a reality gap that depends on the

controllers and the shape of the robots, the BEA-optimized behaviors are still better

than that of BO in almost all cases. Therefore, we conclude that the BEA learned the
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best controllers for the three tasks. The results are addressed in Chapter 4.

Research goal 2: Design methods to obtain targeted locomotion in modular robots

with different morphologies.

In many situations, robots need to approach and follow targets. In order to respond

to possible changes in the behavior of given target, robots should be controlled in a

closed loop where the changes need to be perceived and utilized as sensory input of

controllers for updating robot behaviours. We proposed an approach that is based on a

combination of two key parts, a new closed-loop controller with sensory feedback and

an internal frame of reference to distinguish left and right in any body shape. Targets

in the environments are recognized by real-time robot vision as the sensory input of

the closed-loop controller. The closed-loop controller consists of a couple of sensory

oscillators. Using the frame of reference, the oscillators in the controller are divided

to left and right part. The output of each oscillator in the controller changes for the

actions of “going left”, “going forward”, and “going right” by updating the sensory

input. The approach allows a modular robot with an arbitrary shape to approach and

follow a target. We validated this method on three physical modular robots, a spider, a

gecko, and their offspring, in three real-world scenarios, fixed target, moving target,

and double moving target. The results show that modular robots can learn how to

follow targets in the real world successfully, as presented in Chapter 7.

Research goal 3: Develop a real-time robot vision system to recognize objects that

works on low-performance computing hardware installed on real robots.

For many cases in robotics, targets could be dynamic. In such cases, real-time robot

vision is fundamental and necessary to perceive the environment and return sensory

feedback to the robot. We proposed the Fast Regions of Interest Search (FROIS)

algorithm to quickly find the ROIs of the objects in small robots with low-performance

hardware. On the one hand, the traditional approaches of Support Vector Machine

and compressed convolutional neural network are used to classify the ROIs. The

combination of FROIS, HOG, and SVM recognizes the objects on a microcomputer,

Raspberry Pi 3, with an accuracy of 99.1% and a speed of 10 FPS. The results are

indicated in Chapter 5. On the other hand, we used an evolutionary approach to evolve
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efficient deep neural networks to classify ROIs proposed by FROIS. The best evolved

DNN recognizes the modular robots on Raspberry Pi 3 with an accuracy of 95.6%

and a speed of 5.3 FPS, as addressed in Chapter 6. The former and latter solutions

successfully achieve real-time object recognition at considerable speeds and accuracy

on a microcomputer, Raspberry Pi 3. In the investigation of targeted locomotion, we

used the former method because of its faster speed and found that the targets in the real

world could be recognized on low-performance hardware.

Research goal 4: Design a method to learn behavioural strategies for a collective

task, in particular, following and capturing another robot.

To generalize the tasks for one robot to a group of robots, we investigated multi-

robot intelligence to learn behavioural strategies for a collective task, in particular,

capturing another robot. We used an evolutionary approach by combining simulated

and real-world evolution of behavioural strategies. The method was tested and validated

on robots using wheels instead of modular limbs for reducing the complexity because

a task with a group of modular robots is significantly more difficult due to multiple

complex interactions. We implemented the learning process in two stages: first in

simulation and then further learning on real robots. The learning process on real robots

started with the last population of the simulation. The obtained results indicate a clear

reality gap between the simulation and the real world, but this was closed by the real

world evolution and robots captured the prey robot successfully both in simulation and

the real world. We addressed the related results in Chapter 8.

In summary, this thesis presented an investigation in evolutionary robotics, in particu-

lar the learning loop in the Infancy phase of the Triangle of Life. We studied locomotion

skills in simulated and physical modular robots with evolvable morphologies, in par-

ticular focused on directed locomotion and targeted locomotion. To develop these

tasks, we also investigated learning algorithms, real-time robot vision, and multi-robot

intelligence. This thesis provided the methods to learn brains for the overall long

term vision of the Evolution of Things concept, that is, for robot systems where both

morphologies and controllers evolve in real time and real space. Such an evolutionary

robot system can be used to generate adequate robots for challenging applications. The
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work reported in this thesis delivers a contribution to this vision by demonstrating how

‘newborn’ robots can learn important skills and tasks quickly after birth.

9.1 Ongoing and Future work

In this thesis, we discussed important problems of locomotion in evolutionary robotics,

and presented methods for directed and targeted locomotion in modular robots. How-

ever, there are still multiple open issues and possible future work. Here, we outline

some of them and highlight possible extensions of our work.

Generalization of controllers In targeted locomotion, our frame of reference is in

essence a two-dimensional coordinate system. It can be extended to three dimensions

and to different robots with other features. While using the direction of the camera to

define ‘North’ is a natural choice in targeted locomotion, a coordinate system can be

defined for robots without a camera as well. Further extensions and generalizations are

possible regarding the feedback from the environment. Although in this thesis we use

a camera, our approach is applicable to a wide range of robot systems. The sensory

oscillators can handle inputs from different sensors, e.g., accelerometers, gyroscopes,

IR sensors, sonars. To host the robot controllers, we used the microcomputer, Raspberry

Pi, that has limited computation power. A more powerful hardware (e.g., the embedded

GPU platform, NVIDIA Jetson) is a possible alternative to meet the requirements of

complex tasks. Furthermore, in chapter 7 all joints on the same side limbs are treated

the same way (see Equations 7.8 and 7.9) but it is possible to define a variant for each

of the joints. In such an extended way, robots can perform more complex behavior.

Learning from inherited controllers In this thesis, each robot learns controllers

from scratch that has nothing to do with their parents’ controllers. The learned con-

trollers are morphology dependent. In contrast, one interesting and challenging alterna-

tive is a new method where the controller of a newborn robot can be (partly) inherited

from its parents’ controllers. In such an approach, the inherited controllers can be

further learnt to be effective with a few trials in newborn robots. The method with
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inheritable controllers will be more efficient and natural than the current methods in

this thesis.

Other tasks A variety of interesting tasks can be further explored. One interesting

task is foraging by a group of robots. As the multi-robot intelligence in chapter 8, the

main scientific challenge is to learn appropriate behavior that balances the interest of

individual robots and the population as a whole. Another interesting task is object

manipulation. That is a fundamental task for many essential behaviours. For instance,

contact-based manipulation is important for recharging. In addition, object manipu-

lation is also morphology dependent as locomotion tasks. Studies on other tasks are

interesting research directions, particularly tasks inspired by biology.

Faster Learning Algorithms While our experiments were conducted on nine given

modular robots, these can be replaced by arbitrary modular robots. The algorithms and

methods are generic, applicable to any ’newborn’ robot in an evolutionary system. The

experiments of evolving body and learning controller will take a lot of computation

time in simulation. Currently, we obtained the best-learned controllers with 1500 trials.

In the future, the learning process can be improved by methods that learn the controllers

on physical robots in fewer trials. For instance, 150 trials could be completed within a

few hours.

The Long-term Vision Finally, the long-term vision is to achieve the whole evo-

lution process in both simulation and the real world automatically without human

involvement. This requires significant efforts in the development of material science,

rapid prototyping (3D printing), and automated assembly. Given the current pace

of progress in these areas, we expect that the first systems with automated robotic

(re)production and evolution will be available in five to ten years. This will open

unprecedented possibilities to artificial life studies as well as novel robot systems in,

for instance, space research, environmental monitoring in remote regions on the Earth,

or ore mining on the seafloor.
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Summary

The overall long term vision behind the line of research is the Evolution of Things

concept to have a programmable evolutionary system that works with physical artefacts,

i.e., robots in this thesis. The Triangle of Life describes a generic architecture of robot

systems, where both morphologies and controllers undergo evolution. In this thesis,

we focus on the Infancy phase of the ToL for learning effective locomotion skills in

modular robots with evolvable morphologies.

Locomotion is a fundamental task for designing robots that carry out other useful

tasks. First, we studied how to learn directed locomotion. Second, we investigated

targeted locomotion. These algorithmic studies are conducted in simulated and physical

modular robots. To this end, we investigated learning algorithms in terms of data

efficiency and time efficiency. We also investigated real-time robot vision to identify and

follow the targets. Finally, we investigated multi-robot intelligence to learn behavioural

strategies for a collective task.

This thesis contains several contributions. Firstly, a method for directed locomotion

on modular robots in simulation and the experimental validation in the real world.

Secondly, a time-efficient black-box optimizer, the Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm,

that can be used to learn adequate robot controllers. Thirdly, a method for targeted

locomotion on modular robots to approach and follow targets. This approach contains

two key ingredients, a new closed-loop controller architecture with sensory feedback

and an internal frame of reference to distinguish left and right in any body shape.

Fourthly, two methods of real-time robot vision running on a Raspberry Pi to recognize

objects. Finally, to generalize the tasks for one robot to a group of robots, we inves-

tigated multi-robot intelligence by combining simulated and real-world evolution of
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behavioural strategies.

In summary, this thesis provided the methods to learn brains for the overall long

term vision of the Evolution of Things concept. That is, for robot systems where both

morphologies and controllers evolve in real time and real space. Such an evolutionary

robot system can be used to generate adequate robots for challenging applications. The

work reported in this thesis provides a contribution to this vision by demonstrating how

‘newborn’ robots can learn skills and tasks quickly after birth.
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Samenvatting

De algemene langetermijnvisie achter de onderzoekslijn is het Evolution of Things

concept om een programmeerbaar evolutionair systeem te hebben dat werkt met fysieke

artefacten, d.w.z. robots in dit proefschrift. The Triangle of Life beschrijft een generieke

architectuur van robotsystemen, waarin zowel morfologieën als controllers een evolutie

ondergaan. In dit proefschrift richten we ons op de kindertijdfase van de ToL voor

het leren van effectieve bewegingsvaardigheden in modulaire robots met evolueerbare

morfologieën.

Voortbeweging is een fundamentele taak voor het ontwerpen van robots die andere

nuttige taken uitvoeren. Ten eerste hebben we bestudeerd hoe we richtinggestuurde

voortbeweging kunnen leren. Ten tweede hebben we doelgestuurde voortbeweging

onderzocht. Deze algoritmische studies worden uitgevoerd in gesimuleerde en fysieke

modulaire robots. Hiertoe onderzochten we leeralgoritmen in termen van datum- en

tijdefficiëntie en onderzochten we real-time robotvisie om doelen te identificeren en te

volgen. Ten slotte onderzochten we multi-robotintelligentie om gedragsstrategieën te

leren voor een collectieve taak.

Dit proefschrift bevat verschillende bijdragen. Ten eerste een methode voor richt-

inggestuurde voortbeweging op modulaire robots in simulatie en de experimentele

validatie in de echte wereld. Ten tweede een tijdbesparende black-box optimizer,

het Bayesian-Evolutionary Algorithm, die kan worden gebruikt om adequate robot-

controllers te leren. Ten derde, een methode voor doelgestuurde voortbeweging op

modulaire robots om doelen te benaderen en te volgen. Deze methode bevat twee be-

langrijke ingrediënten: een nieuwe gesloten-lus controllerarchitectuur met sensorische

feedback en een intern referentiekader om links en rechts in elke lichaamsvorm te
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onderscheiden. Ten vierde, twee methoden voor real-time robotvisie die op een Rasp-

berry Pi worden uitgevoerd om objecten te herkennen. Om de taken van één robot te

generaliseren naar een groep robots, hebben we tot slot de intelligentie van meerdere

robots onderzocht door gesimuleerde en real-world evolutie van gedragsstrategieën te

combineren via een evolutionaire benadering.

Samenvattend, dit proefschrift leverde methoden om hersenen te leren voor de

langetermijnvisie van het Evolution of Things-concept. Dat wil zeggen, voor robot-

systemen waarin zowel morfologieën als controllers evolueren in realtime en in reële

ruimte. Zo’n evolutionair robotsysteem kan worden gebruikt om geschikte robots voor

uitdagende toepassingen. Het werk dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, levert een

bijdrage aan deze visie door te laten zien hoe ‘pasgeboren’ robots vaardigheden en

taken snel na de geboorte kunnen leren
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